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ABSTRACT 
 

Triple Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC) tumors usually show high grade of intratumor heteroge-

neity. Among tumor cell subpopulations, Cancer Stem Cells (CSC) emerge as critical cell popula-

tion that play key roles in tumor initiation, progression, metastasis and tumor relapse after ther-

apy. Indeed, cancer cell plasticity mediates the repopulation of CSC in tumors through de-differ-

entiation processes of differentiated cancer cells (DCC) towards CSC phenotypes. 

Extracellular Vesicles (EVs) released by tumor cells are known to play a relevant role in the inter-

cellular communication and cancer disease. However, the particular contribution of EVs se-

creted by either CSC or DDC (EVsCSC and EVsDCC) to tumor progression remains elusive.  

Here we isolated and characterized EVsCSC and EVsDCC subpopulations, released by TNBC models. 

Specifically, we showed that both tumor secreted EVsCSC and EVsDCC stablish an exclusive com-

munication crosstalk with CSC, DCC and stromal cells present in the tumor microenvironment. 

Remarkably, we exposed the unique role of tumor derived EVsCSC and EVsDCC in guiding cancer 

cells plasticity and in mediating distant activation of stromal cells at future metastatic sites. Fur-

thermore, we addressed that TNBC derived EVsCSC and EVsDCC exerted opposite roles in directing 

tumor cell plasticity. While EVsCSC promoted cancer cells differentiation towards DCC pheno-

types, EVsDCC induced tumor cells transitions towards CSC-like states. This plasticity regulation 

seems to be a mechanism to maintain tumor CSC/DCC dynamic equilibrium in tumors. 

Interestingly, we demonstrated that EVsCSC and EVsDCC mediate cancer associated fibroblasts 

(CAFs) activation in two functional and unique ways. On one hand, EVsDCC activated cytokine 

secretory CAFs phenotype, triggering IL-6/IL-8 signaling and sustaining CSC phenotype mainte-

nance. On the other hand, EVsCSC produced the in vitro and in vivo activation of myofibroblastic 

CAFs subpopulations displaying enhanced invasive potential. Moreover, EVsCSC  were able to re-

model endothelial cells to promote angiogenesis. 

Lastly, we show that exogenously administered EVsCSC prompted the formation of receptive lung 

metastatic niches supporting macrometastasis growth whilst EVsDCC induced the secretion of 

pro-stem signals in the niche. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

1 BREAST CANCER 

Breast cancer is the most prevalent cancer among women worldwide and the leading cause of 

cancer death in women. In 2018, nearly 2.1 million (11.6 %) new cases of breast cancer were 

diagnosed in women and about 627 thousand (6.6 %) of women died from this disease1. Out-

comes for breast cancer vary depending on the cancer type, the extent of disease, and the per-

son's age. Although several advances have been made regarding breast cancer treatment in the 

last decades, these figures indicate that breast cancer is still in many cases an incurable disease 

with a devastating female mortality rate (Figure 1) 2–4. 

 

Figure 1: Cancer mortality in women worldwide. Obtained from Globocan, 20201. 

2 BREAST CANCER HETEROGENEITY 

Breast cancer is characterized as an heterogeneous disease. Molecular, phenotypic, and func-

tional diversity among tumors from different patients (inter-tumor heterogeneity) and within a 

patient’s tumor (intra-tumor heterogeneity) are features that complicate disease diagnosis and 

challenge therapy2,5–11.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer_staging
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2.1 INTER-TUMOR HETEROGENEITY 

Inter-tumor heterogeneity is observed in breast carcinomas from different individuals and 

among patients with discordant primary tumors and matched metastatic lesions. This heteroge-

neity is usually determined by the differences in tumors receptor status and by tumors molecu-

lar classification5–8 (Figure 2).  

2.1.1 RECEPTOR STATUS AND MOLECULAR PROFILING OF TUMORS 

Breast tumors often present differing histopathological features traditionally identified by im-

munohistochemistry (IHC)9. Among them, estrogen-receptor (ER), progesterone-receptor (PR) 

and/or human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (ERBB2/HER2) receptor status represents es-

tablished prognostic and predictive factors. The expression of these receptors in breast carcino-

mas is critical in guiding assessment for all breast cancers as it determines the suitability of us-

ing targeted treatments6,10,11. Newer approaches categorize breast cancer tumors into several 

conceptual molecular subtypes that generally correspond to IHC receptor status12. Tumors het-

erogeneity at molecular profiling by integrated genomic and transcriptomic analysis of tumors 

revealed at least six subgroups with distinct clinical outcomes: normal like, luminal A, luminal B, 

HER2 enriched, claudin low, and basal like13. These expression profiles usually reflect different 

clinical prognoses and responses to therapy6,13,14. 

2.1.2 CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF HETEROGENEOUS TUMORS 

The outcomes for patients diagnosed with hormone receptor positive (HR+) and/or HER2+ 

breast cancers improved with the development of targeted therapies. ER+ cancer cells, which 

depend on estrogen for their growth, are treated with drugs that reduce either the effect of 

estrogen (e.g. tamoxifen) or the actual level of estrogen (e.g. aromatase inhibitors)15. HER2+ tu-

mors can be treated with antibodies directed against HER2 receptor and blocking its action 

(Trastuzumab)16. Patients treated with these targeted therapies generally have a better progno-

sis and an increased overall survival15–18. However, patients whose tumors do not express HR or 

HER2 usually lack of targeted therapies against their tumors and represent the group with the 

worst prognosis19. 

2.1.3 TRIPLE-NEGATIVE BREAST CANCER 

Basal-like breast cancer subtype, known as triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), accounts for 

15%–20% of all breast cancer cases and is considered to be the most aggressive breast cancer 

subtype. TNBC can be sub-divided into 6 subtypes: basal-like (BL1 and BL2), mesenchymal (M), 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunohistochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunohistochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Targeted_therapy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breast_cancer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamoxifen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aromatase_inhibitors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prognosis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prognosis
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mesenchymal stem-like (MSL), immunomodulatory (IM), and luminal androgen receptor (LAR), 

as well as an unspecified group (UNS) 20.  More than 50 % of patients diagnosed with TNBC at an 

early stage have a recurrence of the disease, and 37 % of these patients die within the first 5 

years21. TNBC is characterized by reduced expression of ER and HER2 and consequently, hor-

mone therapy and anti-HER2 drugs are not effective choices for this type of cancer. Thereby, 

chemotherapy still remains the standard of care (SOC) for TNBC, followed by surgery. However, 

response to treatment is usually short in duration and followed by rapid relapse19. Currently, 

there is no stablished molecular-based targeted therapy for TNBC. Such clinical unmet need 

makes TNBC one of the highest priorities of contemporary breast cancer research22. 

 

Figure 2. Breast cancer inter-tumor heterogeneity. Variation between breast tumors can be 

observed among different patients or between impairing primary and metastatic lesions. Breast 

tumors are usually classified depending on their (A) HR status and their (B) molecular subtype, 

being TNBC the group with worst prognosis6,8,19.  

2.2 INTRA-TUMOR HETEROGENEITY 

TNBC tumors frequently show significant intratumor heterogeneity consisting on the presence 

of distinct cell populations within a patient´s individual tumor8,23,24. These heterogeneous cell 

populations present differing phenotypes with unique functions and characteristics, including 

tumorigenicity, resistance to treatment and metastatic potential5,7 (Figure 3). 

Growth
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Figure 3. Intra-tumor heterogeneity. 

This intratumor heterogeneity seems to reflect the tumor's ability to adapt to new microenvi-

ronmental conditions e.g.  hypoxia or chemotherapeutic treatment25–27. Note that cancer cells 

are continuously under selective pressure due to attacks by the immune system or administered 

therapies25,26,28. Intra-tumoral heterogeneity arises through complex genetic, epigenetic, and 

protein modifications that drive phenotypic selection to specific subclones, conferring them 

competitive advantages to survive 29  (Figure 4).  Importantly, understanding the molecular basis 

of TNBC heterogeneity is crucial for the development of precision therapy to specifically attack 

the different cellular subtypes present in TNBC tumors, which can easily adapt to the unfavora-

ble microenvironment after therapy19,30,31. 

 

Figure 4. Intra-tumor heterogeneity determines patient´s prognosis. Different tumor cell sub-

types can have intrinsic resistance to therapeutic treatment and give rise to tumor recurrence 

and metastasis after treatment. Based on5,25. 

pressures

pressures
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The development of intra-tumoral cell diversity has been widely attributed to two processes: 

the clonal evolution and the Cancer Stem Cell (CSC) models32–34 (Figure 4). 

2.2.1 THE CLONAL EVOLUTION MODEL 

The clonal evolution model, also referred to as the stochastic model, was first proposed in 1976 

by Peter Nowell, who postulated that tumor development is a Darwinian process driven by the 

accumulation of spontaneous (epi-) genetic mutations followed by successive selection of spe-

cific clones35. This model states that the intrinsic differences observed between tumor cancer 

cells are based on differing genetic and epigenetic programs as well as on the influence of the 

tumor microenvironment (TME). Those genetic and epigenetic changes occur over time in can-

cer cells, and if such changes confer a selective advantage, the fitter clones are selected and 

contribute to the diversity of the whole tumor cell populations36. Accordingly, all the cells in the 

tumor will have similar tumorigenicity potential 34–38. 

2.2.2 THE CANCER STEM CELL MODEL 

The CSC model proposes that tumors may be hierarchically organized in the same manner as 

normal tissues39. During normal development, the change from stem cell to lineage-committed 

cell is a multiphase gradual process that causes stem cells to progressively loose developmental 

potential until they reach their final differentiated state40. Similarly, tumors would be organized 

in a hierarchical style, with a rare multipotent and tumorigenic subset of cancer cells (termed 

CSCs) situated at the top of the hierarchy, and transient, differentiated cancer cells (DCC) form-

ing the bulk of the tumor34,39,41. Consequently, CSCs with high renewal potential would undergo 

genetic modifications forming phenotypically diverse DCC that would progressively loose the 

tumorigenic capacity. Thus, the small fraction of CSC subpopulation will be the one driving tumor 

initiation, progression, metastatic and therapeutic resistance of the entire tumor34,42. Under this 

rationale, in order to eliminate tumors, it would be imperative to focus on CSC.  

The concept of CSCs revealed the possible cellular origin, tumor heterogeneity, maintenance, 

and progression of breast cancer43. Especially, the CSC theory provided a new insight into the 

management of TNBC since the heterogeneity, aggressive progression and recurrence of TNBC 

tumors have been attributed to the presence of breast cancer stem cells (BCSCs) within TNBC 

tumors30.  
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of CSC and clonal evolution models 33,34,37. 

3 BREAST CANCER STEM CELLS (BCSC) 

BCSCs represent a limited group of tumor-initiating cells (TIC)  which possess properties of self-

renewal and differentiation potential capable of recapitulating intra-tumoral cell heterogeneity 

of breast tumors. BCSC are important drivers of tumor initiation, progression and metastasis43–

45. Clinically, BCSCs are considered to be responsible for the development of resistance to treat-

ment and cancer relapse 45–47.  

3.1 APPROACHES TO IDENTIFY AND ISOLATE BCSC 

Development of BCSC-specific biomarkers together with BCSC isolation strategies has facilitated 

the identification, validation and functional study of BCSC in breast cancer in vitro models and 

xenografts, as well as in patients48,49. 

3.1.1 APPROACHES BASED ON MOLECULAR MARKERS EXPRESSION 

Tumorigenic potential is regarded as the ability of cancer cells to form tumors in xenografts and 

re-establish tumor heterogeneity and it has been the gold standard to identify CSC populations 

in heterogeneous cancer cell lines and tumors50,51. To assess the tumorigenicity of a specific cell 

population, tumor cancer cells need to be isolated, usually by Flow Activated Cell Sorting (FACs), 

based on the expression of specific markers52. These cells are then xenotransplanted into mice 

and the tumorigenicity potential and their biological features can be further examined53. Follow-

ing this strategy, BCSC were first discovered in 2003 when Al-Hajj et al., identified that the cell 

fraction with the CD44+/CD24− phenotype in breast cancer patient tissues could recapitulate 

tumor burden in mice54. Later, Ginestier et al. discovered that a subpopulation of cells that dis-

played high aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) activity also referred high tumorigenic potential55. 
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Since then, the CD44+/CD24− phenotype and high ALDH activity have become the reference 

signature for BCSC isolation and this phenotype is the most commonly used method to isolate 

CSCs from heterogeneous breast tumor cell populations56,57. Characteristics of these markers 

are detailed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Traditional markers for BCSC identification, tagged from breast cancer cell lines and 

patient-derived tumors. Adapted from 44. 

3.1.2 APPROACHES BASED ON FUNCTIONAL ASSAYS 

CSCs refer multiple intrinsic and functional features that are applied to develop efficient CSCs 

isolation and identification strategies48,49. 

3.1.2.1 ALDH ACTIVITY 

ALDHs are a group of cytosolic isoenzymes that are involved in oxidizing intracellular aldehyde61. 

Among all those isoenzymes, ALDH1 isoform function consists in catalyzing the conversion of 

retinol to retinoic acid in normal and malignant stem cells55,60. High cytosolic ALDH1 activity has 

Marker Authors Marker description 

CD44+/CD24−/lo Al-Hajj   et al.  54 
 

CD44: a family of non-kinase, single span transmem-

brane glycoproteins expressed on embryonic stem cells 

and in various levels on other cell types including con-

nective tissues and bone marrow. CD44 expression is 

also upregulated in subpopulations of cancer cells and is 

recognized as a molecular marker for cancer stem cells 

(CSC)58. 

CD24: a small mucin-like glycosylphophatidyl-inositol 

(GPI)-linked cell surface protein that localizes in lipid 

rafts. Regulates expression of the stem cell controller 

Nanog59. 

ALDH1+ Ginestier et al. 55 ALDH1: aldehyde dehydrogenase 1, a detoxifying en-

zyme for the oxidation of intracellular aldehydes, func-

tions in early differentiation of stem cells through its role 

in oxidizing retinol to retinoic acid55,60. 
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been widely reported in BCSC as well as in CSC of different types of solid tumors60. This enzyme 

is involved in the regulation of proliferation and differentiation of CSC, induces activity of Wnt/β‐

catenin by stimulating the Akt signaling pathway and its activity is also associated with CD44 

expression62. Furthermore, resistance to chemotherapy results in ALDH1 overexpression63.  

The Aldefluor assay can identify and isolate cells with high ALDH activities55. This assay is based 

on the principle that ALDH can convert the ALDH-substrate, Bodipy-aminoacetaldehyde (BAAA) 

into Bodipy-aminoacetate (BAA), which is retained inside viable cells. Cells with high levels of 

ALDH become brightly fluorescent and are identified by flow cytometry. Those cells display in-

creased sphere formation capability, self‐renewal properties, tumorigenicity and high expres‐

sion of stemness genes compared to ALDH1‐negative cells64.   

3.1.2.2 MAMMOSPHERE FORMATION ASSAY 

BCSCs are resistant to anoikis, a programmed cell death that occurs in anchorage-dependent 

cells65, so when BCSCs are stimulated to proliferate in low adherence tissue culture dishes they 

give rise to spheroids which are commonly defined as “mammospheres”66. Cells forming those 

mammospheres in low attachment (LA) conditions exhibit activation of stem cell related signal-

ing pathways67–69. Furthermore, the formation rate of mammospheres correlates with the tu-

morigenicity of the parental cancer cell line in xenografts67. Thus, mammosphere formation as-

says can be used to calculate sphere forming efficiency (%SFE) of BCSCs derived from both pri-

mary tissue and breast cancer cell lines70.  

3.1.2.3 COLONY FORMATION ASSAY 

Colony formation assay is a commonly used method for identification of CSCs by the evaluation 

of how adherent cells grow in a two‐dimensional culture71. It consists in an in vitro quantitative 

technique to evaluate the capacity of a single cell plated in soft-agar to self‐renew into the col‐

ony of 50 or more cells through clonal expansion72. Colonies derived from CSCs frequently dis-

play bigger size and higher numbers than the colonies derived from DCC71.  

3.1.2.4 SIDE POPULATION (SP) ASSAY  

CSC present high expression of ATP‐binding cassette (ABC) and multidrug efflux transporters 

(MDR) that are usually located within their cell membrane, resulting a crucial protective mech-

anism against cytotoxic substances73. Consequently, this method uses the capacity of cells to 

efflux DNA‐binding dyes, including Hoechst 33342 or Rhodamine 123, via those transporters to 

isolate CSC74. Hoechst or Rhodamine-treated cancer cells can be analyzed by flow cytometry. 

The side population (SP) corresponds to a small (typically <2%) fraction of cells that represent 
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the double-negative group. Cells within SP population present the highest dye efflux and least 

amount of dye and usually refer tumorigenicity, multipotency and chemoresistance75.  

 

Figure 6. Strategies for the identification, isolation and characterization of CSC. The most com-

mon used approaches are based on the identification of CSC based on biological surface markers 

followed by tumorigenicity assays (1) or on functional assays based on CSC intrinsic properties 

(2)49. 

3.2 MOLECULAR PATHWAYS DRIVING BCSC PHENOTYPES 

The best characterized signaling pathways controlling self-renewal and differentiation in normal 

stem cells are frequently aberrantly regulated in BCSCs, which leads to the acquisition of the 

stem-cell phenotype76. 

• Notch signaling is a complex and highly conserved pathway involved in embryogenesis, 

cell fate determination, proliferation and maintenance of stem cells. Notch signaling via 

Notch4 is crucial for normal mammary gland development77. Aberrant Notch4 signaling 

is involved in tumor formation through deregulated mammary gland stem cell self-re-

newal78. Notch4 expression is an indicator of poor prognosis in breast cancer, correlating 

with BCSC markers and shorter disease-free survival79–82. 
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• The Hedgehog (Hh) family regulates many embryonic signaling processes to control cel-

lular proliferation, fate determination, and patterning and is frequently deregulated in 

cancer83. The Hh signaling pathway is required for the maintenance and self-renewal of 

BCSC84, becoming activated in most TNBC and positively correlates with aggressive tu-

mors85. 

• Wnt family of proteins operate a complex signaling pathway fundamental in regulation 

of proliferation, cell fate determination and cellular migration86. Wnt proteins represent 

key players in CSC in mammary tumorigenesis87. High levels of Wnt/β-catenin signaling 

in BCSC result in more tumorigenic potential88–90 and its activation is widely associated 

with TNBC metastasis91–93. 

• Pluripotency Transcription Factors (TF) that play key roles in maintaining the self-re-

newal capacity and pluripotency of embryonic stem cells are also widely described bi-

omarkers for BCSC.  Similarly, BCSC phenotype is characterized by the expression of plu-

ripotency-associated OCT-4, KLF4, SOX-2 and NANOG TFs. These TF play key roles in 

maintaining the self-renewal capacity and pluripotency of BCSC94–97.  

• The Nuclear Factor Kappa B (NF-κB) refers to a family of TF that control the expression 

of many genes related to immune responses, survival, proliferation, angiogenesis, and 

metastasis98,99. BCSC overexpress NF-κB signaling pathway components and induce con-

stitutive NF-κB activation and proliferation in the tumor100,101. Moreover, NF-κB path-

ways also regulate the gene expression of pro-stemness interleukins (IL) IL-6 and IL-8 

cytokines in TNBC, creating a paracrine loop essential for BCSC maitenance102, 103. 

Cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-8 and their signaling pathways have been demonstrated to have 

important roles in BCSC maintenance, function and resistance to therapy104–108.  

• IL-6 is a pro-inflammatory small glycopeptide  that is secreted by a wide variety of 

cells including lymphocytes and monocytes, endothelial cells (EC) , fibro-

blasts, keratinocytes and adipocytes109. Several tumor cells, including breast cancer 

tumors, also generate this cytokine110. Interaction of IL-6 with its receptor IL-6R 

leads to the activation of STAT3111. The IL-6/JAK/STAT3 pathway modulates the ex-

pression of several genes involved in the maintenance of BCSC112,113. 

• IL-8 is a pro-inflammatory chemokine that is physiologically produced by mono-

cytes, EC and various epithelial cells and fibroblasts114. Tumor cells also secrete IL-8 

and higher circulating IL-8 levels seem to correlate with higher stage, grade and 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/interleukin-6
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/glycopeptide
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/monocyte
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/endothelial-cell
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/fibroblast
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/fibroblast
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/keratinocyte
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/adipocyte
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tumor burden115. IL-8 regulates the breast CSC activity through its receptors C-X-C 

Motif Chemokine Receptor (CXCR1 and CXCR2) activating different signaling cas-

cades such as the activation of phospatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) and mitogen-ac-

tivated protein kinase (MAPK) that leads to NF-κB activation 116. 

 

Figure 7. IL-6 and IL-8 signaling pathways in BCSC. Based on 102. 

3.3 BIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF BCSC  

3.3.1 BCSC AND ANGIOGENESIS 

Tumor vascularization is essential for supplying nutrients and O2 to support dynamically growing 

tumor and thus, the formation of a vascular network is extremely important for tumor growth 

and metastasis117. Angiogenesis refers to endotheliosis and the formation of new blood vessels 

at or around tumor sites using the original blood vessels as a template118. In this regard, BCSCs 

actively promote angiogenesis by secreting various proangiogenic factors like the stroma-de-

rived factor-1 (SDF-1) and  the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)119–121.  

3.3.2 BCSC AND HYPOXIA 

The lack of O2 (hypoxia) is a common scenario in growing tumors and hypoxia-sensing pathways 

play a significant role in the maintenance of the BCSC phenotype that allow these cells to survive 
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in this stressful condition122. Reduced oxygen availability leads to increased production of reac-

tive oxygen species (ROS), which activates hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs)123. Upon exposure to 

hypoxia, the HIFα subunits accumulate in the nucleus of cancer cells and bind to target genes 

that participate in the proliferation, apoptosis, metabolism and invasion, as well in the re-

sistance of cancer cells to therapy124. Thereby, increasing evidence indicates that HIFs regulate 

the sub-populations of BCSCs123,125–128. 

3.3.3 BSCS AND DRUG RESISTANCE 

BCSC also exhibit multiple drug resistance mechanisms129. BCSCs chemotherapy evasion is pos-

sibly due to the presence of ABC transporters in their membranes73. Increased levels of ABCG2 

in BCSCs enables the expulsion of antitumor cytotoxic drugs 130. ALDH1A1 and ALDH3A1 are also 

important in the protection and the differentiation of BCSC as ALDH1 has the ability of metabo-

lizing toxic chemotherapeutic agents into nontoxic molecules63. Alteration of cell cycle kinetics 

is another alternative intrinsic mechanism of drug resistance reported in BCSC, as BCSC can enter 

in a quiescent state. This feature enables BCSC to evade death due to chemotherapeutic agents 

targeting rapidly dividing cells131,132. In this regard, following conventional chemotherapy, it is 

thought that resistant and surviving BCSCs and stromal cells constitute the minimal residual dis-

ease (MRD)133–135. These resistant BCSCs can expand and undergo multilineage differentiation 

repopulating the heterogeneous tumor and being responsible for relapsed disease after long-

time periods 136.   

3.3.4 BCSC, EMT AND METASTASIS 

Metastasis, re‐location of tumor cells from the original to a secondary site, involves cancer cells 

loss of adhesion, phenotypic alteration, migration, and invasion137–140. In this scenario, epithelial 

to mesenchymal transition (EMT) represents an essential phenomenon for initiating metastasis 

as the transition to a mesenchymal phenotype bestows cells with migratory and invasive capa-

bilities141–144. EMT is induced by activation of EMT transcription factors (EMT-TFs), such as 

TWIST, ZEB1, SNAIL and SLUG. The major function of EMT-TFs is to downregulate genes involved 

in cell adhesion, such as E-cadherin, and to upregulate those responsible for migration and in-

vasion145,146. The majority of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in invasive ductal breast cancer display 

mesenchymal characteristics, suggesting that primarily cancer cells with mesenchymal pheno-

type enter the blood stream and disseminate to remote organs147. Importantly, EMT contributes 

to the acquisition of stem-like features147–149, as EMT activates BCSC typical stemness signaling 

pathways150. Indeed, high expression levels of BCSC markers have been found in CTCs151–153. For 
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example, the CD44+/CD24−/low phenotype has been reported among cancer cells spread into the 

bone marrow or the lung of patients with breast cancer154,155. 

 

Figure 8. Biological CSC features in breast cancer.  

3.4 BCSC IN TNBC 

Histopathological analyses of breast cancer patients revealed TNBC tumors are enriched in 

ALDH1 activity and CD44+/CD24−expression signatures156–158. Furthermore, TNBC cell lines have 

been reported to form mammospheres at a higher degree than non-TNBC cells, exhibiting high 

% SFE159. At the transcriptional level, pluripotency-related TFs SOX2, MYC, OCT-4 and NANOG 

have been shown overexpressed in TNBC and displayed a positive correlation with poor prog-

nosis. From this data it has been hypothesized that TNBC presents an enrichment in CSC160.  
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4 CANCER CELL PLASTICITY MODEL 

Gathering such a number of tumor malignancy enhancing features, to be able to target BCSCs 

would be very prospective in order to develop an effective anti-TNBC treatment20,136,161. How-

ever, CSC hierarchies are much more plastic than previously believed,162,163.   

Cellular plasticity is defined as the ability of adult tissue cells to undergo a differentiation or 

dedifferentiation process to adopt new phenotypic and functional identities40. The concept of 

cancer cell plasticity has added additional complexity to the CSC and clonal evolution models, 

combining elements of both and adding complexity to explain intra-tumor heterogeneity164. In 

agreement with the CSC model, it proposes that tumor heterogeneity is the result of hierarchical 

organization of phenotypic cell states. However, in contrast to the CSC model, it proposes that 

DCC may “dedifferentiate” back into CSC, a process denoted as bidirectional interconversion32. 

Nowadays, the models to explain tumor heterogeneity have evolved taking in account cancer 

cells plasticity model165,166 as multiple studies have addressed that not all cancers follow the 

unidirectional model of CSC hierarchy, both in breast cancer and many other cancer types167–170. 

Emerging evidence has shown that DCC could be reprogrammed and transform into CSC‐like 

cells, which indicates that both CSCs and DCC show plasticity between both cell states169. For 

example, an study showed that when environmental stimuli were altered, stem cell–, basal-, and 

luminal-like phenotypes were equally tumorigenic, and each tumor cell subpopulation could 

efficiently generate xenografts168. This demonstrated that the luminal and basal fractions 

generated functional stem-like cells in vivo supporting cell-state interconversion, reinforcing the 

idea of transitions from DCC to CSCs166. Further studies demonstrated that while existing CSCs 

disappeared, new CSCs were formed from DCC during mammary tumor development162. Simi-

larly, studies with colon cancer cell lines demonstrated that colon DCC restored the LGR5+ CSC 

pool in vivo, providing accurate signs of plasticity171,172. Therefore, stemness should be consid-

ered as a cell state that can be reversibly gained or lost through cell plasticity173. 

5 CSC AND DCC DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM 

As the proper development of multicellular organisms depends on the balanced equilibrium be-

tween cells with stem-like features and differentiated cells committed to tissue lineages, CSCs 

and their more differentiated progeny (DCC) also seem to co-exist in a dynamic equilibrium 

state. This notion was first exemplified by Gupta et al., who studied cell populations displaying 
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stem cell–, basal-, or luminal-like phenotypes from breast cancer cell lines. After isolating and 

separately culturing those subpopulations, their studies revealed that all three subpopulations 

were able to generate cells of the other two phenotypes restoring the initial phenotypic propor-

tions of the parental cancer cell line174. Later, mathematical studies in this area provided an ex-

planation for these phenomena and stated that phenotypic proportions of cancer cells will tend 

to constants regardless of their initial population states175. Besides, parallel work performed 

with colon cell lines demonstrated that, as with breast tumor models, the conversion of DCC 

into CSCs is necessary for the transient dynamic regulation of cell population structure176. 

These reports not only showed that CSCs can differentiate to more committed cancer cells 

(DCC), but also that DCC can also acquire stemness traits, which results in a dynamic relationship 

between the two populations: CSCs and DCC are capable of undergoing phenotypic transitions 

in response to appropriate stimuli. 

In an attempt to clarify how stochastic transitions are directed, Olmeda and collaborators re-

cently postulated that cancer cells plasticity towards CSC phenotypes is directed by an unknown 

molecular activator of tumor cells dedifferentiation. According to their model, this activator 

would be triggered when the CSC population density in tumors approached to 0. However, the 

biological nature of the activator remains unknown177.  

 

Figure 9. Phenotypic dynamic equilibrium between cancer cell subpopulations.  (A) Phenotyp-

ically isolated cancer cell subpopulations tend to return to their initial proportions. Scheme 

DCC

DCC
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adapted from Gupta et al. work174. (B) Scheme showing experimental results of long-term equi-

librium CSC proportions from initial purified CSCs and DCCs, showing the stochastic transition 

from DCC to CSC. Adapted from a figure of Wang et al. work168. (C) Model proposed to explain 

DCC conversion towards CSC phenotype. When CSC proportion is under a tiny value, the return 

to equilibrium of CSC proportions is driven by a molecular activator of DCC de-differentiation 

towards stem phenotypes. Scheme adapted from Omeda et al. mathematical model177.  

6 TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT (TME) AND PLASTICITY  

Breast tumors are comprised by a variety of different cell populations including DCC, CSCs, mes-

enchymal stem cells (MSCs), ECs, fibroblasts, inflammatory cells, bone marrow‐derived cells 

(BMDC), among others178. These cells are embedded in microenvironmental factors that include 

vasculature and the extracellular matrix (ECM), which is formed by a network of polysaccharides 

and proteins secreted by cells that serves as a structural tissue element179,180. The combination 

of these cellular and non-cellular factors conforms the tumor niche or usually called TME, which 

creates a complex network of intercellular communication.  The TME plays a crucial role in tumor 

development, metastasis, and response to therapy181.  

Importantly, microenvironmental stimuli in the TME have great impacts in dictating the pheno-

type of cancer cells, as BCSC plasticity is controlled by both cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic factors. 

Thus, BCSC function and plasticity seems to be regulated by complex cellular and non-cellular 

interactions arising in the tumor niche182 . 
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Figure 10. CSC plasticity is directed by both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Various enviromental 

stimuli can drive cancer cells plasticity towards CSC phenotypes. A tumor is a highly complex 

heterogeneous dynamic entity that involves cellular components (CSCs, DCCs, fibroblasts, im-

mune cells, mesenchymal cells, etc), cell-secreted functional molecules and the ECM. The TME 

maintains the equilibrium state of the tumor as a whole biological system guiding cell plasticity 

to ensure tumor progression 28,155,163,165. 

6.1 CELLULAR COMPONENTS IN TME GUIDING PLASTICITY 

6.1.1 TUMOR CELLS 

Tumor cells with DCC phenotypes also take part in maintaining CSC niche as they secrete factors 

such as IL-6 and IL-8 that sustain cancer cells stemness107,183–185. Interestingly, it has been shown 

that DCC subpopulations with lower fitness can stimulate growth of other tumor cells (mainly 

CSC) by inducing tumor-promoting microenvironmental changes165. 

6.1.2 CANCER-ASSOCIATED FIBROBLASTS  

Cancer Associated Fibroblasts (CAFs) and their collagen matrix products are a major component 

of the stroma of breast and many other solid tumors, comprising a substantial proportion of the 

DCC
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tumor mass186–189. CAFs can have different precursors and they mainly differentiate from local 

normal fibroblasts (NF) and MSCs190,191. CAFs precursors usually acquire a transitional, activated 

phenotype that corresponds to the expression of alpha-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA). CAFs 

show an increased secretory phenotype of collagens and fibronectin which provides structural 

support and anchorage to cancer cells190–192. 

CAFs are heterogeneous and display diverse functions among different tumor types193–197. They 

maintain an active cross-talk with cancer cells which fosters tumor cell growth, angiogenesis and 

invasion by secreting paracrine factors and by remodeling the ECM198–203. CAFs also foster an 

immunosuppressive TME by promoting the expansion of regulatory T cells204. Importantly, CAFs 

are key regulators of cancer cells plasticity displaying pro-stemness activities108,184,203,205–208. 

Moreover, cytotoxic drugs stimulation also leads to CAFs to secrete pro-stemness cytokines or 

chemokines to further enhance tumor stemness and aggressiveness following therapy in 

TNBC209. 

6.1.3 MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS 

MSCs are multipotent stromal cells present in the TME that foster cancer cells proliferation and 

metastasis. They are involved in the restoration of BCSCs via paracrine secretion of a variety of 

cytokines e.g. CXCL12, IL-6, and IL-8, promoting CSC phenotypes and chemoresistance 107,210–213.     

6.1.4 INFLAMMATORY CELLS 

The breast TME is characterized by displaying an immunosuppressive microenvironment214–216. 

Numerous immune cell types recruited by chemokines and cytokines that are secreted by cancer 

cells contribute to this immunosuppression216,217. Cytokines released by those immune compo-

nents such as Transforming Growth Factor β1 (TGF‐β1) and IL‐6 also promote CSC plasticity 

transforming DCC into CSCs218,219.  

 

6.2 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS DRIVING PLASTICITY 

6.2.1 HYPOXIA 

Hypoxia is another hallmark of TME127. Stemness of BCSCs is maintained by hypoxia in multiple 

ways: (1) induction of EMT, (2) ROS activated responses to stressors, (3) activation of stemness-

related signaling (4) activation of stemness-related genes (5) suppression of differentiation-re-

lated genes and (6) alteration of glucose metabolism of CSC 220–225. Recently, direct evidence has 
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assessed that the hypoxic TME favors enrichment and/or maintenance of the BCSC-like tumor 

cells in vivo226. 

6.2.2 THERAPY AND INJURY 

There is a direct relationship between stemness and the reaction to stress stimuli. Indeed, an 

enrichment of the CSC population can be observed after therapy that frequently leads to tumor 

recurrence227–230. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy enhance expansion of BCSC by inducing 

stemness phenotypes through Notch and Wnt activation and upregulation of TFs such as OCT-

4, NANOG and SOX2231,232. 

 

Figure 11. Molecular crosstalk between cancer cells and TME cell components fosters plasticity 

towards BCSC phenotypes. Adapted from182.  

As detailed before, there is a complex signaling network in TME between cancer cells and TME 

components that operates to maintain BCSC plasticity. This information exchange functions in a 

bidirectional way, as cancer cells within tumors may modify their microenvironment to amplify 

niche-derived signals that in turn support and replenish the pool of BCSC. Understanding the 

molecular basis of this communication network holds great promise in terms of managing TNBC 

disease. In this sense, previous studies showed that cancer cells can release and uptake small 

Extracellular Vesicles (EVs) within the TME, which leads to reprogramming of recipient cells, in-

cluding the induction of CSC phenotypes.  EVs gather such a battery of unique features that 

make them to stand out among the possible potential candidates to act as signaling transducers 

of cell state plasticity operating in tumor cell state equilibrium maintenance233.   
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7 EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES 

Cell-to-cell communication is essential for physiologic and metabolic processes in all pluricellular 

organisms234. In this regard, intercellular communication mediated by the transfer of EVs has 

been demonstrated to be of remarkable importance in many biological systems235.  

EVs are defined as a heterogeneous collection of lipid bilayer membrane-enclosed vesicles nat-

urally secreted by both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Those membrane-bound carriers show 

complex biological functional cargoes including: mRNAs, lipids, metabolites, proteins, non-cod-

ing RNAs, and even DNA fragments. Of note, such biological cues can induce phenotypic repro-

gramming when transferred to recipient cells236–244. In addition, EVs have the ability to protect 

internal cargo due to their high membrane stability245.  

EVs of varying size, mode of biogenesis, and cargo can be released from a single cell, and more-

over, EVs secretion pattern and EVs content can change with the physiologic state of the 

cell246,247. Different cell types also produce distinct repertoires of vesicles248,249. Once released, 

EVs can interact with cells in the immediate vicinity or at distant locations. Those interaction 

mechanisms include ligand–receptor recognition, release of vesicle contents in the extracellular 

space by bursting, direct fusion with the plasma membrane, and endocytosis into the cell 248–250.  

7.1 EVS SUBTYPES 

Although the classification of EVs is continuously evolving, EVs are traditionally divided into ma-

jor categories according to the International Society for Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV). ISEV is a 

globally scientific organization focused on the study of EVs. According to their guidelines, the 

terms apoptotic bodies (ABs), Microvesicles (MVs), and exosomes have been traditionally used 

for cataloging the main EVs subpopulations. This traditional classification is based on EVs origin, 

size, and specific markers251. Characteristics of each EVs populations are detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Biological features of different EVs subtypes. Based on 252. 

7.1.1 EXOSOMES 

Exosomes constitute a group of EVs characterized by exhibiting typical sizes ranging between 30 

and 200 nm in diameter.  They are originated from the invagination of the endosomal membrane 

in form of intraluminal vesicles (ILVs). Such endosomes containing ILV are known as multivesic-

ular bodies (MVB) and release their exosome cargo by membrane fusion with the plasmatic 

membrane253. Particularly, the biogenesis of exosomes involves the recruitment of the endoso-

mal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) machinery to ubiquitinated proteins in the 

early endosome (ESCRT-dependent)254,255. ESCRT machinery is comprised by four protein com-

plexes (ESCRT-0, -I, -II, and -III) along with accessory proteins (Alix, VPS4, and VTA-1) that se-

quentially act to bind future exosome cargoes and form ILVs incorporating those cargoes253,256–

260.Note that other mechanisms ESCRT-independent for exosome formation have also been 

identified263.  Proteins, such as tetraspanins, also participate in exosome biogenesis and protein 

loading. Tetraspanins, especially CD81, are essential for sorting receptors and intracellular com-

ponents towards exosomes261,262. In this regard, recent studies have shown the existence of sev-

eral specialized mechanisms ensuring the specific sorting of bioactive molecules into exosomes, 

either by ESCRT-dependent or -independent pathways260. 
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Exosomes exhibit certain common characteristics regardless of their source: they usually sedi-

ment between ~ 70,000–200,000 x g and they are surrounded by a phospholipid membrane 

containing lipids characteristic of their cellular origin263. The main distinctive proteins present in 

exosomes fractions are components involved in MVB biogenesis such as proteins of the ESCRT 

complex such as Alix and tumor susceptibility gene 101 (TSG101). The presence of tetraspanins 

(CD9, CD63, CD81 and CD82) and cytosolic proteins involved in promoting exosome dockage and 

membrane fusion procedures, such as Rabs. Annexins, proteins involved in the regulation of 

membrane cytoskeleton dynamics and membrane fusion events, are also characteristically com-

ponents present on exosomes244,251,253,264.   

Exosomes molecular cargo usually consists of proteins, lipids and nucleic acid molecules. Re-

markably, exosomes present functional active nucleic acid cargo such as non-coding RNAs, in-

cluding microRNA and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), tRNA fragments, small-interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs), structural RNAs (stRNAs), small RNA transcripts and RNA-protein complexes as well as 

DNA265–267.  

Exosomes show substantial heterogeneity regarding their size, content, functional effect on re-

cipient cells, and cellular origin268. Microenvironmental factors and the intrinsic nature of the 

cells can influence exosomes cargo and exosomes normally reflect the original nature of their 

cell of origin. For example, the proteome of breast cancer cells exosomes can determine 

whether the cell of origin is epithelial like or mesenchymal like246,269.  

7.1.2 MICROVESICLES 

MVs constitute a group of EVs secreted by direct outward budding of the plasma membrane. 

MVs are budded as small membrane protrusions around a small portion of cytoplasm being re-

leased from cell membrane surface to the extracellular space through calpain activation, cal-

cium influx, and cytoskeleton reorganization270. Their size can vary from ~ 50 nm up to 

~ 1000 nm275,276.  The main markers used for detecting MVs are integrins, selectins, and CD40. 

Their membrane composition is the same as plasmatic membrane271–273. Microvesicles also show 

different functional cargo such as DNA and RNA, including mRNAs, miRNAs, siRNAs, and lncRNAs 

from the intracellular environment. Therefore, MVs can exert various functions in intercellular 

communication, signal transduction and immune regulation, as the transfer of their cargo to re-

cipient cells affect their target cell phenotype274–276.  

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/calpain
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/calcium-transport
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/calcium-transport
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/cytoskeleton
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/signal-transduction
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/immunoregulation
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7.1.3 APOPTOTIC BODIES 

ABs consist of EVs released by the outward budding, blebbing, or fragmentation of the plasma 

membrane during cell apoptosis and are usually larger in size, ranging from 50 nm to 5 μm281. 

Their content varies depending on cellular origin, but they usually can be distinguished by the 

presence of organelles, proteins, lipids, and genetic materials252.  

 

Figure 12. Biogenesis and identity of EVs. The three major categories of EVs are AB, MVs and 

exosomes. ABs are released by the outward budding, blebbing, or fragmentation of the plasma 

membrane during cell apoptosis and are usually larger in size, ranging from 50 nm to 5 μm. Mi-

crovesicles are released through plasma membrane budding and are in the size range of ~50 nm 

to 1 μm. Exosomes originate from the endosomal pathway by the formation of the Early Stage 

Endosomes (ESEs), Late Stage Endosomes (LSEs), and ultimately Multivesicular Bodies (MVBs), 

which contain Intraluminal Vesicles (ILVs). When MVBs fuse with the plasma membrane, exo-

somes are released (size range ~30 to 150 nm). Exosomes exhibit several common markers (CD9, 
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CD81, CD63, flotillin, TSG101, ceramide, and Alix). Exosome surface proteins include tetraspan-

ins and they can contain different types of biological cargo. Based on 253.  

8 THE ROLE OF EVS IN CANCER 

Accumulating evidence suggests that breast tumors-derived EVs play crucial roles in all steps of 

cancer progression 269,278–280.  

8.1 TUMOR EVS MODULATE THE TME 

EVs exert a pivotal role in cell-cell communication between tumor and surrounding cells in the 

primary TME. These particles participate in multiple steps during tumor growth, invasive pro-

cesses and also contribute to metastatic dissemination. The transfer of the oncogenic cargo via 

tumor EVs impacts on stromal cells such as fibroblasts, ECs and immune cells. In this sense, tu-

mor EVs can educate these recipient cells towards a tumor-promoting phenotype fostering  can-

cer hallmarks252,278,281–285. 

8.1.1 EVS EFFECT ON SURROUNDING CANCER CELLS 

Tumor EVs can transfer oncogenic molecules that increase the aggressiveness of recipient can-

cer cells.  Various studies have shown that EVs purified from breast cancer cells reach the sur-

rounding cancer cells and promote tumor development 286–291. Specifically, EVs isolated from the 

TNBC cell line Hs578T were proved to increase proliferation, growth and migration of recipient 

cancer cell lines 292.  

8.1.2 EVS EFFECT ON CAFS AND THEIR PRECURSORS 

As detailed in previous sections, both activated fibroblasts and fully differentiated CAFs strongly 

influence cancer initiation and progression192. Tumor derived EVs actively promote the conver-

sion of MSCs and NF to activated fibroblast or CAF-like phenotypes through the transmission of 

different molecular activators293. In this regard, EVs from different tumors, including breast can-

cer, carry TGF-β to fibroblasts, what leads in their differentiation towards a CAF-like pheno-

type294–296. A recent report also showed that breast cancer cell-derived Survivin in EVs upregu-

lates SOD1 expression in fibroblasts transforming them into myofibroblasts297. Moreover, breast 

cancer-EVs transport different RNA species capable of modifying the properties of recipient CAF 

precursors in the TME. Particularly, breast cancer EVs miR-21 is known as a critical regulator of 

CAFs formation promoting the proliferation and invasion of CAFs in breast tumors298. EVs-medi-

ated delivery of miR-9 also induces CAF-like properties in human breast fibroblasts299. 
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This crosstalk is bidirectional, and once CAFs are activated by tumor derived EVs they display 

distinct phenotypic profiles and functions, secreting pro-tumor factors that in turn affect recipi-

ent cancer cells 300. In particular, some breast CAFs subsets are well-described to enhance tumor 

invasion, stimulate cancer cell proliferation, EMT and migration301–309.  

8.1.3 EVS EFFECT ON ENDOTHELIAL CELLS PROMOTES ANGIOGENESIS 

The development of de novo vasculature is essential for tumor growth. In this sense, the ability 

of tumor-derived EVs to sustain angiogenesis by promoting communication between cancer 

cells and endothelial cells has been described in many cancer types310,311. Specifically, breast 

cancer cells exhibit an increase in EVs release under hypoxic conditions that play key roles in 

supporting the creation of new vessels312. In detail, miR‐210 and Annexin II carried in breast 

cancer EVs can induce angiogenic responses of EC towards a capillary‐like network formation in 

vitro and in vivo 313 . 

8.2 TUMOR EVS AND DRUG RESISTANCE 

EVs can also confer chemo-resistance by transferring drug-resistant features between cells. As 

examples, EVs derived from chemo-resistant TNBC HCC1806 cells were able to induce prolifera-

tion and confer drug resistance to MCF10A breast cells, indicating that chemoresistance can be 

transferred between cells via EVs314. Similarly, Docetaxel and Cisplatin resistant breast cancer 

cells released EVs which conferred a drug-resistant phenotype to recipient cells by the effective 

deliver of miRNAs291,315,316.  

Ejecting chemotherapeutic drugs via EVs from cancer cells is another mechanism of drug re-

sistance. Exosomal transport of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) has been described as another possible 

mechanism in exosome-mediated drug resistance in breast cancer, as P-gp concentrations are 

higher in exosomes derived from drug-resistant cells than in drug-sensitive cells317. MDR1/P-gp 

can be transported from docetaxel-resistant cells to sensitive cells via exosomes enabling the 

expulsion of drugs from recipient cancer cell lines318.  

Stromal cells are also implicated in drug resistance transmission. For example, EVs from stromal 

cells can mediate therapeutic resistance in TNBC after treatment with radiotherapy or chemo-

therapy by STAT-1 and NOTCH3 activation resulting in the expansion of therapy resistant CSC-

like cells319. 
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Figure 13. Tumor derived EVs foster tumor growth by remodeling surrounding cells in the TME 

towards pro-tumorigenic phenotypes.  

8.3 TUMOR EVS AS DRIVERS OF BREAST CANCER METASTASIS 

Cancer cells secreted EVs support several pathological features of metastasis. There is a strong 

body of evidence depicting an intricate crosstalk between cancer cells and TME elements medi-

ated by tumor EVs. Such signaling at the primary tumor site and also at future metastatic sites 

is responsible for driving the metastatic process278,320,321.  

8.3.1 EVS MEDIATE REMODELING OF ECM AND INVASION 

The early steps of the metastatic cascade are conducted by cancer cells proliferating, migrating 

and invading the surrounding tissues. At this point, ECM remodeling is essential to promote the 

invasive phenotype of tumors322,323. In this regard, tumor secreted EVs directly contribute to this 

event by remodeling the ECM and thus enhancing the migratory capacity of cancer cells324. Tu-

mor EVs carry ECM degradation factors such as matrix metallopeptidases (MMPs), which are 

capable of degrading collagen, laminin, and fibronectin thus affecting ECM remodeling324,325. For 

example, metastatic breast cancer cells EVs activates MMP2-9, leading to degradation of ECM 

components, release of growth factors, and promotion of cancer cell invasion326. ECM remodel-

ing, in turn, induces the release of cytokines and growth factors that affect other cells on TME 

like fibroblast which acquire activated phenotypes to favor cell migration and invasion305,327. 
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8.3.2 EVS MEDIATE EMT  

Tumor EVs also participate in EMT, a crucial step to initiate metastatic cascade328,329. Tumor EVs 

carry pro-EMT molecular cargoes such as TGF-β, HIF 1α, β-catenin or miRNAs, which are able to 

confer mesenchymal properties to recipient cells and directly enhance their invasive and migra-

tory potential330–334. For example, EVs isolated from breast cancer cells could promote EMT pro-

cess in mammary epithelial cells MCF10A335. 

8.3.3 EVS SET UP FUTURE METASTATIC NICHES 

The “seed and soil hypothesis” is a well-established theory of cancer metastasis that postulates 

that a pre-metastatic niche (PMN) is required for tumor cells to engraft onto secondary sites of 

the body336–339. The PMN is defined by the development of an environment distant from the 

primary tumor that is suitable for the survival and outgrowth of incoming CTCs. Therefore, in 

addition to the intrinsic properties of metastatic CTCs, the formation of a hospitable microenvi-

ronment in the future metastatic niche is critical to determine whether these CTCs will survive, 

will remain dormant, or will form macrometastases to spawn a secondary tumor growth339,340. 

Among the changes required in the PMN for metastatic cells engraftment, there are pre-require-

ments that play an important role. Such changes include a vascular leakiness, modification of 

the ECM, remodeling of the vasculature, bone marrow immune cell infiltration with the for-

mation of an immunosuppressive environment and the transformation of resident ECs and fi-

broblasts278,341. 

Importantly, tumor secreted EVs have been shown to play important roles in setting up the PMN. 

The systemic transfer of EVs from tumors to metastatic sites has been visualized in vivo, provid-

ing direct proof for the ability of tumor-derived EVs to signal over long ranges330.  In this sense, 

primary tumor secreted EVs travel through the systemic circulation and are taken up by distal 

target cells, where they start the formation of pre-metastatic niches through mediating the “re‐

programming” of multiple resident cell types281,342,343.  

8.3.3.1 EVS INCREASE VASCULAR PERMEABILITY IN THE PMN 

To initiate metastasis, cancer cells from the primary tumor have to intravasate nearby blood 

vessels, travel through these vessels, and then extravasate the vessels at distant tissues to form 

secondary tumors344–348. Tumor EVs influence the processes of intravasation and extravasation 

whereby cancer cells enter or leave the blood (or lymphatic) stream, respectively. ECs in the EC 

layer are connected by tight junctions that maintain vascular barrier function, and it has been 

described that tumor EVs can impair these junctions. This phenomenon increases vascular 
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permeability for further EVs and metastatic cells entry into the metastatic tissue parenchyma349–

351. miRNAs carried by breast cancer EVs can induce vascular permeability in vitro and in vivo 

favoring metastasis to the brain through the destabilization of the blood brain barrier (BBB)352,353 

and to the lungs and liver through the disruption of the vascular endothelial barrier354. These 

studies demonstrate that breast tumor EVs promote vascular leakiness at different metastatic 

sites. 

8.3.3.2 EVS PROMOTE ANGIOGENESIS IN THE PMN 

Neoangiogenesis is a fundamental process for tumor metastasis as new vessels are needed in 

distant metastatic sites to provide metastatic arriving cancer cells with the necessary nutrients 

and oxygen355. Tumor EVs can favor neovascularization at distant organs through the transfer-

ence of proangiogenic factors such as VEGF and miRNAs to resident endothelial cells as well as 

by inducing the secretion of angiogenic factors from stromal cells like CAFs356–362. 

8.3.3.3 EVS INDUCE IMMUNE SUPPRESSION IN THE PMN 

Recruitment of pro-tumor immune cells is a hallmark of PMN establishment, as these cells have 

been shown to have immunosuppressive abilities. Primary tumor derived EVs affect the immune 

response in PMN promoting the recruitment of suppressive immune cells or impairing cytotoxic 

immune cells function342. Tumor EVs can upregulate the expression of proinflammatory factors 

like chemokines and cytokines to recruit tumor associated macrophages (TAMs), tumor associ-

ated neutrophils (TANs), regulatory T cells (Tregs) and MDSCs to distant secondary sites341. In-

terestingly, tumor derived EVs induced recruitment of BMDCs to lung PMNs promoting accumu-

lation of MDSC cells and directly suppressing anti-tumor T and Natural Killer (NK) cells in lungs 

and liver of mice lacking tumors351. Inflammation signaling from TAMs promotes tumor growth 

and metastasis at distant sites,363. Tumor EVs can also cause NK cell dysfunction, inhibit antigen-

presenting cells, block T cell activation, and enhance T cell apoptosis to block adaptive immune 

responses364,365. Interestingly, it has been recently confirmed that cancer cells release EVs carry-

ing PD-L1. When binding to PD-1 on T cells EVs can inhibit the proliferation of CD8+ T cells, thus 

promoting tumor growth. Therefore, EVs carrying PD-L1 can reach the PMN and inhibit anti-

tumor immune response366. 

8.3.3.4 EVS REMODEL FIBROBLASTS AND ECM IN THE PMN 

The survival of cancer cells that metastasize from primary tumors to secondary sites depends on 

the PMN stroma. Fibroblasts in distant organs are common target stromal cells for primary tu-

mor EVs. During PMN establishment, tumor EVs trigger ECM changes by educating fibroblasts 

and other stromal cells in multiple ways consequently creating a permissive environment for 
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CTC seeding and growth367–372. Functionally, EVs can reprogram tissue resident fibroblasts to ac-

quire a CAF phenotype favoring metastatic cells arrival280,356,373–376.  

8.3.3.5 EVS DETERMINE ORGANOTROPISM IN METASTASIS  

Tumor EVs can also dictate the future sites of metastasis through specific integrins present on 

their membranes. An elegant study conducted by Hoshino et al. found that different types of 

tumor EVs were involved in organ-specific metastasis. They showed that tumor-derived exo-

somes expressing particular integrin patterns partially dictated future PMNs at the lung, liver, 

and brain. Specifically, they described that EVs derived from the TNBC MDA-MB-231 cell line, 

expressing the integrins α6β4 and α6β1, specifically bound to lung resident fibroblasts and epi-

thelial cells mediating lung tropism while EVs expressing αvβ5 mainly directed metastasis to the 

liver. These results indicated that the different integrin expression on exosomes of organotro-

pism375. All the above-mentioned studies highlight the crucial role of EVs in PMN development 

and further metastasis growth.   
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Figure 14. Tumor derived-EVs create hospitable distant pre-metastatic niches suitable for met-

astatic cells engraftment 
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HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

Intra-tumoral phenotypic heterogeneity gives rise to different cancer subpopulations such as 

CSC and DCC 8,23,24. Despite it is well documented that those populations can be autoregulated 

and maintain a dynamic equilibrium between both phenotypic states through cancer cells plas-

ticity events the scientific basis of this phenomena remains unknown 174. Recent work has eluci-

dated the role of TME stromal cells on regulating cancer cells plasticity, and moreover, tumor 

secreted EVs have stood out as critical regulators of cancer-stroma inter-cellular communication 

252,278,281–285 . This molecular crosstalk has proven to be crucial to accomplish multiple cancer hall-

marks bringing on tumor maintenance, progression, invasion and metastasis278–280. Moreover, 

tumor EVs relevance for metastatic niche accommodation has been widely documented 

281,342,343.  However, the study of EVs in cancer has generally disregarded the phenotypic state of 

the EVs-secreting cancer cells. Considering that EV cargo has been proven largely determined by 

the cell source 246,247 and the unique role of CSC subpopulations in breast cancer disease 45–47, the 

specific study of the implications of CSC secreted EVs becomes imperative. 

Here, we aimed to evaluate the role of TNBC tumor EVs on the basis of their cell state origin 

(CSC vs. DCC) in mediating cancer cells plasticity to balance tumor dynamic equilibrium. Addi-

tionally, we also aimed to explore the role of TNBC secreted DCC and CSC EVs on stromal cells 

activation and in the creation of supportive PMNs. 

Hypothesis 1 

TNBC CSC and DCC secrete unique EVs reflecting their phenotypic state in their molecular 

cargo. 

To test this hypothesis the following objectives were stablished: 

Objectives: 

1. Develop and validate breast fluorescent CSC models for the isolation and characteriza-

tion of CSC and DCC from a panel of heterogeneous breast cancer cell lines. 
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2. Study DCC and CSC subpopulations cell plasticity and dynamic equilibrium between both 

cell states. 

3. Develop a rational design to isolate CSC and DCC EVs from a TNBC cell line. 

4. Isolate and characterize TNBC CSC and DCC EVs. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

EVs secreted by TNBC CSC and DCC regulate cancer cells plasticity  

To test this hypothesis the following objectives were stablished: 

Objectives: 

1. Elucidate the role of TNBC CSC and DCC EVs on driving cancer cells plasticity towards 

DCC or CSC phenotypes, respectively. 

2. Explore the functional cell response of TNBC cells challenged with either EVDCC or EVCSC. 

3. Explore the role of CSC and DCC EVs in reprogramming stromal cells (fibroblasts) to drive 

cancer cells plasticity. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

TNBC CSC and DCC EVs have distinct effects on stromal cells remodeling  

To test this hypothesis the following objectives were stablished: 

Objectives: 

1. Investigate the effect of breast EVCSC and EVsDCC in breast and lung fibroblasts acti-

vation in vitro and in vivo. 

2. Study the 3D invasive capabilities of breast and lung fibroblast previously challenged 

with tumor EVs. 

3. Explore the effect of EVCSC and EVDCC on endothelial cells and angiogenesis. 
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Hypothesis 4 

TNBC CSC and DCC EVs have a distinct role in the conditioning of receptive PMNs. 

To test this hypothesis the following objectives were stablished: 

Objectives: 

1. Study EVCSC and EVsDCC effect on metastasis. 

2. Assess EVCSC and EVDCC impact on PMN conditioning. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

1 CELL LINES AND CSC MODEL GENERATION  

1.1 PARENTAL CELL LINES 

Human breast MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 cell lines, murine breast 4T1 cells and human 

lung CCD19 were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), references detailed 

in Table 3. 

Human CAFs from Invasive Ductal Breast Carcinoma (IDC) were isolated from patient tissue sam-

ples and immortalized by pBABE-Hygro-HTERT retroviral transfection (Courtesy of Erik Sahai, 

Francis Crick Institute, UK).  

MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 cells were routinely maintained in RPMI 1640 Medium sup-

plemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM L-Glutamine, 1x Non-essential aminoacids, 

1x antimycotic-antibiotic solution. 

Murine 4T1 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS). 

CDD19 cells were cultured in DMEM/High Glucose supplemented with 10% FBS, 1x antimycotic-

antibiotic solution and 1x Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium (ITS). 

Outgrowth Endothelial Progenitor Cells (EPCs) were isolated from stroke patients as previously 

described382 and cultured in fibronectin-coated flasks with endothelial growth medium (EGM2, 

Lonza) supplemented with the factors included in the kit and 10% FBS.  

All the media and media supplements were pursached from Gibco. 

 

Name ATCC® number Origin 

MDA-MB-231 HTB-26™ Breast (TNBC) 

MCF-7 HTB-22™ Breast (ER+) 

HCC1806 CRL-2335™ Breast (TNBC) 

4T1 CRL-2539™ Murine Breast (TNBC) 

CCD19 CCL-210™ Lung fibroblasts 

Table 3. List of the cell lines used in this study obtained from ATCC. 
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1.2 GENERATION OF HUMAN BREAST CSC MODELS 

CSC models were generated from breast tumor cell lines as previously reported by our 

group378,379.  Briefly, tdTomato reporter cDNA was cloned under the minimal ALDH1A1 promoter 

using a pENTRtm 5′-TOPO® TA Cloning Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and tdTomato fluorescent 

protein was used as a reporter of ALDH1A1 promoter activity. Cells were transfected with 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and cultured under selective pressure with 10 

μg/mL Blasticidin for two weeks. Positive tdTomato cells (tdTomato+) were sorted by fluores-

cence-activated cell sorting (FACS) in a FACS Aria cell sorter to determine the stemness profile 

of cells. Negative tdTomato (tdTomato-) sorted cells were also collected and cultured in regular 

maintenance medium to be used in cell state equilibrium experiments.  

1.3 GENERATION OF BREAST SYNGENIC CSC MODELS 

tdTomato reporter cDNA was commercially cloned under the murine ALDH1A1 promoter using 

the MPRRM42253-LvPM03 vector by Genecopoeia company. The tdTomato fluorescent protein 

was used as a reporter of ALDH1A1 promoter activity. Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine 

2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and cultured under selective pressure with 20 μg/mL Puromi-

cine for two weeks. Same isolation procedure detailed in the previous section was then used to 

obtain the tdTomato+ and tdTomato- cell subpopulations. The stemness nature of isolated 

tdTomato+ cells was then assessed.  

 

Figure 15. Vector information for MPRRM42253-LvPM03. 

1.4 GENETICALLY-MODIFIED CELL LINES 

MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cell lines were generated as in vitro 

CSC-like models previously described and cultured under the same conditions than parental can-

cer cell lines plus 10 μg/mL Blasticidin (Gibco), which was used as a selective antibiotic for those 

enginereed cell lines. 
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MDA-MB-231:Fluc2-C19 cells were routinely cultured as described for the parental cell line with 

the addition of neomycin at 500 µg/mL.  

4T1 ALDH1A1:tdTomato was maintained in supplemented conventional RPMI 1640 Medium 

plus 20 μg/mL Puromicin (Gibco) as selective antibiotic. 

All cell cultures were propagated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.  

2 CSC AND DCC CHARACTERIZATION  

2.1 FLUORESCENCE-ACTIVATED CELL SORTING (FACS) 

FACS was used to sort CSC and DCC subpopulations from a heterogeneous population of MCF-

7, MDA-MB-231, HCC1806 and 4T1 cells. For cell sorting, a starting amount of 5x106 cells were 

used. Cells were detached and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; Lonza), supple-

mented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). DAPI (1 μg/mL, Life Technologies) was used for vital 

staining (Life Technologies). Cells were sorted according to tdTomato and DAPI fluorescence in-

tentsity in a FACS Aria cell sorter (BD Biosciences, CA, USA). Sorted cells were collected in com-

plete medium without antibiotic and used for subsequent experiments. 

2.2 RNA EXTRACTION AND QUANTITATIVE REAL TIME-PCR (QPCR) 

300,000 tdTomato+ and tdTomato- (identified as CSC and DCC, respectively) were sorted from 

MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, HCC1806 and 4T1 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cell lines and total RNA was ex-

tracted for quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) analysis of different stemness mark-

ers. Total RNA was extracted from 300,000 cells using the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen) and the 

RNA obtained was reverse transcribed using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer′s instructions. The cDNA reverse tran‐

scription product was amplified with specific primers (Tables 4 and 5) by qPCR using SYBR Green 

to label and quantify double strand DNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The reaction was performed 

in triplicate in a 7500 Real time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Relative normalized quantities 

(NRQ) of mRNA expression were calculated using the comparative Ct method (2-ΔΔCt) through 

Qbase™ software with two reference genes (hGAPDH and hActin) used as endogenous controls.  
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Gene Primer sequence (5’- 3’) 

Actin-F CATCCACGAAACTACCTTCAACTCC 

Actin-R GAGCCGCCGATCCACAC 

GAPDH-F ACCCACTCCTCCACCTTTGAC 

GAPDH-R CATACCAGGAAATGAGCTTGACAA 

ALDH1A1-F CGCAAGACAGGCTTTTCAG 

ALDH1A1-R TGTATAATAGTCGCCCCCTCTC 

NANOG-F  AGATGCCTCACACGGAGACTG 

NANOG-R TTGACCGGGACCTTGTCTTC 

OCT4-F CCTGCACCGTCACCCCT 

OCT4 -R GGCTGAATACCTTCCCAAATAGAAC 

ABCG2-F AGCTCAGATCATTGTCACAGTCGT 

ABCG2-R GAACCCCAGCTCTGTTCTGG 

NOTCH4 -F GCCCCTCTGGTTTCACAGG 

NOTCH4-R AGTTGGCCTTGTCTTTCTGGTC 

Table 4. Human stemness genes primer sequences. 

Gene Primer sequence (5’- 3’) 

Actin-F CATTGCTGACAGGATGCAGAAGG 

Actin-R TGCTGGAAGGTGGACAGTGAGG 

GAPDH-F CATCACTGCCACCCAGAAGACTG 

GAPDH-R ATGCCAGTGAGCTTCCCGTTCAG 

ALDH1A1-F GGAATACCGTGGTTGTCAAGCC 

ALDH1A1-R CCAGGGACAATGTTTACCACGC 

NANOG-F GAACGCCTCATCAATGCCTGCA 

NANOG-R GAATCAGGGCTGCCTTGAAGAG 

OCT4-F CAGCAGATCACTCACATCGCCA 

OCT4 -R GCCTCATACTCTTCTCGTTGGG 

SOX2-F AACGGCAGCTACAGCATGATGC 

SOX2-R CGAGCTGGTCATGGAGTTGTAC 

NOTCH4 -F GGAGATGTGGATGAGTGTCTGG 

NOTCH4-R TGGCTCTGACAGAGGTCCATCT 

Table 5. Mice stemness genes primer sequences. 

2.3 2D INVASION ASSAY 

The invasiveness of each cancer cells subpopulation was assessed using the CytoSelect™ Laminin 

Cell Invasion Assay Kit (Cell Biolabs). Briefly, inserts were placed in a 24 well plates and cell sus-

pensions containing 1 × 106 cells/mL of tdTomato+ and tdTomato- cells were added to each in-

sert. After 48 h incubation, invasive cells were dissociated from the lower side of the mem-

branes, lysed, and quantified using CyQuant® GR Fluorescent Dye (Cell Biolabs).  
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2.4 3D INVASION ASSAY 

200,000 MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC were seeded in P10 plates separately. In parallel, 200,000 

CAFs IDC were seeded in a P10 plate. Then, MDA-MB-231 CSC, DCC and CAFs IDC cells were 

trypsinized to single-cell suspension, centrifuged and resuspended with 3 mL of culture medium 

containing 2 µL of CellTrackerTM staining solution. Each suspension was labeled with a different 

color of CellTrackerTM. After 30 min of incubation, cells were washed, counted and resuspended 

to reach a final concentration of 75 × 105 cells/mL. Hence, a cell suspension containing the three 

cell types at a 1:1:2 (CSC/DCC/CAFs) ratio and 0.25% methylcellulose solution in DMEM was pre-

pared and 3D invasion assay was performed as described by Labernadie et al380. Briefly, 20 µL 

droplets of mixed cells were plated onto the lid of a 10 cm culture dish and allowed to form 

spheroids over night (ON)  in a 37ºC, 5% CO2 incubator. The spheroids were then embedded in 

a Rat tail collagen type I /Matrigel gel mix at in 24-well glass-bottomed cell culture plates 

(MatTek) and incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 until invasive strands were formed. 60 hours later, 

the spheroids were imaged with a spinning disk confocal microscope at a magnification of ×10, 

×20 and ×40. Z stack images spanning 100–150 µm were collected and image stacks were ana-

lyzed with ImageJ software.  

2.5 MAMMOSPHERE FORMATION ASSAY 

A maximum of 10.000 cells/mL of MDA-MB-231 and 4T1 tdTomato+ and tdTomato- cells were 

seeded in 2 mL in ultra-low attachment P6 plates in serum-free RPMI 1640 Medium for 7–10 

days. The serum-free RPMI 1640 Medium was supplemented with 6% glucose, 2 mM L-Gluta-

mine, 1X AA, 4 µg/mL heparin (Sigma-Aldrich), 2 mg/mL Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma-

Aldrich), 0.02 μg/mL epidermal growth factor (EGF) (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.01 µg/mL basic fibroblast 

growth factor (FGFb) (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 10 µg/mL putrescin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1 mg/mL 

apo-transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich), 25 µg/mL insulin (Sigma-Aldrich) and 20 µM progesterone 

(Sigma-Aldrich). Resulting mammospheres were then counted and imaged by conventional con-

focal microscopy.   

2.6 IN VIVO EXPERIMENTATION 

Six-week-old female NOD/SCID mice (NOD.CB-17-Prkdcscid/Rj) were obtained from Janvier La-

boratories (Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France), housed under specific pathogen-free conditions and 

provided with food and water ad libitum and used at six to eight weeks of age. Animal care was 

handled in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the Vall 
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d´Hebron University Hospital Animal Facility, and the experimental procedures were approved 

by the Animal Experimentation Ethical Committee at the institution. 

2.6.1 HCC1806 CSC TUMORIGENICITY ASSAY 

1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 cells of either tdTomato+ or tdTomato- cells (n=5) where inoculated 

orthotopically in six-week-old female NOD/SCID mice by intramammary fat pad (IMFP) inocula-

tion in a 1:1 mixture with Matrigel (Corning). Tumor incidence and growth was monitored up to 

4 weeks post-inoculation. At the endpoint of the experiment tumors were resected and imaged.  

2.6.2 MDA-MB-231 CSC LUNG METASTATIC MODEL 

1 x 106 cells/mice of either MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19. ALDH1:tdTomato+ or tdTomto- cells were 

intravenously injected (iv) into the tail vein of NOD/SCID mice. When metastasis were observed 

in lungs, lungs were excised and further fixed in Bouin solution and processed for immunohisto-

chemical analysis of NANOG. IHC procedures are detailed in the 7.3 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 

section. 

3 PHENOTYPIC EQUILIBRIUM RESTORATION ASSAY 

500.000 MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 tdTomato+ (CSC) and tdTomato- sorted cells (DCC) 

were seeded in adherent plates of 10 cm diameter. Cultured CSC were analyzed by FACs every 

2 passages to assess the drop in the % of tdTomato+ cells over time.  Isolated DCC total RNA was 

extracted and used for subsequent qPCR analysis at different passages: after sorting (AS), pas-

sage 1 (P1) and passage 5 (P5), to monitor changes in the stem gene expression profile of this 

subpopulation. 

4 EVSCSC AND EVSDCC ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 

4.1 CULTURE OPTIMIZATION FOR IN VITRO PURE MDA-MB-231 CSC 

AND DCC MAINTENANCE 

4.1.1 MDA-MB-231 CSC  

CSC subpopulations from MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato were isolated according to their 

tdTomato expression in a FACS Aria cell sorter as described before. Two consecutive sorting 

rounds were employed for CSCs cell enrichment. tdTomato+ cells from the first sorting round 
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were collected and expanded in complete RPMI 1640 medium for re-sorting. Re-sorted 

tdTomato + cells displayed high extents of CSC-like cells (99%) were cultured in serum-free RPMI 

1640 Medium supplemented with 6% glucose, 2 mM L-Glutamine, 1X AA, 4 µg/mL heparin 

(Sigma-Aldrich), 2 mg/mL BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.02 μg/mL EGF (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.01 µg/mL 

FGFb (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 10 µg/mL putrescin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1 mg/mL apo-transferrin 

(Sigma-Aldrich), 25 µg/mL insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 20 µM progesterone (Sigma-Aldrich) to pre-

vent cell differentiation. This cell line was employed for CSC derived EVs (EVsCSC) production 

along the study. 

4.1.2 MDA-MB-231 DCC  

MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato (DCC) cell line stably exhibiting a low content of CSC (1-2%), 

(artificially mixed proportions), was maintained as described for the parental cell line with the 

addition of blasticidin at 10 µg/mL (Gibco). This cell line was employed for DCC derived EVs 

(EVsDCC) production along the study. 

4.2 EVS PURIFICATION 

Supernatants (SN) coming from MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC optimized cell cultures, after 48h 

incubation in EV-depleted medium, were centrifuged at 300 g at 4°C for 10 min in order to re-

move dead cells. Additional centrifugation steps at increasing centrifugation speed 2,000 g, 10 

min 4°C and 10,000 g 20 min 4°C were carried out to eliminate potential sub-cellular debris. 

Clarified SNs were concentrated through centrifugation at 5,000 g, 15 min, 4°C, using 300,000 

KDa VIVAspin devices (Sartorius). The concentration factor varied from 50X to 100X depending 

on the sample. EVs were then precipitated from concentrated SN by the addition of “Total Exo‐

some Isolation Reagent” (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were 

centrifuged at 16,000 g for 1 h at 4°C and pellets containing the EVs resuspended in phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS).  Purified EVs were stored at 4°C. Same process was used to obtain EVsCSC 

and EVsDCC isolated from HCC1806 and MCF-7 CSC and DCC cultures, respectively. 

Note that prior to every EVs purification batch a qPCR control was performed to assess the 

maintenance of differences in the stemness expression profile of ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 in 

CSC and DCC cultured cells.  
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4.3 MORPHOMETRIC ASSAYS 

Transmission electron cryomicroscopy (CryoTEM) morphometric assessment and particle size 

distribution and concentration were further studied by Dynamic light Scattering (DLS) and Na-

noparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) as described by Seras-Franzoso and co-workers381.  

4.4 STEM PROTEIN ARRAY 

Human pluripotent stem cell antibody array (R&D Systems, ARY010) was performed in accord-

ance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, approximately 500 µg of total-EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC lysates were incubated with array membranes O.N. at 4 °C. Membranes were then 

washed and incubated with a streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase-coupled antibody (1:2000) 

for 30 min at RT and developed using Chemi-Reagent Mix. The immunoblot images were cap-

tured and visualized using the LI-COR Odyssey Fc imaging system and dot intensity was meas-

ured using ImageJ NIH software. 

4.5 PROTEIN EXTRACTION AND WESTERN BLOTTING (WB) 

Cell extracts (CE) pellets and EVs samples were lysed with Cell Lytic M reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) 

containing a protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich). Proteins in crude lysates were quanti-

fied using the bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) Protein Assay (Pierce Biotechnology). A total of 20 

μg of whole-cell lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membranes 

(Merck Millipore).  Membranes were blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk (w/v) in Tris-buffered saline 

(TBS) buffer, 1h at RT. Targeted proteins were probed using primary antibodies (Table 7), ON at 

4°C. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies, anti-mouse (P0447, Dako) 

or anti-rabbit (P0217, Dako), were then added as requested and incubated for 1 h at room tem-

perature. Extensive washing in TBS-Tween (0.05% v/v) was performed between blocking and 

antibodies incubation steps. Membranes were developed using Immobilion® HRP substrate 

(Merck Millipore) in a LI-COR Odyssey Fc imaging system. Band intensity on the blots was quan-

tified using the ImageJ NIH software. 

4.6 EVS INTERNALIZATION ASSAYS 

4.6.1 EVS FLUORESCENT LABELING 

DiOC/DiD or DiR (Invitrogen™) were supplemented to EVsCSC and EVsDCC to a concentration of 

250 µg/mL and 500 µg/mL respectively, for 30 min at 37°C. Samples were then dialyzed (Slide-

A-Lyzer™ MINI Dialysis Device, 3.5K MWCO, 0.1 mL, Thermo Scientific) against PBS, ON at 4ºC. 
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4.6.2 STOCHASTIC OPTICAL RECONSTRUCTION MICROSCOPY (STORM) 

Parental MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in an 8 chambered coverglass and incubated with 2.5 

µg/mL DiD labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC ON in cell culture conditions. Cell medium was removed and 

cells were stained with 5 µg/mL WGA-AF488 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and fixed in 4% para-

formaldehyde (PFA). Samples were imaged in STORM buffer (5% w/v glucose, 100 mM cysteam-

ine, 0.5 mg/mL glucose oxidase and 40 µg/mL catalase in PBS) to ensure an adequate pho-

toswitching of the fluorophores. DiD-labeled EVsCSC and EVsDCC and MDA-MB-231 cells incubated 

with DiD-labeled EVs were imaged with a 647nm laser (160 mW) using NIS-Elements software 

in Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon Europe, Amsterdam). The sample was illuminated using a 

total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) alignment for EVs structure imaging or a highly in-

clined and laminated optical (HILO) alignment for intracellular imaging. The z-level was kept con-

stant by Nikon perfect focus system. Fluorescence was collected by a Nikon 100x, 1.49 NA oil 

immersion objective and images acquired with a Hamamatsu 19 ORCA- Flash 4.0 camera. For 

each channel 20,000 frames were acquired and analyzed by fitting a 2D Gaussian function to 

obtain the localizations of fluorophores. Resulting images were then analyzed with ImageJ NIH. 

4.6.3 CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY 

MDA-MB-231 cells and CCD19 cells were seeded in an 8 chambered coverglass (Lab-Tek®II, Ep-

pendorf) and incubated 24 h at 37°C and 5% CO2.  Then, 2.5 µg/mL DiD-labeled EVsCSC and DiOC-

labeled EVsDCC were added to MDA-MB-231 CSC or DCC cells and incubated for 12 h while DiD-

labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to CCD19 cells and also incubated for 12 h. Cell medium was 

removed and cell membranes fluorescently tagged. Samples were fixed in 4% PFA prior to visu-

alization. Note that, MDA-MB-231 cell membranes were counterstained with 5 µg/mL WGA-

AF488 (Thermo Fischer Scientific), 10 min at 37°C and visualized using Nikon Eclipse Ti micro-

scope (Nikon) with 100X/1.49 NA oil immersion objective. While CCD19 cell membranes were 

stained with 5 µg/mL Cell MaskTM (Invitrogen), 10 min at 37°C and image acquisition was carried 

out in a spectral confocal microscope FV1000 (Olympus) with a PLAPON 40XO objective. Further 

image processing was performed using ImageJ NIH software in both cases.  

4.6.4 INTERNALIZATION KINETICS ASSAY BY FACS 

DiD labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to MDA-MB-231 CSC or DCC cell cultures, 2.5 µg EVs/mL, 

and incubated for 15 min, 4h ,8h and 24h. After incubation cells were treated with trypsin 0.05 

% (w/v) (Biological Industries) to detach cells, and neutralized in complete RPMI medium sup-

plemented with DAPI (1 µg/mL final concentration). Cell fluorescence intensity was analyzed in 

https://www.microscopyu.com/tutorials/stochastic-optical-reconstruction-microscopy-storm-imaging
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a LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (Beckton Dickinson). Data was further processed using FCS ex-

press 4 software (De novo software) and median fluorescence intensity represented.  

5 EVS AND CANCER CELLS PLASTICITY STUDIES 

5.1 EFFECT OF EVSCSC AND EVSDCC ON PARENTAL CELLS STEM GENE EX-

PRESSION PROFILE 

50,000 MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 or HCC1806 parental cells were seeded in 2 mL of complete RPMI 

medium in 6-well plates. Then, 25 μg/mL of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to each well for 

3 consecutive days (150 μg total EVs/well). After 72h in culture, total RNA was extracted and 

used for subsequent qPCR analysis and changes in the stemness reporters ALDH1A1, Oct-4 and 

Nanog were studied. 

5.2 EFFECT OF EVSCSC ON DE-DIFFERENTIATION INHIBITION 

500,000 HCC1806 tdTomato- flow sorted DCC were seeded in attachment conditions in P10 

plates and incubated with 25 μg/mL of EVsCSC. In parallel, flow sorted DCC without EVs were 

cultured as control. Cells were maintained in culture, diluted when they reached confluence and 

reseeded in a new P10 plate. Each time that cells were reseeded in a P10 plate 25 μg/mL of 

EVsCSC were added to the cell culture. After 5 passages, total RNA was extracted and used for 

subsequent qPCR analysis and changes in the stemness reporters ALDH1A1, Oct-4 and Nanog 

were studied. 

5.3 EFFECT OF EVS ON INVASION ABILITIES OF RECIPIENT PARENTAL CAN-

CER CELLS 

5.3.1 2D INVASION ASSAY 

50,000 parental MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-231 CSC and MDA-MB-231 DCC cells were seeded in 6 

well plates. Then, 25 μg/ml of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to parental MDA-MB-231 for 

3 consecutive days (150 µg total EVs/well). On the third day, the invasiveness of EVs educated 

MDA-MB-231 parental cells and MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cell subpopulations was assessed 

using the CytoSelect™ Laminin Cell Invasion Assay Kit (Cell Biolabs). Briefly, inserts were placed 

in a 24 well plate and cell suspensions containing 1 × 106 cells/mL of MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC 

cells and parental MDA-MB-231 cells previously treated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC, added to the 
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insert. After 48 h incubation, invasive cells were dissociated from the lower side of the mem-

branes, lysed, and quantified using CyQuant® GR Fluorescent Dye (Cell Biolabs).  

5.3.2 3D INVASION ASSAY 

200,000 parental MDA-MB-231 were seeded in P10 plates and 25 µg/mL of either EVsCSC or 

EVsDCC were added to growing cells for 3 consecutive days. In parallel, 200,000 CAFs IDC were 

seeded in a P10 plate. Then, MDA-MB-231 and CAFs IDC cells were trypsinized to single-cell 

suspension, centrifuged and resuspended with 3 mL of culture medium containing 2 µL of 

CellTrackerTM staining solution. After 30 min of incubation, cells were washed, counted and re-

suspended to reach a final concentration of 75 × 105 cells/mL. Hence, a cell suspension contain-

ing the two cell types at a 1:1 ratio and 0.25% methylcellulose solution in DMEM was prepared 

and 3D invasion assay was performed as described by Labernadie et al.[36,51]. Briefly, 20 µL drop-

lets of mixed cells were plated onto the lid of a 10 cm culture dish and allowed to form spheroids 

in a 37ºC, 5% CO2 incubator O.N. The spheroids were then embedded in a Rat tail collagen type 

I /Matrigel gel mix at in 24-well glass-bottomed cell culture plates (MatTek) and incubated at 

37°C and 5% CO2 until invasive strands were formed. Sixty hours later, the spheroids were im-

aged with a spinning disk confocal microscope at a magnification of ×10, ×20 and ×40. Z stack 

images spanning 100–150 µm were collected and image stacks were analyzed with ImageJ soft-

ware.  

5.4 EFFECT ON IN VIVO PLASTICITY OF METASTATIC MDA-MB-231 

CELLS 

To study the effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in the in vivo stemness nature of metastatic MDA-MB-

231 cells, 4x106 Luciferase-expressing MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells seeded in 20 mL of RPMI 

complete medium were exposed to 25 μg/mL of EVsCSC or EVsDCC for 3 consecutive days. Cells 

were then iv injected into the tail vein of NOD-SCID mice. When metastasis were observed in 

lungs, lung tissues were collected and further fixed in Bouin solution and processed for immuno-

histochemical analysis of NANOG (detailed in 7.3 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY section). NANOG 

labeling was qualitatively assessed in 3 random sections at 4X, 10X and 20X magnifications. Rep-

resentative images were displayed.   

Non-treated MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells were also iv administered as control.  
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6 EVS EFFECT ON STROMAL CELLS STUDIES 

6.1 EVS EFFECT ON FIBROBLASTS AS PLASTICITY MEDIATORS 

6.1.1 CYTOKINE ARRAY 

Cytokine antibody-pair-based assays were performed using human cytokine array kit (R&D Sys-

tems, ARY005B) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, 100,000 CCD19 fibroblasts 

seeded in 6-well plates were cultured alone or treated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 25 μg/mL per 

day during 3 days. Culture supernatants were next collected (CM) and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm 

during 10 min to remove cell debris. Array membranes, previously spotted with capture anti-

bodies by the manufacturer, were incubated with 0.5 mL of CM ON at 4 °C. Membranes were 

then washed three times with 50 mL of washing buffer at room temperature (RT), incubated 

with a streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase-coupled antibody (1:2000) for 30 min at RT and re‐

vealed using Chemi-Reagent Mix. The immunoblot images were captured and visualized using 

the LI-COR Odyssey Fc imaging system and dot intensity was measured using ImageJ NIH soft-

ware.  

6.1.2 EFFECT OF EVSCSC AND EVSDCC ON CCD19 IL-6 AND IL-8 EXPRESSION 

50,000 CCD19 cells were seeded in 2 mL of complete DMEM medium in 6-well plates. Then, 25 

μg/ml of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, were added to each well for 3 consecutive days (150 μg total 

EVs/well). After 72h in culture, total RNA was extracted and used for subsequent qPCR analysis 

of IL-6 and IL-8 expression. Primers employed are detailed in Table 6. Conditioned Media (CM) 

of cultured CCD19 cells was collected for subsequent experiments. 

 

Gene Primer sequence (5’- 3’)  

IL-8-F TTTCTGCAGCTCTGTGTGAAGG  

IL-8-R GGGTGGAAAGGTTTGGAGTATGT  

IL-6-F ACTCACCTCTTCAGAACGAATTG  

IL-6-R CCATCTTTGGAAGGTTCAGGTTG  

Table 6. IL-6 and IL-8 primers sequences. 
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6.1.3 EFFECT OF FIBROBLASTS CM ON MDA-MB-231 PARENTAL CELLS STEM GENE 

EXPRESSION PROFILE 

2 mL of fibroblasts EVsCSC-CM and EVsDCC-CM were collected (as described above) and added to 

6-well plates seeded with 50,000 MDA-MB-231 parental cells. After 48h in culture, 100,000 

MDA-MB-231 cells were collected and total RNA was extracted for qPCR analysis and stemness 

genes were analyzed. The rest of the collected cells were used for MTT assays. 

6.1.4 EFFECT OF IL-6 AND IL-8 ON STEM GENE EXPRESSION PROFILE IN PARENTAL 

MDA-MB-231 

20 ng/mL of either recombinant soluble IL-8 or IL-6 (R&D Systems) were added to 50,000 MDA-

MB-231 parental cells seeded in 6-well plates. After 48h in culture, total RNA was extracted and 

qPCR analysis was performed. 

6.1.5 DRUG RESISTANCE ASSAY 

Resistance to Paclitaxel (PTX) of MDA-MB-231 cells previously treated with either EVsCSC-CM and 

EVsDCC-CM was assessed by MTT assay. 5,000 cells/well were seeded in 96-well plate and incu-

bated for 24h at 37°C, 5% CO2. 0.04μM of PTX (Teva) was then added to growing cells. Complete 

medium was used as negative control and 10% DMSO as positive control of cytotoxicity. After 

48h of incubation, 0.5 mg/mL 3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide 

(MTT) was added to each well. Plates were incubated for additional 4 h at 37ºC, cell media re-

moved and 180 μL of DMSO (Sigma) was added to each well. The absorbance at 590 nm of each 

well was read on a microplate reader ELx800 (BioTek). Cell viability was calculated using a mini-

mum of 3 biological replicates with 6 technical replicates for each assay.  

6.2 MYOFIBROBLASTS ACTIVATION STUDIES 

6.2.1 DETECTION OF EVS CONTENT IN -SMA BY WESTERN BLOTTING 

CSC and DCC cell pellets and EVs samples were processed as previously described in the 4.5 

PROTEIN EXTRACTION AND WESTERN BLOTTING section. Mouse anti- αSMA primary antibody 

was used as primary antibody at 1:1000 dilution.  
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6.2.2 IN VITRO -SMA IMMUNOFLUORESCENT DETECTION IN CCD19 CELLS 

For α-SMA immunofluorescence detection, 15.000 CCD19 cells/well were seeded on 8-well co-

verslips (Lab-Tek®II, Eppendorf) and treated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 25 μg/mL per day dur‐

ing 3 days. After 72 h of incubation, cells were fixed in 4% PFA for 15 min, permeabilized with 

0.1% SDS in PBS for 10 min and blocked in PBS-Tween 0.3% with 5% BSA for 30 min. Samples 

were then incubated with anti-α-SMA antibody diluted in PBS-Tween 0.3% with 5% BSA O.N. at 

4 °C. Cells were washed 3 times in PBS-Tween 0.3% and further incubated with secondary goat 

antibody anti-mouse conjugated to Alexa FluorTM 488, 1:1000 (Invitrogen). 30 min at RT in PBS-

Tween 0.3% with 5% BSA. Samples were further washed 3 times in PBS-Tween 0.1%. Finally, a 

drop of antifading mounting medium ProLong (Thermo Fischer Sicentific) was added and slides 

examined using an FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus) with a 40× objective.  Images (at least 

five random positions per condition) were acquired with identical exposure times and settings. 

Fluorescence intensity was quantified using Image J NIH software. 

6.2.3 IN VIVO -SMA IMMUNOFLUORESCENT DETECTION IN LUNG SECTIONS 

5 μm thick OCT microsections from the lungs of animals treated with of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 

300 μg EVs for 24h, were mounted on glass slides for α-SMA immunofluorescent labeling. 

Briefly, samples were fixed in ice-cold methanol, 30 min at -20°C. After fixation samples were 

washed once in PBS followed by 3 washing steps in PBS-Tween 0.3%.  Primary antibody, anti-α-

SMA (1:500), was supplemented in PBS/BSA 3 % (w/v) and incubated ON at 4°C. Samples were 

further washed 3 times PBS-Tween 0.3% before the addition of secondary antibody.  Goat anti-

body anti-mouse conjugated to Alexa FluorTM 488, 1:1000 (Invitrogen) was incubated 1h at RT. 

Then slides were washed again 3 times in PBS-Tween 0.3% and cell nuclei counterstained with 

DAPI at 1 μg/mL, 5 min, RT. Finally, samples were washed in PBS-Tween 0.3% and a drop of 

antifading mounting medium ProLong (Thermo Fischer Sicentific) added. Images were acquired 

in a confocal spectral LSM980 microscope (Zeiss) operating at high resolution, XY = 120 nm and 

Z = 350 nm, using the Airy Scan mode and a plan apochromat 63X/1.40 oil objective. 12 random 

sections with a fluorescence intensity dynamic range of 16 bytes were further quantified using 

Image J NIH software. SMA fluorescent signal was normalized in front of the number of cell nu-

clei per section. 

6.2.4 IN VIVO -SMA DETECTION IN MDA-MB-231 ORTHOTOPIC MODEL  

A total number of 1,000 cells of either MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19. CSC or DCC were orthotopically 

inoculated IMFP (n = 8) in a PBS:Matrigel 1:1 solution. Tumor growth was monitored twice a 
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week by conventional caliper measurements. When tumors reached a volume range between 

250–450 mm3, tumors were excised and paraffin embedded for histological analysis. Standard 

trichrome Masson staining and α-SMA immunodetection (further detailed in 7.3 section) were 

performed in order to visualize α-SMA+ infiltrating fibroblasts.  

6.2.5 FIBROBLASTS 3D INVASION ASSAY  

1 × 105 cells/mL of either CCD19 human lung fibroblasts or CAFs IDC were seeded in P10 plates 

and 25 µg/mL of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to growing cells for 3 consecutive days. Then, 

lung fibroblasts and CAFs were trypsinized to single-cell suspension, centrifuge and resuspended 

with 3 mL of culture medium containing 2 µL of CellTrackerTM staining solution. Then, same pro-

cedure for 3D invasion assays described before was followed, with the peculiarity that no cancer 

cells but only EVs educated fibroblasts were used in this experiment. 

6.3 TUBE FORMATION ASSAY 

Capacity to promote vessel-like tube formation was assessed as described elsewhere[49]. Briefly, 

human EPCs were resuspended in basal medium without growth factors (EBM2, Lonza) and 

seeded at 20,000 cells per well in growth factor reduced Matrigel (Corning) following manufac-

turer’s protocol. Note that Matrigel was thawed at 4ºC, dispensed in the microslides (Ibidi) and 

allowed to polymerize at 37°C till producing a uniform semisolid ECM cell-support prior. Imme-

diately after cell seeding  cells were treated with either 25μg/mL EVSCSC or EVSDCC suspensions 

or basal media (as control condition). After ON incubation at 37°C and 5% CO2 images were taken 

at 4x and analyzed blindly using Wimtube online tool. Tube length, branching points and total 

loops were quantified as relevant features for tube formation capacity. Tubulogenesis parame-

ters of the control condition (basal media) were used as a reference value for the EVs treat-

ments. 

7 EVS ROLE IN PRE-METASTATIC NICHE CONDITIONING STUDIES 

7.1 BIODISTRIBUTION ASSAY 

EVsCSC and EVsDCC biodistribution studies were performed by intravenously administration of 300 

μg DiR-labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC through the mouse tail vein. After 24 h, animals were euthanized 

and ex vivo DiR-EVs localization was assessed using an IVIS® Spectrum equipment for image ac-

quisition and Living Image SoftwareTM to further quantify the fluorescent signal (FLI). FLI was 

normalized to the weight of the wet tissue and represented as the percentage of total FLI per 
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animal. Lung tissues were collected, embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (OCT) 

following standard procedures and stored at -80°C till further analysis. 

7.1.1 LUNGS DIR-LABELED EVS ANALYSIS BY HIGH RESOLUTION CONFOCAL MICROS-

COPY 

OCT blocks from the biodistribution assay were processed into 5 μm thick sections using a cryo‐

stat Leica CM3050. Tissue slices were mounted on microscopy glass slides and fixed in ice-cold 

methanol, 30 min at -20°C. After fixation samples were immunolabeled against α-SMA and the 

nuclei were fluorescently dyed with DAPI, as previously described. Images were acquired in a 

confocal spectral LSM980 microscope (Zeiss) operating at high resolution, XY = 120 nm and Z = 

350 nm, using the Airy Scan mode and a plan apochromat 63X/1.40 oil objective. 12 random 

sections with a fluorescence intensity dynamic range of 16 bytes were further quantified using 

Image J NIH software. Briefly, DiR fluorescent signal was transformed to a binary image in order 

to identify and count the number of particles per field.  DiR labeled particle number was nor-

malized in front of the number of cell nuclei per section.  

7.2 LUNG METASTASIS MICE MODELS 

In order to examine the roles of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in lung metastasis models, 3 total doses of 75 

μg of EVsCSC or EVsDCC were intravenously injected into female nude mice through the tail vein 

every other day. On the 5th day, 1x106 firefly luciferase-expressing MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells 

were intravenously injected through the tail vein. After 2 months, lung metastasis were meas-

ured and quantified by ex vivo bioluminescent imaging (BLI) using IVIS Spectrum (PerkinElmer) 

and lung tissues were recovered for manual macrometastasis and micrometastasis counting and 

further processed for hematoxylin-eosin staining analysis and evaluation by a trained histo-

pathologist. 

7.3 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 

The presence of Vimentin, α-SMA and NANOG proteins were assessed in paraffin-embedded 

formalin fixed sections.  Slides were incubated with 10% normal goat serum (NGS) in antibody 

diluent (1% BSA (w/v) in 100 mM Tris buffer) and then primary antibodies were added, ON at 

4°C (see Table 7). Next horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody, anti-Mouse o 

anti-Rabbit, as required, was added to the samples (Dako, EnVision+ System-HRP Labeled Poly-

mer). Finally, the sections were developed with diaminobenzidine (DAB) colorimetric reagent 
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solution (Dako) and counterstained with Harris hematoxylin (Sigma-Aldrich). Extensive washing 

in PBS/Tween 20, 1% (v/v) was performed before and after antibody incubations steps.  

7.3.1 IHC LABELING EVALUATION 

Evaluation of vimentin labeling to assess MDA-MB-231 metastatic cells dissemination was de-

termined by the allocation of staining score values from 0 (0 % staining coverage) to 3 (100 % 

staining coverage) to the individual sections and subsequent mean score (MS) calculation for 

each group. 18 random sections in a 4X magnification per mice group (8 mice/group) were ana-

lyzed and total lungs sections area covered by vimentin positive cells was qualitatively scored 

and represented. 

Evaluation of α-SMA labeling was used to assess the number of infiltrated CAFs and blood ves-

sels in lung metastatic lesions. 18 random sections in a 4x magnification per mice group were 

analyzed for each parameter. For CAFs infiltration assessment, total lungs sections area covered 

by α-SMA positive fibroblasts like cells was qualitatively scored and represented, staining score 

values ranging from 0 (0 % positive area) to 3 (100 % positive area). Each evaluation was made 

blindly by 3 independent observers. The number of blood vessels was quantitatively assessed 

by manually counting the number of α-SMA positive blood vessels in 18 random lung sections 

per mice group. Subsequent mean score for both parameters was then calculated for each 

group.  

NANOG labeling was qualitatively assessed in 3 random sections at 4X, 10X and 20X magnifica-

tions. Representative images were displayed.   

8 CARTOONS 

All the images, schemes and figures presented in this thesis were manually created with Bioren-

der.com online application. 

9 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Bar graphs display mean value ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis consisted 

in normality data distribution assessment by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. If data fitted into a nor-

mal distribution, unpaired Student’s t-test, for single comparison of means, or one-way ANOVA 
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for multiple comparisons was then applied. Otherwise, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test or 

Tukey test were employed for single and multiple mean comparisons respectively.  

Data represented as Fold Change (FC) were normalized following the X= Log (FC) function.        

Columns statistics were then used to assess the mean difference in comparison to a theoretical 

Log (FC) value equal to 0. The significance threshold was established at p<0.05, and significance 

levels were schematically assigned *(0.01 ≤ p < 0.05), **(0.001 ≤ p < 0.01), ***(0.0001 ≤ p). All 

the analyses and graphs were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad, San Di-

ego). 

Target protein Origin Application Dilution Reference 

CD81 Mouse WB 1:300 Santa Cruz, sc-7637 

Tsg101 Rabbit WB 1:1000 Abcam, ab30871 

ALIX Rabbit WB 1:1000 Abcam, ab76608 

β-Tubulin Mouse WB 1:2000 Invitrogen, BT7R 

ALDH1A1 Mouse WB 1:500 Santa Cruz, sc-374149 

CD44 Mouse WB 1:1000 Cell Signaling, 156-3C11 

NANOG Rabbit WB/IHC 1:1000/1:500 Thermo Fisher, PA1-097X 

SOX9 Rabbit WB 1:1000 Sigma-Aldrich,  AB5535 

ITGβ1 Rabbit WB 1:5000 Abcam, ab179471 

ITGα6 Mouse WB 1:300 Santa Cruz, sc-374057 

αSMA Mouse WB/IHC/IF 1:1000/1:400/1:500 Sigma-Aldrich,  A2547 

Vimentin Rabbit IHC 1:200 Abcam, ab92547 

 

Table 7. Primary Antibodies. 
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RESULTS 

1 DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF BCSC MODELS  

1.1 ALDH1A1:TDTOMATO REPORTER TAGS BCSC 

1.1.1 BREAST CSC MODEL IN VITRO VALIDATION  

In order to tag and isolate CSC from heterogeneous cancer cell populations we used the CSC 

model previously established in our group378,379 . This CSC model allows the identification and 

separation of CSC-like cells from heterogeneous cancer cell subpopulations using a CSC reporter 

vector. In this vector, the expression of the tdTomato fluorescent protein (tdTomato+) is under 

the control of the CSC specific ALDH1A1 promoter. Besides, cancer cells that do not express the 

fluorescent reporter (tdTomato-) are considered to constitute the DCC population.  

To further validate our CSC model, breast cancer MCF-7 and TNBC MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 

cell lines were stably transfected with ALDH1A1:tdTomato reporter. Once the cell lines were 

stably transfected, CSC and DCC cell subpopulations were obtained by FACS according to their 

tdTomato fluorescence (Figure 16A) and the stemness profile of tdTomato expressing cells (CSC) 

was explored. Expectedly, after isolation, cultured tdTomato+ cells displayed red fluorescence 

while no fluorescence was observed in cultured tdTomato- cells (Figure 16B). Gene expression 

analysis of MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 tdTomato+ cells revealed a significant upregula-

tion of stemness gene reporters ALDH1A1, Nanog, Oct-4, ABCG2 and Notch in comparison to 

the tdTomato- cell subpopulation (Figure 16C-E). Moreover, MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 

tdTomato+ cancer cells displayed significantly higher relative invasive capacities in 2D invasion 

models than isolated tdTomato- cells (Figure 16F-H). Besides, MDA-MB-231 tdTomato+ cells 

also formed mammospheres displaying red fluorescence when cultured in LA conditions (Figure 

16I). Accordingly, previous data from our group showed that MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 

tdTomato+ cells exhibited higher expression of stemness and EMT related genes and displayed 

higher mammosphere formation efficiency than the tdTomato- cell subpopulation378,379.  
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Figure 16. ALDH1A1:tdTomato CSC model in vitro validation. (A) After stable transfection with 

the reporter vector, MDA-MB-231 CSC express the fluorescent protein under the CSC-specific 

promoter (ALDH1A1), which allows CSC identification and isolation from phenotypically hetero-

geneous cancer cell populations by FACS. (B) MDA-MB-231 isolated cells showing red fluores-

cence in culture (tdTom+) correspond to the CSC subpopulation, while cells which do not present 

tdTomato fluorescence (tdTom-) would conform the bulk cancer cell DCC subpopulation. (C-E) 

Stemness gene expression profile assessed by RT-qPCR of tdTomato+ cell population (CSC) com-

pared to tdTomato- cell population (DCC) in MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 breast cancer 

cell lines. Samples were obtained by cell sorting according to tdTomato fluorescence (P0). (F-H) 

Relative invasiveness of MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 tdTomato+ cells compared to 

tdTomato- cells assessed by 2D invasion assays. (I) Representative confocal microscopy image 

of a mammosphere formed by MDA-MB-231 tdTomato+ displaying red fluorescence when cul-

tured in LA conditions.  

Additionally, and on the basis of a recent study showing that mechanically active heterotypic 

adhesions between CAFs and cancer cells enables cooperative tumor invasion380, we used 
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multifactorial 3D invasion models to study differences between MDA-MB-231 tdTomato+ and 

tdTomato- (CSC and DCC) behavior in coordination with stromal cells. As CSC populations are 

believed to lead the invasive front in tumors382, we aimed to study if either MDA-MB-231 CSC or 

DCC subpopulations preferentially guided tumor invasion together with CAFs. To this end, a mix 

of fluorescently labeled breast CAFs, CSC and DCC cell populations were embedded in Matrigel® 

plus collagen matrix which allowed to form 3D spheroids (Figure 17A). After 48h spheroids in-

vaded the surrounding 3D matrix by forming invasive cell strands as they degraded artificial ECM 

components (Figure 17B). A profound analysis of the spheroids imaged with confocal micros-

copy showed that CAFs preferentially associated with CSC-like cells to guide the invasive strands. 

Specifically, CSC were found leading the invasive strand together with CAFs in nearly 70 % of 

cases while the association between CAFs-DCC was only observed in 35% of cases (Figure 17C). 

Those results confirmed the invasive nature of isolated tdTomato+ cells according to their CSC-

like phenotypes. 

 

Figure 17. CSC lead the invasive front together with CAFs. (A) Schematic representation of ex-

periment design. (B) Representative Z stack projection of a spheroid conformed by CAFs, CSC 

and DCC invading the surrounding 3D Matrix. (C) Graph representing the % of cases in which CSC 

or DCC were leading the invasive front of strands together with CAFs.  

BREAST CSC MODEL IN VIVO VALIDATION  

1.1.1.1 HCC1806 ORTHOTOPIC MODEL 

CSC phenotype of HCC1806 tdTomato+ cells was further validated in vivo by our group (data not 

published). HCC1806 tdTomato+ cells were able to generate tumors in xenografts at low density 

concentrations more efficiently than their tdTomato- counterpart. Orthotopic IMFP injection of 

nude immunodeficient mice with growing amounts of either HCC1806 tdTomato+ or tdTomato- 

cells (1,000, 10,000 and 100,000) revealed differences in the tumor incidence between groups. 
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Specifically, the tumor incidence was 100% for both groups inoculated with 100,000 and 10,000 

of sorted tdTomato+ and - cells. However, the tumor incidences obtained for the group inocu-

lated with 1,000 tdTomato- cells was 20% while for the group inoculated with 1,000 tdTomato+ 

cells remained at 100% (Figure 18). These results supported the CSC-like nature of isolated 

tdTomato+ cells. Of note, MCF7 tdTomato+ cells also displayed higher tumorigenic potential 

when they were transplanted into mammary xenograft model379.  

 

Figure 18. HCC1806 ALDH1A1:tdTomato CSC model in vivo validation. (A) Tumor incidence in 

mice orthotopically inoculated with serial cell dilutions of HCC1806 tdTomato+ cells and 

HCC1806 tdTomato- cells, respectively. (B) Ex vivo tumor growth at the endpoint of the experi-

ment. Statistically significant differences were detected between groups inoculated with 1,0000 

and 1,000 cells of tdTomato+ and tdTomato- cells, respectively. C) Images of tumors formed in 

mice initially challenged with 1,000 cells are presented.  

 

1.1.1.2 MDA-MB-231 METASTATIC MODEL 

To finally explore if the initial stemness nature of inoculated CSC vs DCC was maintained in a 

lung metastasis model, MDA-MB-231 isolated tdTomato+ (CSC) and tdTomato- (DCC) popula-

tions were i.v. injected into BalbC NOD/SCID mice. At the end of the experiment lungs were 

collected and the stemness nature of MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC derived metastatic lesions 

were evaluated (Figure 19A). Nanog IHC performed in lung tissues revealed clear differences in 

the expression of this stemness reporter, as MDA-MB-231 metastatic cells CSC exhibited higher 

signal than their DCC counterparts. These results confirmed that the stemness nature of inocu-

lated tdTomato+ cells was also maintained, at least partially, in metastatic sites (Figure 19B, C). 
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Figure 19. NANOG protein expression in MDA-MB-231 lung metastases. (A) Scheme displaying 

the distinct conditions tested with the lung metastasis mouse model. Specifically, CSC or DCC 

cells isolated from MDA-MB-231:ALDH:tdTomato cells were injected into the tail vein and me-

tastasis let to grow for 2 months., At the experimental endpoint lungs were excised and pro-

cessed for histological analysis. (Bi, Bii) NANOG protein expression in metastatic lungs of mice 

i.v. injected with MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cells. Scale bars= 100 μm. 

 

1.1.2 GENERATION OF TNBC SYNGENIC CSC MODEL 

We further aimed to generate a new syngeneic TNBC CSC model following the same strategy 

used for human BCSC models. For this purpose, 4T1 cell line was stably transfected with a murine 

ALDH1A1:tdTomato reporter. After transfection, tdTomato+ cells were observed in culture (Fig-

ure 20A). TdTomato+ subpopulation displaying red fluorescence was isolated by FACS (Figure 

20B) and stemness features were examined. As expected, tdTomato + cells displayed stem-as-

sociated characteristics when compared to unsorted parental 4T1 cancer cell line. Specifically, 

4T1 tdTomato + isolated cells showed typical stemness gene expression signature showing in-

creased expression of pluripotency genes ALDH1A1, Nanog, Oct-4, Sox-2 and Notch-4 compared 
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to parental cell line (Figure 20C). Moreover, tdTomato+ cells also exhibited increased relative 

invasive capacity (Figure 20D) and higher mammosphere formation efficiency when compared 

to parental cancer cells (Figure 20E). Thus, these results confirmed the CSC-like phenotype of 

isolated tdTomato+ cells, validating this strategy to efficiently identify CSC populations within 

this heterogeneous murine breast cancer cell line. 

 

Figure 20. 4T1 ALDH1A1:tdTomato CSC model in vitro validation. (A) Representative images of 

4T1 parental cell line stably transfected with ALDH1A1:TdTomato reporter. (B) Representative 

image of flow sorted 4T1 ALDH1A1:tdTomato+ cell subpopulation. (C) Stemness gene expression 

profile 4T1 parental cells and isolated 4T1 tdTomato+ cells assessed by qPCR. (D) Invasive capac-

ity of parental and tdTomato+ cells assessed by 2D invasion assay. (E) Mammosphere formation 

efficiency of 4T1 parental and tdTomato + cell subpopulations. 
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2 STUDY OF CSC/DCC PLASTICITY 

2.1 ISOLATED CSC AND DCC SUBPOPULATIONS SHOW PHENOTYPIC DY-

NAMIC EQUILIBRIUM 

Numerous studies indicated that CSC and DCC showed plasticity and tended to reach a dynamic 

equilibrium between both phenotypic states173-177 In order to assess if previously characterized 

tdTomato+ (CSC) and tdTomato- (DCC) subpopulations followed this dynamic equilibrium 

model, MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 CSC and DCC were cultured in attachment conditions 

and the % of tdTomato+ cells and the stemness expression signature of each subpopulation was 

tracked over cell passages (Figure 21A). As expected, CSCs isolated from MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 

and HCC1806 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cell lines lost red fluorescence over time, showing a drop in 

the % of tdTomato+ cells over passages as CSC differentiated into DCC and reached the appro-

priate % of CSC in equilibrium (Figure 21C-E). Indeed, MDA-MB-231 CSC significantly decreased 

stemness gene expression after a few passages, denoting a fast tendency to differentiate into 

DCC (Figure 21B). Interestingly, DCCs isolated from MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 tumor 

cells progressively acquired stem features in culture. Specifically, a boost in stem gene expres-

sion was observed for DCC subpopulations of each cancer cell line over cell passages, from P0 

AS to P5, when they were grown in the absence of CSC population (Figure 21F-H). Of note, red 

fluorescence was also re-detected over time in culture (Figure 21I). Those results suggested that 

cancer cells undergo cell state transitions between CSC and DCC subpopulations to restore initial 

population equilibrium (Figure 21J).  
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Figure 21. CSC/DCC phenotypic equilibrium. (A) Schematic representation of CSC and DCC be-

havior in attachment culture conditions after FACs isolation. (B) Stemness gene expression pro-

file of MDA-MB-231 CSC at P0 (after sorting) and P5 assessed by RT-qPCR analysis. (C-E) % of red 

fluorescent cells in isolated MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 CSC population over cell pas-

sages assessed by flow-cytometry.  (F-H) Stemness gene expression profile of isolated MDA-MB-

231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 DCC at P0, P1 and P5 AS assessed by RT-qPCR analysis. (I) Representa-

tive florescent images of MDA-MB-231 DCC at Days 1 and 14 AS. (J) Scheme showing bidirec-

tional interconversion between CSC and DCC phenotypic states to restore initial CSC/DCC equi-

librium.  
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3 ROLE OF CSC AND DCC DERIVED EVS ON GUIDING PLASTICITY  

3.1 MDA-MB-231 IN VITRO MODEL SET UP FOR CSC AND DCC DE-

RIVED EVS ISOLATION. 

Among the panel of breast CSC models developed and validated, MDA-MB-231 cell line repre-

sents the TNBC cell line with the most aggressive phenotype in concomitance with the lower 

differentiated nature 388. Besides, MDA-MB-231 cells usually overexpress EMT-related markers, 

and previous studies carried by our group showed that not only CSC but also DCC were equally 

tumorigenic, denoting also the plastic nature of this cancer cell line378. Besides, MDA-MB-231 

cell line showed a higher % of CSC in the equilibrium (10-15%) compared to the other cell lines 

studied (less than 5% of CSC). Additionally, the MDA-MD-231 cell line represents a well-estab-

lished model for breast cancer metastasis research 383. Accordingly, we decided to principally 

focus our EVs research on this challenging TNBC cell line. In parallel, some additional experi-

ments were also performed with MCF-7 and HCC1806 EVs to complement and support our main 

research line. 

 

Table 8. Breast cancer models features. 

The phenotypic state transitions observed in regular cell culture for MDA-MB-231 CSCs and DCCs 

hindered the maintenance of pure CSC and DCC subpopulations. While isolated MDA-MB-231 

tdTomato+ cells tended to differentiate in continuous culture, flow sorted and cultured MDA-

MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato- cells could not be maintained as DCC over time due to their tendency 

to re-acquire stemness features in order to restore the CSC population. Therefore, prior to EVs 

production, MDA-MB-231 CSC and MDA-MB-231 DCC in vitro cell propagation was optimized. 

Specifically, we developed a strategy to efficiently mitigate the differentiation and de-differen-

tiation processes for a certain period, allowing the cell subpopulations of interest to grow with 

limited loss of their initial features. Briefly, FACs isolated tdTomato+ cells were cultured to 
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expand the CSC subpopulation and then resorted to obtain 100% pure CSC cells. On one hand, 

the use of a specific stemness media (serum-free media supplemented with a growth factor 

cocktail, fully detailed in M&M section) allowed us to maintain pure CSCs in culture over pas-

sages avoiding their differentiation (Figure 22A). On the other hand, DCCs cultured in presence 

of a minimal fraction (1-2%) of CSCs avoided their de-differentiation towards stem phenotypes 

(Figure 22B). This protocol is meticulously detailed in M&M section. Under this setup, we ob-

tained two different MDA-MB-231 cell subpopulations according to their content of tdTomato+ 

cells, namely high tdTomato+ cells (99%), (CSC), and low tdTomato+ cells (1-2%), (DCC). When 

stemness markers were studied, MDA-MB-231 CSC showed significantly higher mRNA levels of 

prevalent stemness gene reporters, ALDH1A1, Nanog, and Oct-4, than MDA-MB-231 DCC 

(p=0.0017; p=0.0002 and p=0.0001, respectively). Specifically, using these culture conditions 

ALDH1A1 gene expression  in CSCs was increased from 0.5789 ± 0.07208 CNRQ (Calibrated Nor-

malized Relative Quantity) up to 12.19 ± 2.472 NRQ, Nanog from 0.495 ± 0.029 CNRQ up to 

10.24 ± 2.911 CNRQ and Oct-4 from 0.716 ± 0.069 CNRQ up to 7.236 ± 2.375 CNRQ in comparison 

to DCCs. (Figure 22C). Isolated populations also showed clear differences in red fluorescence 

(Figure 22D). 

Given the significant differences observed in stemness markers expression between both cell 

populations, we reliably proceeded to EVs isolation. CSC EVs isolated from the CM of MDA-MB-

231 CSC subpopulation were accordingly named EVsCSC while EVs isolated from the CM of MDA-

MB 231 DCC subpopulation were designated as EVsDCC (Figure 22E). Parallelly, EVs from HCC1806 

and MCF-7 with CSC and DCC stemness profiles were also isolated for complementary studies. 

EVs isolation protocols are detailed in M&M section. Of note, prior to each EVs production batch 

MDA-MB-231 CSC and MDA-MB-231 DCC stemness gene reporter expression was confirmed. 
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Figure 22. CSC and DCC in vitro culture optimization for MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC isola-

tion. (A) Stem gene expression of MDA-BM-231 tdTomato+ cells at passage 5 (P5) after cell sort-

ing in different culture conditions: RPMI conventional media vs. stemness media. (B) Stem gene 

expression profile of MDA-MB-231 with 1-2% content of tdTomato+ cells maintained in culture 

at different passages (1, 5 and 10). (C) Gene expression of stemness reporters ALDH1A1, Nanog 

and Oct-4 in CSC and DCC detected by qPCR. (D) Representative fluorescence images of CSCs 

and DCCs, scale bar = 25 μm. (E) Schematic illustration of EVs isolation procedure. Briefly, MDA-

MB-231 tdTomato+ cells were cultured with stem cell maintenance media. EVsCSC were isolated 

from the CM of these MDA-MB-231 CSC cells, which presented high expression of stemness re-

porters. Due to tdTomato- sorted cells tendency to de-differentiate into CSC, EVsDCC were iso-

lated from a stable MDA-MB-231 cell subpopulation with a minimal content in CSC (1-2%) that 

exhibited low expression of stemness reporters, as most cells were DCC. 

 

3.2  MDA-MB-231 CSC-LIKE STATE DICTATES EVS PROTEIN CARGO 

EVs secreted from both MDA-MB-231 CSC (EVsCSC) and MDA-MB-231 DCC (EVsDCC) were success-

fully isolated by charge neutralization-based precipitation. Both types of EVs presented pseudo-

spherical morphologies as observed by CryoTEM and STORM imaging (Figure 23A, B) with a size 

distribution ranging from 100 to 300 nm in diameter. EVsCSC and EVsDCC DLS analysis revealed the 

mean peak around 200 nm diameter while NTA placed the main peak at 145 nm in diameter for 

both types of vesicles although a minor population of bigger particles could be detected in all 

samples (Figure 23C, D). The presence of typical EV protein markers such as CD81, TSG101 and 

ALIX indicated that the isolated EVs were enriched with the exosome fraction (Figure 23E). Low 
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β-tubulin occurrence in EVs samples confirmed them free from significant cell debris contami-

nation. Furthermore, to investigate possible differences in the internalization of EVs derived 

from CSC and DCC, the uptake of fluorescently labeled EVsCSC and EVsDCC into parental MDA-MB-

231 cells and CCD19 lung fibroblasts was assessed. Fluorescently labelled EVs were supple-

mented into parental MDA-MB-231 and CCD19 cell cultures. After 6 h of incubation, confocal 

fluorescence microscopy imaging of fixed cells revealed a spotted fluorescent signal pattern in 

both, tumor cells and fibroblasts, suggesting that EVs entered into recipient cells. (Figure 23F, 

G). These rounded structures probably corresponded to clusters of EVs being gathered within 

endosomal vesicles. Nevertheless, detail provided by STORM imaging also showed much smaller 

structures within cell cytoplasm matching the size of individual EVs (Figure 23H). Moreover, fur-

ther analysis performed by flow cytometry revealed no differences in the uptake kinetics profile 

between EVsCSC and EVsDCC by MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cells, respectively (Figure 23I). These 

data suggested that EVsCSC and EVsDCC internalization into recipient cells was not mediated by 

specific receptors present in the membrane of recipient CSC or DCC cells, respectively. 

Interestingly, despite their similarities in size, shape, delivery capacity and even protein EVs sig-

nature, differences in the stemness specific protein cargo were clearly detected. EVsCSC pre-

sented higher levels of typical stemness protein markers such as ALDH1A1, CD44, SOX9, NANOG, 

OCT4 and E-Cadherin than EVsDCC (Figure 23J). These data confirmed that EVs reflected their 

original cell state nature.  
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Figure 23. EVsCSC and EVsDCC characterization. (A) CryoTEM imaging of isolated EVsCSC and EVsDCC. 

(B) STORM imaging of isolated EVs previously labeled with DiD. (C) EVsCSC and EVsDCC DLS analysis 

(D) NTA analysis of isolated particles. (E) Molecular characterization by WB of EVs typical mark-

ers, CD81, TSG101 and ALIX and cell lysate control, β-tubulin. 20 µg of total protein was loaded 

per lane (F, G) Representative images from fluorescence microscopy of DiD-labeled EVsCSC (red) 

and DiOC-labeled EVsDCC (green) inside MDA-MB 231 cells (green), left panel and DiD-labeled 

EVsCSC and EVsDCC (red) in CCD19 cells (green), right panel. Arrows indicate EVs. (H) STORM 
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detailed images of EVs internalization into MDA-MB-231 parental cells. Arrows indicate DiD la-

beled EVs (red). Scale bar=10 µm. (I) Internalization kinetics of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in MDA-MB-

231 DCC and CSC subpopulations, respectively. (J) EVCSC and EVsDCC stem-related protein cargo. 

ALDH1A1, CD44, SOX9 and NANOG examined by WB and OCT4, SOX2 and E-Cadherin extracted 

from Human Pluripotent Stem Cell Array Kit. Results are expressed as the FC in the band/dot 

blot intensity for EVsCSC in respect to EVsDCC. Array results are expressed as integrated density 

intensity (*p < 0.05). 

   

3.3 EVSCSC AND EVSDCC CONTROL TUMOR CELLS PLASTICITY TOWARDS 

CSC OR DCC PHENOTYPES  

Our previous results showed that in adherent cultures, CSCs divide asymmetrically, reaching a 

final steady state with a stable CSC population rate. In addition, CSCs tended to appear in flow 

sorted DCC cultures after a few days in order to regenerate the missing CSC population. These 

phenomena suggested that phenotypic interconversion occurred between both CSC and DCC 

states as response to different situations in which either CSC or DCC cell populations were pre-

dominant. In order to unravel the biological cues directing cancer cells behavior, we hypothe-

sized that in each case, either EVsCSC or EVsDCC will be predominant and could mediate specific 

signaling in recipient cancer cells dictating cancer cells plasticity towards the appropriate phe-

notype to maintain CSC/DCC homeostasis. In order to test this hypothesis, we overstimulated 

the parental MDA-MB-231 cell line, displaying a stable number of CSCs over time (10-15%) with 

either EVsCSC or EVsDCC for 3 days. Remarkably, gene expression analysis revealed a significant 

reduction in the stem gene reporters’ expression for tumor cells treated with EVsCSC. Specifically, 

mRNA levels of ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 were reduced >2-fold. Interestingly, EVsDCC exerted 

the opposite effect (p<0,001), increasing the relative expression of ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 

>50% (Figure 24A). Of note, similar stem genes regulation tendency was observed in parental 

HCC1806 and MCF-7 cell lines incubated with EVs. HCC1806 cancer cells treated with EVsCSC also 

decreased the level of stemness genes expression (Figure 24B). Moreover, the addition of EVsCSC 

to flow sorted HCC1806 DCC in continuous cell culture tended to mitigate the boost in stemness 

gene expression at P5 due to DCC de-differentiation (Figure 24D). Finally, MCF-7 EVsDCC signifi-

cantly enhanced the expression of stemness reporters ALDH1A1 and Oct-4 in the MCF-7 parental 

cell line (Figure 24C).  

Next, the impact of EVs on cell invasiveness, a largely relevant trait in tumor cell malignancy and 

usually associated with CSCs-like phenotype was studied. First, a 2D invasion assay was per-

formed in cell lines supplemented with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC. Note that results of 2D invasion 

assays performed with EV producing cells, CSC and DCC, respectively, showed that MDA-MB-
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231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 CSC had significantly higher invasive ability than their DCC counter-

parts (Figure 24D-F). MDA-MB-231 cells conditioned with EVsCSC displayed 4,07-fold lower inva-

sion capacity compared to untreated MDA-MB-231 cells (p = 0.0126) while EVsDCC showed a ten-

dency to increase invasiveness capacities, exhibiting significant (p<0,05) differences when com-

pared with EVsCSC treated cells (Figure 24E). Similarly, we observed significant (p<0,05) differ-

ences between the invasive abilities of MCF-7 parental cells treated with EVsCSC and EVsDCC, as 

while EVsDCC increased cell invasion capacity, EVsCSC tended to reduce this ability (Figure 24F). 

These findings supported the role of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on directing cancer cells plasticity towards 

specific CSC or DCC phenotypes. 

 

 

Figure 24. EVsCSC and EVsDCC control tumor cells plasticity in vitro. (A-C) Relative stem gene ex-

pression (qPCR) of MDA-MB-231, HCC1806 and MCF-7 cells treated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC 

for 3 days. (D) Stem gene expression of FACS isolated HCC1806 DCC at P5 AS receiving EVsCSC 

doses at each passage. (E, F) 2D laminin invasion assay performed with MDA-MB-231 and MCF-

7 cells previously pre-treated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC.  
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We further aimed to study the influence of EVs on cancer plasticity in a more complex scenario. 

Previous results indicated that CSC-like cells cooperated with CAFs to lead the invasive strands 

in 3D models, denoting the ability of CSC to degrade the ECM matrix and lead tumor spheroids 

invasive front. Here, we focused on the invasive capabilities of MDA-MB-231 parental cancer 

cell line after EVsCSC and EVsDCC education. Briefly, MDA-MB-231 cells were pre-treated for 48 h 

with either EVsCSC and EVsDCC and afterwards together with CAFs were embedded in Matrigel® 

plus collagen matrix which allowed to form the previously described 3D cultures of spheroids 

(Figure 25A). Interestingly, confocal imaging of the spheroids (Figure 25B) showed that EVsDCC 

pre-treated cancer cells presented significantly higher amounts of invasive strands compared to 

untreated cells, MS = 2.73 and 2.1 respectively (p = 0.015). On the contrary, EVsCSC treated cells 

significantly formed less invasive strands, MS = 1.16, (p=0.0001), compared to untreated cells 

(Figure 25C).  These results suggested that EVsDCC tended to increase the invasive nature of can-

cer cells promoting CSC phenotypes while EVsCSC appeared to induce the opposite effect. 

 

Figure 25. EVsCSC and EVsDCC impacts tumor invasive abilities in 3D Matrigel models. (A) Illus-

trative scheme representing experiment design. (B) Representative images of 3D invasion model 

of spheroids, embedded in Matrigel® plus collagen, formed by MDA-MB-231 previously repro-

grammed with EVsCSC and EVsDCC, in purple cells stained with CellTrackerTM. (C) Qualitative score 
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of 3D invasion images according to spread of invasive strands. (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; 

***p < 0.001). 

Next, we studied if the effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC conditioning of MDA-MB-231 cells ex vivo 

altered the stemness profile of metastatic cells when injected in vivo. For this aim, MDA-MB-231 

cells were pre-treated with either EVsCSC and EVsDCC for 3 days and then i.v. injected into BalbC 

NOD/SCID mice. At the end of the experiment, lungs were collected and the stemness nature of 

MDA-MB-231 metastatic lesions were evaluated by assessing NANOG expression by IHC in col-

lected lung tissues (Figure 26A). Note that NANOG IHC performed in lung metastatic sections of 

mice i.v. inoculated with MDA-MB-231 CSC or DCC revealed clear differences in the expression 

of this stemness reporter, as MDA-MB-231 metastatic CSC exhibited higher signal than their DCC 

counterparts (Figure 19). According with our previous in vitro results, MDA-MB-231 lung meta-

static cells that were pre-treated with EVsDCC before injection showed more signal for NANOG 

than cells pre-treated with EVsCSC (Figure 26B). 

 

Figure 26. In vivo effect of MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC on the stemness nature of meta-

static cancer cells. (A) Representative IHC 20X images of NANOG expression in metastatic lungs 
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of mice i.v. injected with MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cells. Scale bars = 100μm. (B) Representa-

tive IHC 20X images of NANOG expression in metastatic lungs of mice i.v. injected with MDA-

MB-231 cells that were previously treated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC, respectively. Changes in NANOG 

expression derived from EVs effect on MDA-MB-231 cells prior injection could be observed in 

lung metastatic lesions. Scale bars= 100μm. 

 

Altogether our results suggested that EVs from the same cell source but phenotypically distant 

in the CSC axis may act as modulators of cancer cell plasticity exerting opposed regulation in the 

stemness profile of recipient cancer cells (Figure 27).  

 

 

Figure 27. Scheme summarizing EVsCSC and EVsDCC action in MDA-MB-231 cell line depending 

on the EVs producing cell state. 
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4 ROLE OF EVSCSC AND EVSDCC ON STROMAL CELLS FUNCTIONAL 

ACTIVATION 

4.1 EVSDCC STIMULATE FIBROBLASTS CYTOKINE SECRETORY PHENOTYPE  

Our previous results showed that CSC and DCC secreted EVs are critical regulators of cell plas-

ticity in recipient cancer cells. However, stromal cells present in TME have also been described 

as essential modulators of plasticity and CSC phenotypes. Therefore, we next aimed to unveil 

how MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC interact via EVs with a fibroblast-rich TME and how the TME 

feedback signaling itself modulates cancer cell plasticity. To this end, CCD19 fibroblasts were 

incubated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC and after 72h, cell cultures were then washed and media 

replaced to remove EVs and allow conditioned fibroblasts to secrete bioactive factors. CCD19 

CM were collected for analysis and further supplemented to MDA-MB-231 cells to determine 

the role of CCD19 secreted factors in cancer cell plasticity, scheme displayed in Figure 28A. This 

strategy allowed us to explore the EV mediated communication between fibroblasts, CSC and 

DCC. 

Cytokine arrays were used to assess expression changes in CCD19 CM and showed that EVsDCC 

triggered the secretion of cytokines IL-8, IL-6 and CXCL1. Specifically, IL-8 and IL-6 levels in-

creased 61.5- and 2.7-fold, respectively, when compared to untreated controls. Treatment of 

CCD19 cells with EVsDCC, also induced the release of CXCL1, which was undetectable in the con-

trol CM. Conversely, incubation of CCD19 cells with EVsCSC caused a decrease in IL-6 secretion 

compared to untreated cells (Figure 28B). These results were further confirmed by, IL-6 and IL-

8 gene expression analysis on CCD19 cells exposed to EVs.  EVsDCC promoted higher mRNA levels 

of IL-6 and IL-8, 6.4- and 100-fold, respectively, while EVCSC induced much milder increases (1.4-

fold for IL-6 and 4.3-fold for IL-8) (Figure 28C).  

Furthermore, the response of MDA-MB-231 cells was also analyzed when challenged with either 

EVsCSC-CM or EVsDCC-CM, obtained from CCD19 fibroblasts (scheme displayed in Figure 28A). 

MDA-MB-231 cells cultured in EVsDCC-CM showed a remarkable boost in the expression of 

ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4, with 3.6 ± 0.7; 5.54 ± 0.4 and 4.6 ± 0.4 times higher expressions 

than the untreated control, respectively. Of note, EVsCSC-CM did not display any relevant effect 

on the stemness gene expression profile of MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 28D). Moreover, when 

supplementing MDA-MB-231 cell cultures with recombinant IL-8 and IL-6, the two main cyto-

kines upregulated by EVsDCC in CCD19 cells, the expression of stemness related genes was also 

raised. Specifically, IL-6 significantly increased the expression of ALDH1A1, Nanog and ABCGC1 
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while IL-8 exerted a substantial upregulating effect on Nanog (Figure 28E). In agreement with 

the previous results, MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cells cultured with EVsDCC-CM displayed 

a higher number of tdTomato+ cells, as a result of the activation of the ALDH1A1 promoter  (Fig-

ure 28F). 

To further study the EVsDCC - TME mediated drift of MDA-MB-231 cells towards a stem-like state, 

we investigated resistance to a reference chemotherapeutic drug such as paclitaxel (PTX). Note 

that drug resistance is a major hallmark for CSCs. We observed that MDA-MB-231 parental cells 

supplemented with EVsDCC-CM were more resistant to PTX, showing a significant increase in cell 

viability at 0.04 µM PTX when compared to control cells (14.14%) and to MDA-MB-231 cells 

cultured in EVsCSC-CM (14.76%) (Figure 28G). Remarkably, MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with 

EVsCSC-CM did not show any difference in cell viability in comparison to the control (Figure 28G).  

Conclusively, these results highlighted the relevance of EVsDCC on regulating cancer cells plastic-

ity towards CSC phenotypes through stromal cells education. 
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Figure 28. EVsDCC regulate cancer cells plasticity through stromal fibroblasts. (A) Scheme of the 

experimental approach, CCD19 fibroblasts were educated with either MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC or 

EVsDCC and CCD19 CM were collected for analysis and further supplemented to MDA-MB-231 

parental cells. (B) Total Human Profiler Cytokine array performed in CCD19 CM and densitomet-

ric quantification of the obtained signal. (C) Gene expression of IL-6 and IL-8 in CCD19 cells con-

ditioned with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC or EVsDCC by qPCR. (D) Effect of CCD19 CM obtained after 

treatment with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC or EVsDCC in parental MDA-MB-231 stemness gene expres-

sion by qPCR. (E) Gene expression in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with 20 ng/mL of recombinant 

IL-8 or IL-6 by qPCR. (F) Representative images of tdTomato+ cells in MDA-MB-231 

ALDH1A1:tdTomato cells after treatment with CCD19-CM. (G) MTT cell viability assay of MDA-

MB-231 cells incubation with CCD19 CM and different concentrations of PTX (*p < 0.05; 

**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 
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4.2  EVSCSC INCREASE BREAST AND LUNG FIBROBLASTS INVASIVENESS 

Fibroblasts are the most abundant cell type present in TME, displaying multiple pro-tumor func-

tions due to their well described functional heterogeneity 193–197. Considering this point, and 

once we established that EVsDCC triggered a pro-CSC cytokine secretory phenotype-like fibro-

blasts, we explored whether EVsCSC could impact other functional capabilities of fibroblasts. 

To this end, Breast CAFs or lung fibroblasts (CCD19) were treated with EVsCSC and EVsDCC for 48 

h. Then, educated fibroblasts were used to form spheroids and 3D invasion assays were per-

formed. 3D invasive capacity of educated fibroblasts was associated with the number and the 

length of strands branched by those spheroids into the surrounding Matrigel® / collagen matrix. 

As observed in Figure 29A, CAFs IDC spheroids treated with EVsCSC formed more, 27 ± 0.964 and 

longer strands 260.7 ± 6.724 μm, than the ones supplemented with the EVsDCC fraction, strand 

number, 22.7 ± 0.804 and strand length, 238.4 ± 5.8 μm (Figure 29B, C). Similarly, lung fibroblast 

spheroids treated with EVsCSC also displayed a significant higher strand number, 58 ± 2.838 and 

strand length, 156.8 ± 3.4 μm when compared to untreated spheroids and to EVsDCC treated ones 

(Figure 29D-E). These findings suggested that EVsCSC dictated the activation of recipient fibro-

blasts towards a myofibroblastic pro-invasive phenotype with higher capacity to degrade and 

remodel ECM components. 

 

Figure 29. EVsCSC and EVsDCC in vitro role in fibroblasts 3D invasive potential. (A) Representative 

Z stack projection images of 3D invasive spheroids of breast CAFs educated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC. 

Graphs displaying the number (B) and length (C) of invasive strands from breast CAFs spheroids. 

Box plots corresponding to the representation of the number of strands show the median value 

as an horizontal line. Bar charts display the mean value as indicated in y axis. (D) Representative 

Z stack projection images of 3D invasive spheroids lung CCD19 fibroblasts educated with EVsCSC 

or EVsDCC. Graphs displaying the number (E) and length (F) of invasive strands from CCD19 sphe-

roids represented as described above.  (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 
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4.3 EVSCSC TRIGGER -SMA+ CAFS ACTIVATION 

To further support our previous results we explored the presence of α-SMA, a relevant marker 

of myofibroblastic phenotype activation305, in CCD19 fibroblasts. Immunofluorescence of 

CCD19 lung fibroblasts revealed higher α-SMA levels after treatment with EVsCSC in comparison 

to EVsDCC treated cells (Figure 30A). Moreover, when α-SMA cargo in EVs was investigated we 

assessed that the own EVsCSC payload exhibited a clear enrichment of the α-SMA protein com-

pared to EVsDCC (Figure 30B). 

Given that EVsCSC seem to have a greater effect in activating fibroblasts towards α-SMA+ pheno-

type, we next explored potential in vivo differences in the CAFs activation patterns using ortho-

topic primary tumors grown from the injection of either MDA-MB-231 CSC or DCC (Figure 30C). 

We assumed that CSC primary tumors would secrete higher amounts of EVsCSC  in comparison to 

DCC tumors, in which EVsDCC signaling would be predominant. Interestingly, histological analysis 

by Masson’s trichrome staining and α-SMA+ immunelabelling showed a clearer pattern of fibro-

blast infiltration and stronger signal of α-SMA+ tagging breast CAFs in CSC primary tumors when 

compared to DCC samples (Figure 30D, E). 

Next, we investigated whether primary tumor secreted EVsCSC could also trigger the activation 

of α-SMA+ CAFs subpopulation in future lung metastatic niches. To evaluate the presence of 

activated fibroblasts in lungs derived from EVs education, α-SMA IF was performed in lung tis-

sues from healthy animals previously conditioned with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC for 24h (Figure 

30F). Our results confirmed that α-SMA IF signal was significantly higher in lung tissues of healthy 

animals administered with EVsCSC in comparison to EVsDCC and untreated mice, indicating a EVsCSC 

based action into lung cells towards CAFs phenotypes (Figure 30G).  

Altogether these results suggest that EVsCSC promote fibroblasts activation towards pro-tumor 

myofibroflastic phenotypes in both primary tumor and metastatic tumor sites. 
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Figure 30. MDA-MB-231 EVs’ effect on fibroblasts activation towards CAFs phenotype. (A) Rep-

resentative images and quantification of fluorescence immunostaining for α-SMA in CCD19 cells 

educated with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC analyzed by confocal microscopy. Scale bar = 50 

μm. (B) EVsCSC and EVsDCC α-SMA cargo examined by WB. (C) Schematic representation of the 

orthotopic breast cancer mouse model generation. CSC and DDC isolated from MDA-MB-231 

ALDH:tdTomato cells were inoculated IMFP. Tumors were let to grow till achieving >250 mm3, 

excised and processed for histological studies (panels D and E). (D) Masson's Trichrome staining 

and (E) α-SMA expression in primary tumors of mice orthotopically inoculated into the right 

mammary fad pad with MDA-MB-231 CSC or MDA-MB-231 DCC and euthanized 9 weeks post-

inoculation. Scale bar =200 μm. (F) Schematic representation of the lung niche activation model 

design (G) Representative images and quantification of fluorescence immunostaining for α-SMA 

in lung sections of healthy mice i.v. inoculated with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC after 24h. 

(** p < 0.01). 
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4.4 EVSCSC   TRIGGER ANGIOGENESIS 

Tumors are dependent on angiogenesis for their progression, and it has been widely corrobo-

rated that tumor EVs activate EC320,321. We next aimed to explore possible differences derived 

from EVsCSC and EVsDCC influence on EC activation. Thus, the influence of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on 

angiogenesis was assessed by challenging EPC with both types of EVs and recording the in vitro 

tube formation capability of EC. Results showed that EVsCSC significantly enhanced the formation 

of new tubes in terms of length (p = 0.0459), and complexity of the network, as displayed by the 

relative increase in the number of branching points (p = 0.0347) and the number of total loops 

completed (p = 0.0176), in comparison to EPC treated with EVsDCC (Figure 31A-D).  

 

Figure 31 EVsCSC and EVsDCC in vitro role angiogenesis. (A) Representative images of in vitro tube 

formation assay performed with EPC treated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, the number of branch-

ing points (B), total loops (C) and tubes length (D) referred to those in non-treated control cells 

are represented in the graphs. (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 

Altogether these results highlighted the unique role of EVsCSC in dictating a functional activation 

of CAFs and EC, processes closely related to local tumor spread and to the construction of re-

ceptive niches supportive for metastatic growth. 
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5   ROLE OF EVS ON METASTATIC NICHE CONDITIONING  

5.1 EVSCSC BOOST THE NUMBER OF LUNG METASTASIS  

Finally, we aimed to study the function of MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC in modulating metas-

tasis. For this aim, the biodistribution profile of DiR labeled EVs was analyzed 24h after intrave-

nous administration. As shown in Figure 32A similar EVs in vivo distribution patterns were ob-

served for both EVsCSC and EVsDCC, with a major accumulation in lungs. Interestingly, EVsDCC dis-

played a higher tendency than EVsCSC to target the lungs (p = 0.0153). Histological analysis con-

firmed that significantly higher numbers of EVsDCC were able to reach the lung compared to 

EVsCSC. Specifically, 3.87 ± 1.011 particles per cell were detected in the case of EVsDCC versus the 

1.675 ± 0.256 particles per cell observed for EVsCSC (Figure 32C). This difference in lung tropism 

was in accordance with the integrin (ITG) α6β1 expression for both EVs types. The presence of 

ITGα6β1 heterodimer has been previously shown important for EVs lung tropism375 and although 

ITGβ1 expression was similar in EVsCSC and EVsDCC, higher amounts of ITGα6 were clearly dis‐

played on EVsDCC (Figure 32B).   

 

Figure 32. EVs biodistribution (A) FLI analysis of the DiR-labeled EVs after 24h upon tail vein 

injection of 300 μg of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC. Left panels, representative ex-vivo FLI images of 

the studied organs for each group. On the right, graph displaying ex-vivo FLI values normalized 

with respect to the untreated controls and represented as % of the total FLI/g. (B) WB immuno-

detection of ITGβ1 and ITGα6 for CE, EVsCSC and EVsDCC. 20 μg of total protein was loaded per 
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lane. (C) On the left, representative IF images of lung sections 24h after intravenous administra-

tion with 300 μg of DiR-labeled EVs. On the right, DiR labeled particle quantification from IF 

images normalized by cell number for EVsCSC and EVsDCC treated mice. 

After confirming that EVs in circulation preferably reached the lungs, we proceeded with the 

functional study of lungs pre-metastatic niche conditioning. To this end, two groups of 

NOD/SCID mice received i.v. administrations of 75 μg of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC every other day 

during 5 days. Mice from the control group were administered with equivalent volumes of PBS 

following the same regimen. Subsequently, luciferase expressing MDA-MB-231 cancer cells 

were i.v. injected into the tail vein and lung metastasis was evaluated over time (Figure 33A). In 

vivo BLI showed that mice preconditioned with EVsCSC displayed significantly more BLI signal in 

the lungs than control mice or those pre-treated with EVsDCC (Figure 33B). These results were 

confirmed by ex vivo BLI determination. Accordingly, lungs excised from animals treated with 

EVsCSC reached 1.50 ± 0.16 x 108 ph/s, while lungs from EVsDCC pre-treated mice displayed only 

3.62 ± 1.34 x 107 ph/s, in the same range than untreated animals, 5.7 ± 0.51 x 107  ph/s (Figure 

33C). 

Furthermore, the number of lung metastasis was individually counted in each of the lungs and 

results revealed a remarkable impact of EVsCSC on the macrometastatic burden (metastatic foci 

> 2 mm). Precisely, the number of lung macrometastasis per mouse achieved 137 ± 21 for EVsCSC 

treated group while EVsDCC treated group and untreated animals produced significantly lower 

numbers 64 ± 24 and 79± 19, respectively. No relevant differences in the micrometastasis count 

were detected (Figure 33D). Additionally, results on lung BLI intensity and macroscopic metas-

tasis counting were confirmed by histopathological evaluation on hematoxylin-eosin sections 

(Figure 33E) and by immunohistochemistry against vimentin, a relevant marker of MDA-MB-231 

cells (Figure 33F). Notably, the group injected with EVsCSC presented an almost total coverage of 

lungs by metastatic lesions.  
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Figure 33. EVsCSC conditioning boosts lung metastasis in vivo. (A) Schematic representation of 

experimental design for the in vivo study of MDA-MB-231. EVsCSC and EVsDCC conditioning effect 

on lung metastasis. (B) Lung metastasis evolution monitored by in vivo luciferase-based BLI of 

mice pre-treated with EVsCSC and EVsDCC and injected with MDA-MB-231 expressing luciferase 

cells along the time. (C) On the left, representative ex vivo BLI images of lungs at the end point 
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for each condition. On the right, BLI ex-vivo quantification of lungs at the endpoint. (D) Total 

number of macro and micrometastasis in the lungs manually counted for control, EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC preconditioned animals. (E) Representative Hematoxylin-Eosin IHC images in lung sec-

tions from different mice groups (F) Left panels, Vimentin staining on lungs showing metastatic 

foci in different treatment groups. On the right, graph displaying vimentin semi-quantitative 

scoring of the extension of vimentin staining (ranging from 0 -0 % covered area- to 3 -100 % 

covered area-). (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 

 

5.2 EVSCSC INCREASE THE NUMBER OF CAFS AND TRIGGER ANGIOGENE-

SIS IN THE PMN 

Next, we explored the in vivo effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on lung fibroblasts and vascular EC. To 

evaluate the presence of activated fibroblasts derived from EVs education in metastatic lesions, 

α-SMA immunostaining was performed in lung tissues from animals previously conditioned with 

either EVsCSC or EVsDCC and subsequently injected with MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 34A). Detail of 

α-SMA immunostaining of fibroblast like cells can be observed in Figure 34B. A higher presence 

of α-SMA-labeled cells displaying distinctive fibroblast morphologies within the metastatic le-

sions, MS for α-SMA staining = 2.125, denoted a remarkable occurrence of CAFs in the lungs of 

animals treated with EVsCSC. Control animals and mice conditioned with EVsDCC also showed a 

clear signal for the α-SMA marker, but with significantly lower scores, (MS of 0.85; and 1.38, 

respectively; Figure 34C). Additionally, MDA-MB-231 cells pre- treated with EVsCSC or EVsDDC prior 

to i.v. administration exhibited similar lung metastatic growth irrespective of the EVs type (data 

not shown). These results suggest that EVsCSC have a stronger effect in lung resident cells than 

into the MDA-MB-231 cancer cells injected to generate the experimental metastasis model.  

Moreover, α-SMA also tagged vascular endothelial cells, and enabled thus to assess EVs impact 

on angiogenesis. Blood vessels (BV) structures, detailed in Figure 34D, were counted in random 

lung sections. Concomitantly with the previous results, lungs from animals injected with EVsCSC 

exhibited the highest BV number (40.61 ± 1.833 BV/field), compared to EVsDCC injected animals 

lungs (29.83± 2.22 BV/field) and control animals (33.38 ± 2.02 BV/field,) (Figure 34E).  

On the other hand, although no significant in vivo effect of EVsDCC was observed in terms of 

functional TME activation favoring metastatic cells engraftment, we could detect a marked la-

beling pattern for the NANOG protein (Figure 34F). This signal was more intense and widely 

distributed all over the lung than the one displayed by EVsCSC conditioned mice or untreated 

animals. Those results supported our previous findings indicating a key role of EVsDCC in educat-

ing stromal cells to support CSC phenotypes. Altogether these discoveries suggest a major 
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contribution of EVsCSC to functional activation of the metastatic niche while EVsDCC would per-

form a role as mediators of cancer cell plasticity towards CSC phenotypes.  

 

Figure 34. EVsCSC increase the incidence of CAFs and triggers angiogenesis in lungs. (A) Low 

magnification images showing α-SMA staining on MDA-MB-231 lung metastases of mice 
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educated with EVsCSC, EVsDCC and untreated controls. Yellow arrows indicate fibroblasts infiltra-

tions; black arrows indicate blood vessels. (B) Detail of infiltrating CAFs in lungs tissue sections 

from the distinct mouse groups. Yellow arrows indicate cells with fibroblast-like morphology. (C) 

Semi-quantitative determination of α-SMA immunostaining in lung metastases. Lung sections 

were analyzed and labeling scores qualitatively attributed, values ranging from 0 (0 % covered 

area); to 3 (100 % covered area). (D) Detail of BV in lungs tissue sections of indicated mice 

groups. Insets show BV at higher magnification. (E) Quantification of BV in lung metastases. (F) 

NANOG immunostaining in control and EVs pre-treated animals, at low (top row) and high mag-

nifications (bottom row), arrows indicate examples of NANOG positive staining.  
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DISCUSSION 
 

TNBC is considered to be the most aggressive breast cancer subtype20-22. Indeed, TNBC tumors 

usually display high grades of intra-tumoral heterogeneity, a factor that challenges therapy30,31. 

Our results bring out how TNBC intra-tumor heterogeneity significantly impacts on different sig-

naling pathways governed by EVs.  Interestingly, we exposed the unique effect of specific EVsCSC 

and EVsDCC subsets on cancer cells plasticity regulation and metastatic niches conditioning, in-

cluding fibroblasts activation and angiogenic modulation. More precisely, we addressed that 

these EVs exert opposed signaling stimuli in tumor cell plasticity regulation, acting as either re-

pressors or activators of stem cell states, respectively. Moreover, they displayed markedly dif-

ferent activities in heterotypic cell communication. EVsDCC could indirectly influence the tumor 

cell de-differentiation towards CSC states by the stimulation of a cytokine secretory CAFs phe-

notype while EVsCSC triggered the activation of a distinct and specific myofibroblastic CAF sub-

population, facilitating local invasion and tumor growth. Accordingly, EVsCSC also displayed pro-

angiogenic potential and postulated as principal activators of niche modulation enabling meta-

static growth. At the same time, EVsDCC emerged as key modulators of metastatic niche resident 

cells to guide metastatic cells plasticity towards CSC phenotypes. 
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1 ALDH1A1:TDTOMATO REPORTER EFFICIENTLY TAGS CSC-LIKE 

POPULATIONS IN BREAST CANCER 

Intra-tumor heterogeneity poses a significant burden on patients´ prognosis and response to 

therapy 19,23,27,30,31. Specifically, CSCs are a crucial subpopulation within tumors with significant 

roles attributed in tumor initiation, progression, therapy resistance, recurrence and metasta-

sis43,45,47,53,76,131,384. Thereby, the study of CSC requires reliable experimental models to effectively 

identify and characterize CSCs.  

Here we used the CSC model previously generated and validated by our research group in MCF-

7 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines to tag and characterize breast CSC-like cells. This strategy is based 

on the stable transfection of a CSC reporter vector in which the expression of the tdTomato 

fluorescent protein is under the control of the specific CSC promoter ALDH1A1378,379. In this 

sense, multiple studies have described that ALDH1A1 upregulation is tightly associated with 

breast CSC phenotypes55,159.  In the present work, we generated equivalent CSC in vitro models 

for HCC1806 and 4T1 cell lines and further validated the CSC-like properties for the already es-

tablished cell lines. Particularly, we showed that upregulation of ALDH1A1 is enough to effi-

ciently tag cancer cells that display in vitro CSC like features among four different breast cancer 

cell lines: MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, HCC1806 and 4T1. Specifically, tdTomato+ cells exhibited an 

upregulation of pluripotency associated genes such as Nanog and Oct-4 when compared to 

tdTomato- cells. Moreover, isolated CSC-like cells also displayed higher invasive capabilities than 

tdTomato- cells.  

In the case of MDA-MB-231 ALDHA1:tdTomato we further validated the model by assessing ad-

ditional functional capabilities of CSCs. In this regard, we observed that MDA-MB-231 

tdTomato+ cells were able to lead the invasive front together with CAFs in 3D invasion setups, 

according to reports stating that CSCs are enriched at the invasive/metastatic front of tumors 

and lead tumor invasion382. Additionally, we found that the stemness reporter NANOG was also 

upregulated in lung MDA-MB-231 metastatic tumors that were injected with tdTomato+ cells in 

comparison to the ones formed by metastatic tdTomato- cells.  

Indeed, we also validated the tumorigenic phenotype of HCC1806 CSC-like cells. Our results 

showed HCC1806 tdTomato+ cells were able to form tumors in xenografts more efficiently than 

their tdTomato- cells counterparts, highlighting the tumorigenicity ability of HCC1806 CSC. 
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Finally, we also generated a syngeneic TNBC CSC model employing the mouse 4T1 mammary 

cell line, which has been described to accurately resemble TNBC human models385.  Preliminary 

characterization of the 4T1 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cells exhibited stemness related features, 

namely, upregulation of stem genes, enhanced invasion and SFE% associated to tdTomato fluo-

rescence. These data indicated that ALDH1A1 reporter represents a suitable CSC marker to tag 

CSC in murine TNBC cell lines too. Remarkably, this stablished CSC syngeneic model would allow 

the design of future studies aimed to unveil the interplay between CSC and tumor immunity 

under a more physiological approach. 

Collectively, our results reinforce previous work carried out by the group and evidence the ca-

pacity of the ALDH1A1:tdTomato expression cassette to efficiently tag CSC-like subpopulations 

from heterogeneous breast cancer cell lines. In addition, this CSC model represents an adequate 

research tool to broaden the insights on the CSC physiology. In turn, this knowledge could guide 

to further specific therapeutic strategies, aimed to impair the activity of this singular population.  

2 CSC AND DCC DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM 

The initial CSC model theory postulated that tumor hierarchies are sustained by rare self-renew-

ing CSCs whereas the bulk of the tumor is composed of DCC, which are capable only of transient 

proliferation and therefore do not contribute to long-term growth51. However, the fact that the 

CSC phenotype is a dynamic state rather than a defined cell population with unchanging features 

has been extensively demonstrated during the past years165,166,171,386,387. Although the study of 

non-static systems is still technically challenging, the emergence of new techniques able to study 

single cell phenotypes and cell state transitions through reporter cell lines can help to under-

stand cells dynamic behaviors. In this scenario, our CSC model can be a useful tool to gain an in-

depth knowledge about heterogeneity and plasticity of CSC phenotypes.  

Interestingly, in our hands all the panel of breast cancer cell lines analyzed showed a remarkable 

interconversion in vitro between CSC-like and DCC-like states upon isolation, sustaining that CSC 

and DCC are plastic entities. MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 isolated CSCs tended to differ-

entiate into DCC, monitored by the loss of red fluorescence, reaching a cell line specific equilib-

rium in the ratio of tdTomato+ and tdTomato- cells after certain passages. This differentiation 

was confirmed by the decrease in the expression of typical stemness markers after several pas-

sages. On the contrary, isolated MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and HCC1806 DCCs tended to increase the 

expression of CSC related markers over time. In this case, new tdTomato+ cells appeared in iso-

lated DCC cultures. Those results suggested that on one hand, isolated and cultured CSCs 
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differentiated into DCC reaching a final steady state with a stable CSC population rate charac-

teristic for each cancer cell line. On the other hand, when DCCs were plated alone, CSCs ap-

peared after a few days in culture to regenerate the CSC population. 

The above-described results support the notion of cancer cells plasticity but also bolster the 

concept of tumor phenotypic equilibrium. In this sense, our findings concur with Gupta´s in vitro 

experiments on breast cancer cell lines, who showed that the proportion of each phenotype 

after isolation will tend to a certain constant regardless of the initial population states174. Ac-

cordingly, we observed that isolated CSC tend to reach a steady proportion over time. Moreover, 

and in agreement with present work, experimental studies with cell lines from other cancer 

types, namely, colon cancer cell lines, also showed that the CSCs and DCC proportions converged 

to a determined ratio with time175 176.  

3 EVS DICTATE CANCER CELLS PLASTICITY 

As described above, tumors can maintain a phenotypic equilibrium that sustains CSC and DCC 

proportions for functional redundancy, exhibiting homeostatic regulation at each population 

level. This notion suggests the presence of exhaustive feedback-controls directing the different 

growth rates among CSC and DCC to maintain the equilibrium. In this regard, mathematical mod-

eling has been employed to explain the differences in the division rates of CSC and DCC for better 

understanding the complex dynamics and interactions of tumor cell populations388–390. However, 

experiments intended to elucidate the biological nature of this homeostatic regulation remained 

to be addressed. In this regard, intercellular communication mediated by EVs has been proved 

crucial in the regulation of multiple pathological processes during tumor growth, maintenance 

and spread, pointing at EVs as promising candidates in driving tumor cells plasticity pro-

cesses279,391,392. However, in the TNBC context, whose tumors are composed by heterogeneous 

CSC and DCC populations, EVs-mediated communication studies have been often biased due to 

insufficient information regarding the specific cancer cell state of such EVs factories.  

3.1 EVSCSC AND EVSDCC PRESENT DISTINCT FUNCTIONAL CARGO 

In the present work we aimed to independently study CSC and DCC secreted EVs. Using the 

MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cell model we succeed in the isolation and characterization  

of two unique EVs subpopulations: (i) EVsDCC, secreted from the MDA-MB-231 with a minimal 

presence of CSCs and (ii) EVsCSC, produced by MDA-MB-231 highly enriched in CSCs.  
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Our results showed both types of EVs as essentially identical entities regarding their morpho-

metric properties, namely particle size and shape. In addition, no significant differences were 

observed in terms of cell internalization capacity in either tumor cells or stromal cells, specifically 

in CCD19 lung fibroblast cells. The same similarity was displayed for EVs protein marker expres-

sion but remarkably, EVs contents between EVsCSC and EVsDCC varied to some extent in compli-

ance to the differentiation state of the secreting cells, at least in their protein cargo. Specifically, 

pluripotency transcription factors NANOG and OCT-4 and CSC related proteins such as ALDH1A1 

and CD44 were found to be enriched in EVsCSC fraction compared to EVsDCC. Such differences 

suggested the possibility for EVsCSC and EVsDCC of delivering distinctively signaling cues and there-

fore displaying specific roles in intercellular communication.  

3.2 EVSCSC AND EVSDCC EXERTED A CONFRONTED REGULATION OF 

DCC/CSC DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM 

One of the processes in which differential EVs regulation can play an important role is the control 

of tumor cells plasticity, previously discussed. According to the results obtained in our MDA-MB-

231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato model after depletion of either CSCs or DDCs, tumor cells tend to re-

cover a specific cell state equilibrium. Nevertheless, how this cell state transition is driven re-

main to be fully understood. Due to the absence of external stimuli after cell depletion it was 

plausible to think of newly synthesized EVs as potential candidates to trigger and regulate this 

process. Thus, in an attempt to decipher the role of EVs in maintaining cancer cells equilibrium 

through cell plasticity we challenged the parental MDA-MB-231 cell line with exceeding amounts 

of either EVsDCC or EVsCSC.  Under these circumstances, EVsDCC pulsed the conversion of cancer 

cells towards a CSC-like phenotype, assessed by an increase in the expression of stem markers 

like ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 coupled to a significantly higher invasive potential in 2D and 3D 

models. Note that MDA-MB-231 cells with CSC-like phenotype rendered higher invasive poten-

tial in 2D models. In addition, the CSC subpopulation was also responsible, together with CAFs, 

of leading invasive strands in 3D models. Interestingly, EVsCSC exerted the opposite effect, as the 

parental cell line exposed to EVsCSC showed a decrease in the expression of stemness reporters 

and a reduced invasive potential in 2D and 3D models. In this sense, a reduced invasive potential 

was previously associated with DCC phenotype. Remarkably, and in agreement with our previ-

ous findings with the MDA-MB-231 cell line, we also found a tendency of HCC1806 isolated 

EVsCSC to promote cancer cells differentiation together with an activation of CSC-like phenotypes 

in parental MCF-7 cell line exposed to EVsDCC. 
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In the same line, when parental MDA-MB-231 cells were pretreated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC 

and then i.v. injected in a mouse lung metastatic model, differences in the stemness state of the 

cells growing in the lungs were found. Cells pre-treated with EVsDCC showed an increase in the 

expression of NANOG stemness reporter, while minor expression was found in metastatic cells 

pre-treated with EVsCSC. Altogether those results indicated that exceeding amounts of EVsDCC 

prompted parental cancer cell line to acquire a CSC-like phenotype while the same amounts of 

EVsCSC would promote DCC-like phenotypes.  

Our work indicated that EVsCSC/EVsDCC balance may be responsible for controlling cell state tran-

sitions in vitro. Remarkably, this opposed regulation fitted into the theoretical model proposed 

by Olmeda and collaborators177, who have recently postulated that cancer cells plasticity to-

wards stem phenotypes is directed by an unknown activator of tumor cells dedifferentiation. 

According to their model, this activator would be triggered when the CSC population in tumors 

approached 0. Framing our results into this rationale, the activator of cell dedifferentiation 

would be the EVsDCC. Thus, in an equilibrium state EVsDCC action would be counteracted by EVsCSC 

but when the ratio of EVsDCC/EVsCSC abnormally raises, due to either the depletion of CSC cell 

subpopulation or by the artificial addition of EVsDCC, EVsCSC could no longer neutralize EVsDCC ac-

tion and tumor cells would undergo a dedifferentiation process in order to reestablish the equi-

librium. On the contrary, when the ratio EVsCSC/ EVsDCC is increased, CSCs would tend to differ-

entiate to recover the equilibrium. Still, the molecular actors’ and signaling cascades involved in 

this process require further study. 

4  CANCER EVS ORIGIN IMPACT ON STROMAL CELLS RESPONSE 

Our results demonstrated how tumor EVsCSC and EVsDCC oppositely regulate recipient cancer cells 

plasticity. However, it is largely documented that cancer cells are also strongly influenced by 

other cells within the TME, which create a favorable physical and molecular signaling environ-

ment that ensures tumor progression. More precisely, tumor derived EVs can activate normal 

fibroblasts, as main elements of tumor stroma, to acquire malignant CAF phenotypes that act 

either as cancer cells plasticity regulators or as pro-invasive elements with significant incidence 

in disease progression293-300. Moreover, the ability of tumor-derived EVs to sustain angiogenesis 

by promoting communication between cancer cells and endothelial cells has been also widely 

described310-313.  
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4.1 EVSDCC ACTIVATE SECRETORY CAFS 

In this scenario, we wondered whether CAFs may also be involved in CSC/DCC equilibrium reg-

ulation by distinct EVs stimulation. Interestingly, lung fibroblasts treated with EVsDCC activated 

the secretion of pro-stemness cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 while EVsCSC did not show this effect or 

even reduced the secretion of IL-6. Besides, when we added CM from EVsDCC-treated fibroblasts 

on parental MDA-MB-231 cells we confirmed an induction of tumor cell dedifferentiation. This 

process was monitored by an increase of the stem gene expression profile along with higher 

levels of tdTomato reporter protein. In addition, an increase of cell resistance to chemothera-

peutic drugs such as PTX, was also detected. Of note, drug resistance is a hallmark of CSC phe-

notypes129,229. Conversely, CM produced by fibroblast educated with EVsCSC displayed no signifi-

cant differences in comparison to the control. This behavior is in accordance with EVs mediated 

cell plasticity regulation discussed above. However, in this case, EVsDCC would exert an indirect 

effect on tumor cell dedifferentiation by the induction of cytokine secretion from CAFs. These 

cytokines in turn would provoke a positive stimuli cascade towards CSCs state transition.  

The capacity of CAFs to regulate tumor plasticity through secretion of cytokines has also been 

extensively examined199,393,394. According to our results, IL-6 and IL-8 outstands among the nu-

merous cytokines described to have a role in CSCs maintenance due to their implication along 

diverse types of cancers219,395,396, specially in breast cancer106,108,397. Essentially, these cytokines 

are described to operate via activation of STAT3 and NF-κB signaling pathways, inducing the 

expression of stem genes and the subsequent transition of tumor cells towards CSC-like 

states102,112,118,121. In this regard, Su et al recently described a subpopulation of fibroblasts re-

sponsible of providing a constant source of paracrine IL-6 and IL-8 that maintained a feedback 

loop sustaining CSC stemness via NF-kB pathway activation in breast cancer208. Specifically, our 

results reinforce previous studies that suggest that IL-6 and IL-8 neutralization might appear as 

promising therapeutic target as it would reverse resistance to conventional cancer therapy by 

impairing CSC maintenance.  

Additionally, in spite of numerous studies have pointed the ability of cells from TME in modulat-

ing CSC phenotypes, this work shows for the first time that it is the EVsDCC fraction from tumor 

secreted EVs the responsible of educating stromal cells towards pro-CSC CAFs. Our results rein-

force the idea of the tumor behaving as a homeostatic entity that maintains sophisticated regu-

lation mechanisms to control CSC and DCC proportions. In this scenario, the EVsDCC/EVsCSC bal-

ance not only affects DCC/CSC plasticity self-regulation but also induces stromal cells to guide 

the equilibrium towards the appropriate phenotype. The fact that only an excess of EVsDCC 
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induced fibroblasts to secrete high amounts of pro-stemness cytokines to replenish CSC popu-

lations highlights the sophisticated feedback control present at population level of each tumor 

component. 

4.2 EVSCSC ACTIVATE -SMA+ CAFS 

Tumor derived EVs can activate fibroblasts in the TME to physically drive tumor progression and 

metastasis 269,278–280 294. Particularly, myofibroblastic CAFs capable of generating ECM tracks to 

guide cancer cells largely influence tumor local invasion 301–309. When studying the effect of EVsCSC 

and EVsDCC in promoting relevant CAFs phenotypes, we observed that breast and lung fibroblasts 

cultured with EVsCSC displayed enhanced ECM remodeling activity. These cells rendered more 

and longer invasive strands into the surrounding 3D matrix than those educated with EVsDCC. 

Moreover, we found that only EVsCSC fraction clearly promoted the expression of α-SMA protein, 

the universal myofibroblastic CAFs activation marker, in recipient lung fibroblasts in vitro and in 

vivo. Additionally, a higher presence of α-SMA was also observed in primary tumors exclusively 

generated from MDA-MB-231 CSC-like cells, in which EVsCSC would be predominant, in compar-

ison to tumors originated by DCC. These data further support the specific role of EVsCSC in the 

activation of invasive CAFs, which represents a trait largely associated with myofibroblastic CAFs 

phenotypes.  

4.3 EVSCSC AND EVSDCC DICTATE CAFS FUNCTIONAL HETEROGENEITY 

Importantly, our findings reveal that EVsDCC and EVsCSC promote different CAFs phenotypes in 

fibroblasts. These findings concur with recent studies highlighting CAFs heterogeneity among 

different tumor types208,398,399. These reports documented the co-existence of CAFs sustaining 

cancer cells invasion (myoCAFs) with CAFs subsets displaying an inflammatory pro-CSC pheno-

type (iCAFs). Interestingly, it has been recently described that while CD10+GPR77+ CAFs promote 

tumor formation and chemoresistance, by providing a survival niche for BCSC through the se-

cretion of IL-6 and IL-8, other tumor CAFs exhibited a myofibroblastic phenotype based on α-

SMA expression208. Similarly, two CAF subpopulations with different levels of α-SMA have been 

identified in pancreatic tumors, with one being myofibroblastic and the other one pro-inflam-

matory. Of note, those tumors also showed α-SMA+ CAF heterogeneity, including some subsets 

of iCAFs, α-SMAlowIL-6high and others with  myoCAFs profile, α-SMAhighIL-6low 400.  

Up to date the mechanisms driving specific activation of certain CAF phenotypes are not clari-

fied. However, here we present evidence that CAF heterogeneous activation may be governed 

by distinct subpopulations of tumor EVs. Based on our results, we could conclude that EVsCSC 
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activate myoCAFs while EVsDCC trigger iCAFs. In this sense, deeper studies focused on the bidi-

rectional crosstalk between CSC, DCC and CAFs are needed to further unveil the molecular 

mechanisms driving CAFs heterogeneity in tumors. We anticipate that the fine identification of 

biological cargo present in each specific EVs subset will pave the way to impair the downstream 

signaling cascades leading to distinct CAFs activation. 

4.4 EVSCSC TRIGGER ANGIOGENESIS 

Similar to CAFs activation, tumor derived EVs effect on endothelial cells has been also widely 

described310,401. Specifically, tumor EVs can promote neovascularization via EC remodeling. 

When we studied possible differences in the angiogenic effect of both EVs subsets we found 

that EVsCSC promoted new tubules formation in recipient EC more efficiently than EVsDCC. Alt-

hough increasing number of studies have reported the capacity of EVs to actively regulate the 

tumor-associated angiogenic programs here we identify CSC derived EVs as key mediator of this 

process. 

5 EVS AND METASTATIC NICHE CONDITIONING 

It has been previously reported that tumor EVs can prepare a favorable microenvironment for 

tumor metastasis by inducing changes in pre-metastatic niches resident cells that would favor 

metastatic cells engraftment351,367,368,375,402. Our biodistribution studies data showed a marked 

lung tropism for both types of EVs upon intravenous administration. This biodistribution profile 

was in accordance with previous reports on EVs derived from TNBC cells which showed a ten-

dency to accumulate into their primary metastatic sites directed by the integrin expression onto 

the EVs surface375. However, differences between EVsCSC and EVsDCC were observed in ITGα6 ex‐

pression, slightly influencing the amounts of tumor EVs in the lung. EVsDCC targeted the mice 

lung more efficiently than EVsCSC. Remarkably, and despite EVsCSC presented less lung tropism 

than EVsDCC, significant effects in the pre-metastatic niche conditioning due to EVsCSC action were 

found. 

5.1 EVSCSC BOOST METASTATIC CELLS ENGRAFTMENT BY REMODELING 

PRE-METASTATIC NICHE RESIDENT STROMAL CELLS 

Our experiments revealed remarkable differences in the effect of EVs in vivo conditioning in 

metastatic cells engraftment. We found that mice pre-conditioning with EVsCSC increased the 

extent of the macrometastasis burden in the lungs, indicating that EVsCSC strongly promoted the 
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dissemination of malignant cells into the lungs by creating a tumor cell growth supportive niche. 

The creation of a remodeled metastasis-promoting receptive niche induced by EVsCSC condition-

ing was assessed by the examination of lungs CAFs activation and the presence of new blood 

vessels in lung metastatic areas. Consequently, EVsCSC conditioned animals showed higher pres-

ence of α-SMA+ CAFs and more blood vessels in lungs than EVsDCC conditioned group. These data 

supported previous results showing EVsCSC as potent activators of breast and lung α-SMA+ my-

oCAFs in vitro and in vivo, with enhanced ECM remodeling and 3D invasion abilities. Moreover, 

the increased blood vessel number found in mice lung metastasis previously conditioned with 

EVsCSC was also in agreement with our previous data revealing a higher angiogenic potential of 

EVsCSC in vitro. Altogether these results suggest that EVs secreted by CSC-like cells trigger niche 

conditioning at the metastatic sites through resident fibroblasts and endothelial cells activation. 

Those results concur with previous studies addressing the impact of tumor derived EVs on the 

formation of the lungs pre-metastatic niche. Of note, and despite the role of tumor derived EVs 

in pre-metastatic niche conditioning has been largely described, few specific studies using CSC 

derived EVs have been developed in order to unveil the contribution of each tumor EVs subset 

in pre-metastatic conditioning. However, supporting our data some reports using EVs isolated 

from particularly malignant cells, e.g. drug resistant tumor cells, often associated with CSCs-like 

phenotypes, have shown higher metastatic potential than the ones from the parental cell 

lines403. Additionally, other studies with renal tumor models have investigated the roles of CSCs-

derived EVs in tumor metastasis, concluding that EVs shed by renal CSCs greatly enhanced the 

lung metastasis of renal cancer cells in mice361,404. In summary, EVsCSC role in the pre-metastatic 

cascade appears as a determinant target that requires further investigation.  

5.2 EVSDCC CREATE A CSC SUPPORTIVE METASTATIC NICHE  

When exploring the effect of EVsDCC in metastasis derived from the metastatic niche conditioning 

we found that those EVs produced a negligible response in terms of metastatic burden, stimu-

lation of resident fibroblast towards α-SMA positive CAFs or stimulation of new blood vessels 

formation. Nevertheless, when we explored EVsDCC impact on the pre-metastatic niche in terms 

of the promotion of CSC-like phenotype, we found that EVsDCC conditioning in mice seemed to 

activate the expression of the CSC marker NANOG in metastatic cells. These results reinforced 

previous in vitro findings and suggested that EVsDCC would educate resident fibroblasts to pro-

mote IL-6 and IL-8 signaling in pre-metastatic niches. Thereby, their downstream signaling cas-

cades would promote the conversion of arriving metastatic cells towards CSC-like phenotypes. 

However, more research is needed to fully address this effect in vivo (Figure 35B).  
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6 OVERVIEW AND PERSPECTIVES 

Conventional anti-cancer therapies preferentially target the proliferative bulk tumor cells, while 

quiescent and therapy resistant CSCs tend to persist after treatment and finally drive tumor re-

lapse. With the more extensive and in-depth research on EVs, researchers have gradually real-

ized that EVs secreted by CSCs would play a relevant role in tumor progression. However, few 

studies have focused on the precise study of CSC derived EVs subpopulations. This thesis char-

acterizes this unique EVs subset and elucidates how CSC secreted EVs provoke necessary 

changes in primary tumor TME and resident stromal cells at the PMN that result crucial for tu-

mor growth and metastatic dissemination. Importantly, our results suggest that therapies tar-

geting CSC populations or designed to specifically impair CSC EVs secretion, thus suppressing the 

crosstalk with the TME, may achieve clinical success. However, this clinical success would only 

be attainable if both CSC and DCC are targeted, since CSC/DCC dynamic cell plasticity increases 

the phenotypic heterogeneity of tumors, augmenting the complexity of the mechanisms under-

lying carcinogenesis, metastasis and its treatment. In this sense, if CSC were removed from tu-

mors in a hypothetical clinical situation, DCC secreted EVs could rapidly trigger cancer cells de-

differentiation towards CSC phenotypes to restore the missing CSC population. In this scenario, 

an integrative understanding of cell-to-cell communication via EVs in tumor progression will con-

duct us towards the design of innovative approaches such as blocking cellular plasticity bidirec-

tionality to finally overcome therapy resistance mechanisms. Indeed, tumor plasticity should be 

studied as a collective phenomenon, including the extrinsic mechanisms driven by cells from the 

TME that also play key roles in regulating cellular plasticity.  

This thesis unveils new insights on how TNBC tumors create a EV-mediated communication net-

work with the components of the tumor microenvironment that becomes crucial to drive many 

steps of tumor development and progression. Based on these findings, therapeutic benefits 

would be achieved in terms of the inhibition of the crosstalk mediated by EVsCSC and EVsDCC with 

stromal cells or by directly impairing the secretion of both EVsCSC and EVsDCC. Unfortunately, alt-

hough the therapeutic potential is clear, the targets remain elusive as we still lack of sufficient 

information about which molecular signals drive EV biogenesis and/or regulates oncogenic cargo 

in cancer cells. Furthermore, we are still far from understanding which mechanisms driving can-

cer EV biogenesis are significantly different from physiological EVs biogenesis that could allow 

intervention without disturbing physiological processes. Thus, it seems more reasonable to fo-

cus on the study of the specific cargo of cancer cells EVs that trigger numerous pathological 

signaling pathways in the TME in order to unveil future therapeutic targets. Specifically, further 
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studies exploring the specific molecular cargo of different tumor secreted EVsCSC and EVsDCC 

would open a window to the design more efficient therapeutic strategies addressing the mech-

anisms supporting tumor survival.  

 

Figure 35. EVsCSC and EVsDCC role in tumor maintenance and metastatic progression. (A) Primary 

breast tumors are composed by heterogeneous CSC and DCC subpopulations in equilibrium be-

tween both cell states. Tumor secreted EVs regulate this phenotypic equilibrium by inducing 

cancer cells differentiation or de-differentiation depending on tumor requirements. While an 

excess of EVsCSC triggers cancer cells differentiation, EVsDCC induce the opposite effect, enhancing 

A B

DCC
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tumor cells de-differentiation to restore CSC/DCC balance. EVsDCC also induce stromal cells like 

fibroblasts to restore missing CSC subpopulations through IL-6 and IL-8 signaling whereas EVsCSC 

promote CAFs activation and angiogenesis. (B) Primary tumor secreted CSC and DCC derived EVs 

travel through the blood circulation and reach the pre-metastatic lung niche. EVsCSC impact on 

lung resident cells by inducing resident fibroblasts remodeling towards myoCAFs phenotypes 

and transforming resident EC to trigger angiogenesis. EVsDCC induce resident stromal cells to se-

crete pro-stemness factors (iCAFS) to ensure the stem phenotype of future metastatic arriving 

cells.  
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1. ALDH1A1:tdTomato reporter vector allows the identification and isolation of CSC-like 

subpopulations from  heterogeneous breast cancer cell lines providing a useful tool for 

the study of this cell subpopulation. 

2. Breast cancer cells show high grades of cellular plasticity, displaying bi-directional in-

terconversion between CSC and DCC states.  These cell state transitions are determined 

by the CSC/DCC ratio and tend to an equilibrium over time. 

3. EVsCSC and EVsDCC present marked differences in their stemness related protein cargo.  

4. EVsCSC/ EVsDCC stimulation emerges as a key regulation mechanism of CSC/DCC equi-

librium as they oppositely exert cancer cells plasticity. While the absence of EVsCSC and 

an abnormal increase of EVsDCC signaling triggers cancer cells de-differentiation to re-

plenish missing CSC population, EVsCSC overstimulation leads to the induction of cancer 

cells differentiation. 

5. EVsDCC activate CAFs inflammatory (iCAFs) populations with enhanced cytokines secre-

tory phenotype. CAFs activated by EVsDCC upregulate the secretion of cytokines IL-6 and 

IL-8, which in turn induce the de-differentiation of cancer cells towards CSC-like phe-

notypes. EVsCSC do not show this effect, which unveils that EVs signaling to stromal cells 

also mediates CSC/DCC equilibrium. 

6. EVsCSC activate α-SMA+ CAFs subpopulations (myoCAFs) that display enhanced ECM 

remodeling abilities and higher invasive potential in 3D models. EVsCSC also display an-

giogenic potential. 

7. EVsCSC in vivo conditioning leads to the formation of supportive metastatic niches 

through the activation of resident fibroblasts and endothelial cells that sustain efficient 

metastatic cells engraftment. EVsDCC in vivo conditioning induces metastatic niche resi-

dent cells to sustain CSC phenotype of arriving metastatic cancer cells. 
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 ABSTRACT 
 

The introduction of cancer immunotherapy as an effective treatment option for HNSCC high-

lights the urgent need to deeper study the tumor-immune interplay. Given the unique roles of 

CSC in cancer progression, to better understand the forces involved in CSC EVs-immune cell 

interactions becomes imperative. Here, we aimed to study the endogenous interactions be-

tween CSC EVs and immune cell populations in the TME and identify which are the immune 

cells subsets that preferably bind CSC EVs under pathophysiological settings. For this aim, we 

developed an efficient experimental model to track endogenous secreted CSC EVs with the 

advantage peculiarity of the absence of EVs in vitro manipulation. To study those interactions, 

we challenged mice with engineered HSCC tumor cells expressing the EVs pan-marker CD63-

eGFP under the control of ALDH1A1 and SRE CSC-specific promoters. Subsequent fluorescence 

signal in immune cells allowed us to identify immune cell populations which had interacted 

with CSC EVs. Moreover, in order to increase the sensitivity of the interactions detection, we 

also employed a recently developed and validated novel strategy to label EV-binding immune 

cells based on the transpeptidase activity of the bacterial enzyme Sortase A (SrtA). Under this 

approach, mice were challenged with HSCC tumor cell lines genetically engineered to encode 

SrtA under the CSC ALDH1A1 promoter. The catalytic nature of SrtA+ CSC EV-bound trans-

membrane protein reporter system increased the detection sensitivity of CSC EVs-immune 

cells interactions compared to the CD63-eGFP approach. Furthermore, analysis of mice carry-

ing tumor cells expressing EVs reporters under either constitutive promoter (hPGK) or CSC 

specific reporter (ALDH1A1) allowed us to statistically test for selective behavior of CSC EVs as 

compared to bulk tumor EVs in both experimental strategies. Results from our studies report-

ed significant differences between the immune cell subsets that are targeted by bulk total 

tumor EVs compared to CSC EVs fraction, identifying for the first time that M2 Macrophages 

represent the main immune cell target for CSC released EVs, suggesting an active communica-

tion crosstalk between those cell populations via EVs. Moreover, a close spatial localization of 

TAMs and CSC was appreciated in tumors, supporting previous studies indicating that TAMs 

constitute a relevant component of CSC niches. Indeed, a high interaction rate was also found 

between CSC EVs and PD-1+T cells. Given the profound impact that M2 TAMs have in immuno-

suppression and tumor progression and the acquired relevance of PD-1/PD-L1 immune check-

points in HSCC immunotherapy, a deeper investigation of the specific immune modulator bio-

logical cargo of CSC EVs will be of crucial interest.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

1 HEAD AND NECK SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA 

Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) develop from the mucosal epithelium in 

the oral cavity, pharynx and larynx and are the most common malignancies that arise in the 

head and neck, accounting for approximately 90% of all oral and oropharyngeal cell carcino-

mas (OOCC). HNSCC is the sixth most common cancer worldwide with over 400,000 new cases 

and more than 150,000 deaths reported each year. Males are affected significantly more than 

females, with a ratio ranging from 2:1 to 4:1 1. 

HNSCC development has been correlated with exposure to tobacco-derived carcinogens and 

excessive alcohol consumption and also to infection with oncogenic strains of human papillo-

mavirus (HPV), primarily HPV-16. HNSCCs of the oral cavity and larynx are still primarily associ-

ated with tobacco, being referred as HPV-negative HNSCC2. The chronic exposure of the upper 

aerodigestive tract to these carcinogenic factors can result in dysplastic or premalignant le-

sions in the oropharyngeal mucosa and ultimately result in HNSCC. The relative prevalence of 

these risk factors contributes to the variations in the observed distribution of HNSCC in differ-

ent areas of the world (Figure 1) 3. 

 

Figure 1. Cancer Incidence in 2020 in Each Country Among Men. Obtained from Globocan 

20204. 
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Advances in HNSCCC traditional treatments (surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy) and the 

introduction of new immunotherapy and combination therapies have only provided a marginal 

increase of survival as tumor recurrence still occurs in 50% of the patients. Many patients still 

present incurable advanced-stage disease and lymph node metastasis that ultimately cause 

their death.  Consequently, the 5-year overall survival rate of HNSCC still has not improved 3.  

2 HNSCC CANCER STEM CELLS 

HNSCC display high grades of tumor heterogeneity5 and multiple studies have identified CSC-

like subpopulations in patients derived tumors as well as in xenografts6–8. Thus, HNSCC high 

local recurrence rates and therapy resistance are attributed to the presence of CSC within tu-

mors. As in many cancer types, CSCs also play a central role in the pathogenesis, progression 

and therapy resistance of HNSCC6.  

2.1  CURRENT APPROACHES TO ISOLATE HNSCC CSC 

2.1.1 IDENTIFICATION OF CSC BASED ON BIOLOGICAL MARKERS 

Common CSC biological markers are also reported to be expressed on HNSCC CSC. CD44, one 

of the universal CSC biomarkers, has been employed to identify CSC like cells within HNSCC 

heterogeneous tumors and cell lines9–11. Specifically, CD44 variant isoform CD44v3 is highly 

expressed in CSCs and correlates with HNSCC progression12. Similarly, ALDH1A1, which is a 

significant marker for breast CSCs, is also markedly upregulated in HNSCC CSCs8–11. Further-

more, CD1336,7 and the expression of the SMAD Responsive Element (SRE)13 have also been 

used to identify CSC-like populations in HNSCC. Indeed, stem cell transcriptional factors OCT-4, 

SOX2 and NANOG are also correlated with the CSC phenotype in HNSCC14–16.  

2.1.2 IDENTIFICATION OF CSC BASED ON CSC FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES 

The properties of CSCs, responsible for tumor progression and recurrence, can also be em-

ployed for their selective isolation. HNSCC CSCs are capable of growing under anchorage-

independent conditions thus, CSCs can be successfully enriched from primary HNSCC samples 

or cell lines using the sphere forming assay17. Moreover, SP assay can also identify tumor cell 

subpopulations with higher in vitro clonogenicity, invasiveness and tumorigenicity compared 

to non-SP in HNSCC18,19.  
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Table 1. Biological role and functional analysis of the HNSCC CSC markers. Based on 24 . 

CSC Marker Biological Function Detection Method Functional            

Validation 

CD4420 

 

Cell surface protein: 

Receptor for hyaluronic 

acid, cell-cell and cell-

matrix contacts, migra-

tion 

Flow cytometry, Im-

munohisto-

/Immunocytochemistry 

Serial transplantati-

on, xenograft assay 

CD13321 Cell surface protein: 

possible role in mem-

brane organization 

Flow cytometry, Im-

munohisto-

/Immnuocytochemistry 

Xenograft tumor 

formation assay 

Aldehyde 

dehydrogenase 

(ALDH)22 

Intracellular enzyme 

oxidizing aldehydes: 

detoxification, retinoic 

acid production 

Aldefluor assay Xenotranplantation, 

Sphere formation 

assay, (Mat-

rigel/Transwell-

invasion assay, Colo-

ny formation after 

irradiation) 

Side population 

(SP)23 

ABC transporter-

mediated efflux of en-

dogenous and exogenous 

substances 

DNA dye (Hoechst 

33342) exclusion assay 

Xenograft assay, 

Serial sphere for-

mation assay, (Mat-

rigel invasion assay, 

Cell viability after 

chemotherapeutic 

drugs) 
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2.2 CSC DRIVE TUMORIGENESIS, METASTATIC SPREAD AND DRUG RE-

SISTANCE IN HNSCC 

HNSCC CSC subpopulations  exhibit unique malignant intrinsic characteristics and play key 

roles in tumor initiation, growth and metastasis6,24. Numerous studies have demonstrated the 

ability of CSC to drive tumorigenesis in HNSCC mice models25. For example, HNSCC  

ALDH1+CD44+ cancer cells present higher tumorigenicity due to the upregulation of SOX2 by 

aberrantly activated PI3K/mTOR signaling16.  

Moreover, HNSCC CSC have been demonstrated to be highly implied in metastasis disease6. 

Metastasis is a major therapeutic problem for HNSCC and the presence of lymph node metas-

tasis is a strong predictor of therapeutic failure2. Experimental data for HNSCC suggest a partial 

overlap of EMT and CSC signatures and HNSCC cells expressing CSC markers also show in-

creased EMT and higher abilities for cell migration7,26,27,. Accordingly, the expression of a group 

of typical EMT transcription factors correlate with reduced OS of HNSCC patients27,28. 

Besides, HNSCCC are also believed to drive therapy resistance and tumor relapse24. In 

vitro assays show that when HNSCC CSCs are irradiated or exposed to chemotherapy they are 

10 times more resistant to apoptosis than DCC29. Accordingly, CSC markers expression levels 

can predict patient overall survival and local recurrence, and are correlated with radiotherapy 

response 30,31. 

Interestingly, HNSCC CSCs also exhibit singular properties to avoid immune detection and erad-

ication32. Recently, a number of studies have shown that CSCs contribute to the generation of 

an immunosuppressive, pro-tumorigenic immune milieu 32–37.  

3 THE TUMOR IMMUNE MICROENVIRONMENT IN HNSCC  

The host immune system can recognize and eliminate neoplastic cells in a phenomenon known 

as immunosurveillance. According to this concept, the immune system constantly recognizes 

and destroys emerging malignant cells before they can develop into detectable tumors 38,39. To 

escape the control of the immune system, tumor cells develop multiple strategies that make 

them unrecognizable by immune cells or that efficiently suppress the immune response 40.   

HNSCC is characterized to be one of the most immunosuppressive human tumors. In general, 

HNSCC tumors present a high infiltration of immune cells and it is well recognized that the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/metastatic-carcinoma
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/cd44
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/carcinogenicity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/sox2
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tumor immune microenvironment (TIME) plays an important regulatory role in tumor devel-

opment, metastasis, and therapy failure41. 

3.1 COMPONENTS OF HNSCC TUMORS IMMUNE MICROENVIRONMENT 

The HNSCC TIME consists of tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs); including T cells, B cells and 

natural killer (NK) cells, and myeloid lineage cells (including macrophages, neutrophils, myeloid 

dendritic cells (MDC) and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs))42. Both innate (eg, NK 

cells) and adaptive (eg, CD8+ T cells) immune cells play a crucial role in immune surveillance 

and controlling tumor growth. On the other hand, some subsets of immune cells (eg, MDSCs 

and macrophages) act as immunosuppressors and promote tumor growth41–43. HNSCC tumours 

evade immune surveillance by a number of different mechanisms. In this regard, tumors often 

evade the host's immune surveillance by suppressing anti-tumor cells function or by activating 

and expanding immunosuppressive cell populations44. 

3.1.1 ANTITUMOR IMMUNE CELLS 

3.1.1.1 T CELLS 

T cells are lymphocytes that comprise a crucial component of the adaptive immune system and 

are categorized into CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. TILs display anti-tumor immunity. TILs directly kill 

tumor cells via producing perforin/ granzymes or by secreting cytokines with anti-tumor activi-

ty that are also involved in the recruitment of other immune cells with cytotoxic antitumor 

abilities45. However, HNSCC tumors usually present dysfunctional TILs, which exhibit decreased 

cytokine production and proliferation ability and lack of cytotoxic functions46. TILs have been 

studied to become exhausted and dysfunctional in HNSCCs by multiple mechanisms. Specifical-

ly, those exhausted TILs are characterized by the upregulation of several checkpoint markers, 

such as Programmed Cell Death 1 (PD‐1)41. The PD-1/PD-L1 pathway is regarded as a key im-

munosuppressive mechanism operating in HNSCC47. The PD-1 receptor is an immune check-

point present in immune cells that limits their anti-tumor activity when it binds to its ligand 

PD-L1. PD-1 signaling in CD8+ T cells directly inhibits effector T-cell functions, including prolif-

eration, survival, cytokine production and cytotoxicity46,47. HNSCCs express increased levels of 

PD‐L1 on their surface48–51 causing a direct effect on the functions of T cells as well as promot-

ing their apoptosis. Thus, PD-L1 presence on the surface of HNSCC tumor cells drives immuno-

suppression and contributes to tumor immune escape47. Consequently, immunotherapies 

based on the use of antibodies targeting this immune checkpoint have arisen as innovative 

treatment alternatives for HSCCC tumors52,53. 
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3.1.1.2 NATURAL KILLER CELLS 

NK cells are one of the most representative anti-tumor immune cells as NK cells eliminate can-

cer cells through secretion of immunomodulatory cytokines. NK cells can recognize cancer cells 

that escape detection by cytotoxic T cells54. In HNSCC, NK cells directly kill cancer cells by cyto-

plasmic granule release, FasL or TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) and antibody-

dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC)474. However, HNSCC tumors usually inhibit NK cell 

activity56. In HNSCC patients, NK cells have been shown to be functionally impaired and prefer-

entially targeted for apoptosis57,58. 

3.1.1.3 MYELOID DENDRITIC CELLS 

MDCs comprise the most important antigen-presenting cells (APCs) with a high capacity to 

initiate anti-tumor adaptive immune responses59. Several factors in the TME have been impli-

cated in the downregulation of MDCs function, which subsequently inhibits T cell activation41. 

HNSCC patients have reported lower numbers of MDCs compared to healthy controls, and low 

densities of MDCs have been associated with poor prognosis60,61.  

3.1.2 IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE CELLS 

3.1.2.1 TUMOR ASSOCIATED MACROPHAGES 

Macrophages (Mac) are monocyte-derived innate immune cells that play an essential role in 

the maintenance of tissue homeostasis, the control of pathogens, and the overall surveillance 

of tissue changes. According to their mechanisms of activation and subsequent roles in the 

polarization of the immune response, macrophages are divided into two main phenotypes62. 

Inflammatory M1 macrophages (M1 Mac) are activated by interferon (IFN)-γ and are involved 

in antitumoral helper T (Th)1 immune responses. Anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages (M2 

Mac), which are alternatively activated by IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, and/or prostaglandin E2, are asso-

ciated with protumoral Th2 immune responses62,63.  

Tumor‐associated macrophages (TAMs) are common in HNSCCs and they generally show the 

tumor-promoting M2 phenotype that is associated with the production of the immunosup-

pressive cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β and the inhibition of M1 cytotoxic activity64,65.  These TAMs 

have been also associated with angiogenesis, local tumor progression, therapy resistance and 

metastasis66–68. Consequently, high levels of TAMs presenting M2 phenotype in HNSCC tumors 

is correlated with lymph node metastasis and poor prognosis64,68–70.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/cancer-cell
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/cell-mediated-cytotoxicity
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3.1.2.2 MYELOID-DERIVED SUPPRESSOR CELLS 

MDSCs form a heterogeneous population of immature myeloid cells that are precursors of 

granulocytes, monocytes, and DC71. Pathological MDSC accumulation is associated with chron-

ic inflammation and cancer progression, and MDSCs are known to exhibit significant immuno-

suppressive and protumor functions71–73. Various factors in the immunosuppressive TME in-

duce the accumulation of MDSCs, which in turn alter tumor-infiltrating T cells and produce 

soluble factors that support tumor growth and invasion73. Therefore, high density of MDSCs in 

HNSCC patients has been associated with poor survival74.  

3.1.2.3 REGULATORY T CELLS 

Regulatory T (Treg) cells are a subpopulation of CD4+ T cells that prevent autoimmunity and 

are involved in the HNSCC immunosuppressive TME as they regulate tumor progression by 

lowering anti-tumor immunity. Tregs secreted a variety of immunosuppressive cytokines, such 

as IL-10, IL-33 and TGF-β, further promoting HNSCC TIME  suppression by causing effector T 

cells disfunction and by inhibiting the action of DCs, NK cells, and B cells75. In patients with 

HNSCCs, Tregs are increased in peripheral blood and the most representative subtype among T 

cells infiltrating the tumor, resulting in an immunosuppressed state76,77. 

 

Figure 2. The Tumor Immune Microenvironment in HNSCC 41,42,53,78. 
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4 THE INTERACTION BETWEEN CSC AND IMMUNE CELLS 

CSCs importantly modulate HNSCC TIME. CSC can modulate T cells, TAMs and MDSC activity 

towards immunosuppressive pathways 32–37. Importantly, those immune cells can also acquire 

the abilities for sustaining CSC stemness and its survival37,79–81. 

For example, HNSCC CD44+ CSCs are less immunogenic and present higher expression of PD-L1 

than CD44- DCC. Thus, CD44+ CSCs can mediate immunosuppression by inhibiting the activity 

of CD8+T cell through PD-1/PD-L1 pathway. Additionally, CD44+ cells suppress Th1 responses 

and enhance Tregs and MDSCs responses82.  

Recently, the critical role of CSC on driving TAMs immunosuppressive phenotypes in HNSCC 

has been addressed.  Indeed, TAMs are considered be essential for building the CSCs niche 

microenvironment, thereby forming a signaling loop to promote cancer progression83. 

Thus, CSCs play a critical role in establishing an immunosuppressive network. This complex 

communication network between tumor and immune cells operates through various secreted 

cytokines and chemokines37,84. Notably, those interactions could be also be mediated by tumor 

released EVs85.  

5 EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES IN THE HNSCC TIME 

Emerging evidence has shown that tumors can interfere with host immunity by secreting EVs 

and the role of EVs in cancer immunity has been extensively described86–90. Tumor derived EVs 

can affect the proliferation, apoptosis, cytokine production and reprogramming of both innate 

and adaptive immune cells by transducing different signals thus modifying anti-cancer immune 

response impairing effector cells activity and creating an immunosuppressive microenviron-

ment 91–97.  

As many other cancer types, HNSCC tumor cells release EVs containing immunoregulatory fac-

tors that play important roles in regulating the TIME of HNCSCC98–100. The immunological activi-

ties of EVs are related to many aspects of immune regulation, including antigen presentation, 

immune activation, immune surveillance, and immune suppression98. HNSCC secreted EVs 

mediate immune suppression through directly/indirectly inhibiting the functions of T cells and 

NK cells and promoting the activity of immune suppressor cells, including TAMs, MDSCs and 

Tregs101. For example, HNSCC-derived EVs carrying NK receptor G2 (NKG2D) ligands contribute 

to evading immunity by lowering the cytotoxicity of NK cells102. Furthermore, EVs derived from 

HNSCC not only inhibit the activation and proliferation of anti-tumor T cells but also prevent 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/immunosuppressive-drug
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their differentiation and promote their conversion to Tregs and MDSCs102,103. Similarly, macro-

phages educated by HNSCC tumor EVs activated immunosuppressive signaling pathways and 

promoted the proliferation, migration, and invasion of tumor cells104,105 . 

In summary, tumor EVs have an important immunomodulation role in the primary niche, 

which favors tumor growth and supports metastasis by suppressing the immune system re-

sponse 106.  

 

Figure 3. Effect of tumor derived EVs in TIME modulation towards immunosuppression86–88,90. 
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 HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

HNSCC present high local recurrence rates and therapy resistance that can be attributed to the 

presence of CSC within tumors6. CSC exhibit unique malignant intrinsic characteristics and are 

believed to drive therapy resistance and tumor relapse, as they can survive and dynamically 

adapt to changing and unfavorable environmental conditions107–112. Indeed, CSCs also exhibit 

singular properties to avoid immune detection and eradication32. Recently, a number of stud-

ies have shown that CSCs contribute to the generation of an immunosuppressive, pro-

tumorigenic immune milieu by regulating the activity of various immune cells in the tumor 

microenvironment (TME)113,114. 

Emerging evidence has shown that tumors can interfere with host immunity by secreting 

EVs86–90. Tumor derived EVs can affect the proliferation, apoptosis, cytokine production and 

reprogramming of both innate and adaptive immune cells by transducing different signals thus 

modifying anti-cancer immune response impairing the effector cells activity and creating an 

immunosuppressive microenvironment 91–97. However, whether CSC-derived EVs have a role in 

modulating tumor-infiltrating immune cells is still unclear. 

The introduction of cancer immunotherapy as an effective treatment option for HNSCC high-

lights the urgent need to deeper study the tumor-immune interplay52. Given the unique roles 

of CSC in cancer progression, to better understand the forces involved in CSC EVs-immune cell 

interactions becomes imperative. Here, we aimed to study the endogenous interactions be-

tween CSC EVs and immune cell populations in the TME. 
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Hypothesis 

CSC derived EVs play a key role in modulating tumors-infiltrating immune cells activity 

To test this hypothesis the following objectives were stablished 

Objectives: 

1. Generate and validate HNSCC cell models tagging total tumor EVs and CSC derived EVs 

in order to identify specific EVs subsets from heterogeneous cell populations. 

2. Generate HNSCC in vivo models allowing the physiological tracking of total tumor en-

dogenous secreted EVs and CSC derived EVs. 

3. Study the specific in vivo interactions between total tumor cells and CSC derived EVs 

with tumor infiltrating immune cells subsets. 

4. Assess CSC and immune cell subsets localization in tumors. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

1 LENTIVIRAL VECTORS 

• Lentiviral (LV) transfer plasmids coding for CD63-eGFP and dLNGFR dLNGFR:mCMV-

PGK:CD63-eGFP (#7) was cloned as previously described115 and used to tag tumor total 

secreted EVs, as EVs marker CD63-eGFP expression is subjected to the regulation of 

the phosphoglycerate Kinase (PGK) constitutive promoter. 

 

Figure 4. hPGK:CD63-eGFP lentivector116. 

• LV transfer plasmids coding for ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP (#50) and SRE:CD63-eGFP (#51) 

expression cassettes were designed at home and cloned by Genewiz. Those LV were 

used to tag CSC derived EVs as CD63-eGFP expression is subjected to the regulation of 

CSC specific promoters ALDH1A1 and SRE. 

 

Figure 5. ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP lentivector. 

 

Figure 6. SRE:CD63-eGFP lentivector. 

• LV transfer plasmid coding for ALDH1A1:SrtA (#54) was designed at home and cloned 

by Genewiz. This plasmid was used to engineer CSC EVs to display a membrane-bound 

form of Sortase A (SrtA), a bacterial transpeptidase that can catalyze the transfer of 

reporter molecules on the surface of EV-binding cells, under the expression of 

ALDH1A1 CSC promoter 

 

Figure 7. ALDH1A1:SrtA lentivector. 
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• LV transfer plasmid coding for SS-mSca-LPETGG: mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP (#46) was de-

signed at home and cloned by Genewiz. This plasmid was used to tag tumor total se-

creted EVs (same strategy as #7) and also to detect EVs-SrtA interactions with recipient 

cell surfaces based on the mSCARLET (mSCA) red fluorescence coupled to the enzyme 

substrate reaction (SS-mSca-LPETGG).   

 

Figure 8. SS-mSca-LPETGG: mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP lentivector. 

Detailed maps of plasmids used to clon the lentivectors employed to tag CSC EVs are present-

ed below: 

 

Figure 9.  #50 Vector map. 

 
SS-mSca-LPETGG
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Figure 10. #51 Vector map. 

 

Figure 11. #54 Vector map. 
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The strategy employed to detect EVs-cells interactions based on SrtA experimental approach is 

fully detailed in116. Briefly, SrtA-expressing CSC EVs (#54) and SrtA-negative target cells (im-

mune cells) are found mixed together in tumors. In the presence of the SrtA biotinylated sub-

strate peptide (encoded by #46), when SrtA+ EVs come in close contact with other cells, SrtA 

covalently links the substrate peptide to membrane proteins of a nearby target cell. (i.e., cell-

to-cell surface labeling).  A brief scheme of the process is summarized in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Schematic representation of inter-cellular labeling reaction. 

2  CELL LINES AND CULTURE CONDITIONS 

2.1 PARENTAL CELL LINES 

Murine oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) cell lines MOC2 (a chemical carcinogenesis mod-

el) and mEER (a Ras-dependent, HPV16-E6/E7-dependent model) were obtained from Kera-

fast, Inc, and Dr. Varner (UCSD), respectively. Both cell lines were routinely maintained in 

IMDM/DMEM/F12 (50:25:25) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM L-

Glutamine, 1x Pen/Strep solution, Hydrocortisone (25ug/uL), Cholera Toxin (0.25µg/µl), Trans-

ferrin (25µg/µl), Insulin (10µg/µl), Tri-Iodo-Thyronine (0.2µg/µl), E.G.F. (10 µg/mL). 

All cell cultures were propagated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.  

2.2 ENGINEERED CELL LINES 

In order to fluorescently label total tumor secreted EVs (tEVstotal) mEER dLNGFR:mCMV-

PGK:CD63-eGFP (Green fluorescent protein) cell line was generated as previously reported by 

our group115.  

SrtA substrate

StrA+ EVs

mSCA fluorescence detected

in SrtA target cell SrtA target cell

Acyl intermediate
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Lentiviral (LV) transfer plasmids coding for ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP, SRE:CD63-eGFP, 

ALDH1A1:SrtA and SS-mSca-LPETGG: mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP were propagated in Escherichia 

coli DH5α. Maxiprep was performed with Endo-free Macherey-Nagel kit. Unconcentrated len-

tiviral vectors were generated as previously reported by our group115.  

To generate engineered cells lines expressing CSC derived EVs (EVsCSC) fluorescent reporters 

MOC2 and mEER cells were seeded at a concentration of 105 cells per well in a 6-well plate and 

transduced with previously described LV vector supernatants (1:1 ratio with complete media) 

ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP, SRE:CD63-eGFP and ALDH1A1:SrtA in the presence of 1 µg/ml polybrene 

(Millipore). 

For the simultaneous in vivo detection of both tEVstotal and tEVsCSC mEER cell line was double 

transduced with SS-mSca-LPETGG: mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP and ALDH1A1:SrtA LV vectors in the 

presence of 1 µg/ml polybrene (Millipore). 

Generated engineered cell lines were cultured under the same conditions than the ones de-

scribed for the parental cell lines and propagated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incuba-

tor.  

3 IN VITRO ASSAYS 

3.1 LV COPY NUMBER ASSAY 

To assess the copy number of LV vectors present in engineered cells total DNA was extracted 

from genetically modified 200,000 mEER and MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP and SRE:CD63-eGFP 

cell lines using QIAamp DNA Micro Kit (Qiagen). LV sequence was detected using a custom 

TaqMan method (Thermo Fisher Scientific) on RRE sequence in a Viia7 PCR system. TaqMan 

probes for reference genes ActinB, GusB and HPRT-1 were purchased from ThermoFisher (Ta-

ble 2). One copy per genome standard was used, as previously described 115. 

Gene TaqMan Probe Reference 

GusB Mm01197698_m1 

Actin Mm02619580_g1 

HPRT-1 Mm03024075_m1 

Table 2. Taqman probes references (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
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3.2 FLUORESCENCE-ACTIVATED CELL SORTING (FACS) 

FACS was used to sort CSC subpopulations from heterogeneous mEER and MOC cell lines. For 

cell sorting, a starting amount of 5x106 cells were used. mEER and MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP 

and SRE:CD63-eGFP cells were detached and resuspended in previously described supple-

mented IMDM/DMEM/F12 medium. 7AAD (1 μg/mL, Life Technologies) was used for vital 

staining (Biolegend). Cells were sorted according to GFP expression in a FACS Aria cell sorter 

(BD Biosciences, CA, USA). GFP+ and GFP- sorted cells were collected in complete medium and 

used for subsequent experiments. 

3.3 STEM GENE PROFILE VALIDATION 

Total RNA was extracted from 300,000 mEER and MOC2 (flow-sorted as ALDH1A1:CD63-

eGFP+/- and SRE:CD63-eGFP+/- cells) using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and the RNA obtained 

was reverse transcribed using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) according to the manufacturer′s instructions. The cDNA reverse transcription prod‐

uct was amplified with specific probes by qPCR using TaqMan method (Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific). Specific probes used for the reaction are specified in Table 1. The reaction was per-

formed in triplicate on a Viia7 Real time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Relative normalized 

quantities (NRQ) of mRNA expression were calculated using the comparative Ct method (2-ΔΔCt) 

with two reference genes (GAPDH and Actin) used as endogenous controls.  

 

Gene  TaqMan Probe Reference 

ALDH1A1 Mm00657317_m1 

Oct-4 Mm03053917_g1 

Sox-2 Mm03053810_s1 

Nanog Mm02019550_s1 

CD133 Mm00477121_m1 

Actin Mm02619580_g1 

GAPDH Mm99999915_g1 

Table 3 Taqman probes references (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
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3.4 OROSPHERE FORMATION ASSAY 

Either 5000 mEER or MOC ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP+ and ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP- cells/well were 

seeded in 2ml in 6-well ultra-low attachment plates (Corner) in StemXVivo Serum-Free Tu-

morsphere Media (R&D Systems). Cells were cultured for 10 to 14 days, and orosphere for-

mation was assessed in each well using fluorescence microscopy. 

4 ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION 

Six to eight week old C57BL/6J mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories and 

housed under conventional conditions and provided with food and water ad libitum. Animal 

care was handled in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of 

the Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) and covered by OHSU Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee (IACUC).  

For tumor challenge, parental mEER cells (control) and genetically modified mEER 

dLNGFR:mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP, mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP, mEER SRE:CD63-eGFP, mEER SS-

mSca-LPETGG:mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP, mEER ALDH1A1:SrtA and mEER SS-mSca-

LPETGG:mCMV-PGK:CD63-eGFP plus ALDH1A1:SrtA cells were intradermally injected (1x106 in 

50 µl of PBS) in the flank of six to eight week old C57BL/6J mice.  After 12 days mice were eu-

thanized and tumors collected, divided in two sections and processed either for flow cytome-

try or embedded in OCT compound for IF imaging analysis. 

5 FLOW CYTOMETRY 

Tumors were mechanically dissociated into single cell suspensions as previously described 115. 

Cell suspensions were labeled with conjugated antibodies (Biolegend, BD or eBiosciences) and 

7AAD (Sigma) also as described in 116. 

Fluorochromes employed were the following: eGFP, Bv421, Bv510, Bv605, Bv785, PE, PD, 

PerCP, PC7, APC, A700, AC7. The panel used for flow analysis is detailed in Table 4. 
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 Bv421 Bv510 Bv605 Bv785 FITC PE PD PerCP PC7 APC A700 AC7 

Filters 450/50 
505LP 

515/20 

595LP 

605/30 

750LP 

780/60 

505LP 

525/50 
582/15 

600LP 

610/20 

635LP 

670/14 

750LP 

780/40 
670/30 

685LP 

730/45 

750LP 

780/60 

Laser 405 405 405 405 488 561 561 488 561 640 640 640 

Voltage 400 450 525 517 400 450 550 602 550 490  447 

Marker 31 Live 11c 11b GFP PD1 SCA II 45 F4/80 3 B220 

Table 4. Panel describing the fluorochromes and markers combinations employed for flow 

cytometry analysis. 

 

The strategy employed to identify immune cells of interest is detailed in Table 5. 

Cell population Surface markers 

Tumor cells 

 

7AAD– CD45– CD31– GFP+ 

Endothelial cells 7AAD– CD45– CD31+ 

 

B cells 7AAD– CD45+ B220+ 

Macrophages MHC-II+ 7AAD– CD45+ CD11b+ F4/80+ II+ 

 

Macrophages MHC-II- 7AAD– CD45+ CD11b+ F4/80+ II- 

 

Inflammatory monocytes 7AAD– CD45+ CD11b+ CD11c+ 

Resident monocytes 7AAD– CD45+ CD11b+ CD11c- 

Neutrophils 7AAD– CD45+ F4/80- CD11c- SSChii 

Dendritic cells 7AAD– CD45+ CD11c+ F4/80– II+ 

 

PD-1 + T cells 7AAD– CD45+ F4/80- B220- CD3+ PD-1+ 

PD-1 - T cells 7AAD– CD45+ F4/80- B220- CD3+ PD-1- 

Table 5. Surface markers employed for the identification of different immune cell popula-

tions. 
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5.1.1 GATING STRATEGY 

The complete gating strategy employed to identify each cell population in experimental tu-

mors cell suspensions is detailed below. 
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6 TUMORS IF IMAGING 

5-10 μm thick OCT microsections from experimental tumors were mounted on glass slides for 

immunofluorescent labeling. Briefly, after 15’ fixation in PFA 4%, samples were washed in PBS-

Tween 0.3% and primary antibodies, anti-rabbit eGFP (1:200, Abcam) GFP anti-CD45 Biotin 

(1:200, Biolegend) and anti-F4/80 Alexafluor-647 (1:200, Biolegend) were supplemented in 

PBS/BSA 3 % (w/v) and incubated ON at 4°C. Samples were further washed 3 times in PBS-

Tween 0.3% before the addition of secondary antibody. Goat Anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor488 

1:1000 and Streptavidin 1:500 were added and incubated 1h at RT. Slides were then washed 

and mounted with mounting media ProLong for visualization. Tumors were imaged using a 

Spinning Disk Confocal microscope (Yokogawa CSU-X1 on Zeiss Axio Observer). 

7 CARTOONS 

All the cartoons employed in the schemes and figures presented in this thesis were manually 

created with Biorender.com online application. 

8 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Bar graphs display mean value ± SEM. 2-way ANOVA Sidak´s test or non-parametric Tukey´s 

test were employed for multiple mean comparisons. The significance threshold was estab-

lished at p<0.05, and significance levels were schematically assigned *(0.01 ≤ p < 0.05), 

**(0.001 ≤ p < 0.01), ***(0.0001 ≤ p, ****(0.00001 ≤ p). All the analyses and graphs were per‐

formed using GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad, San Diego). 
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RESULTS 

1 GENETIC LABELING OF CSC DERIVED EVS 

Tumor secreted EVs (tEVs) represent prominent regulators of the immune response in can-

cer106,117. CSC secreted EVs (tEVsCSC) are a subset of tEVs whose immune modulatory activity is 

still unknown.  In order to start investigating whether tEVsCSC have a role in shaping immune 

cell activity in the TME, we genetically modified the EV producing cell lines to label tEVsCSC with 

fluorescent proteins. This approach allowed us to avoid any bias in EV composition due to in 

vitro isolation. In particular, we genetically engineered murine oral squamous cell carcinoma 

(OSCC) cell lines to express the vesicular membrane-associated protein CD63, fused with en-

hanced green fluorescence protein (CD63-eGFP)115 under the control of a CSC-specific promot-

er. We tested two different CSC-specific promoters, ALDH1A1 and SRE13,118–121 . As reference 

controls, we labeled the whole population of tEVstotal (including tEVsCSC) by expressing the 

CD63-eGFP fusion protein under a constitutive promoter (hPGK). We worked on two different 

OSCC cell lines, a Ras-dependent, HPV16-E6/E7-dependent model (mEER) and a chemical car-

cinogenesis model (MOC2). 

1.1 MEER EVSCSC-GFP+ IN VITRO MODEL VALIDATION 

In order to assess if our experimental approach efficiently labeled CSC subpopulations, we 

performed in vitro imaging of engineered mEER cells. Note that CD63-GFP reporter would label 

cells membrane on two distinct setups: constitutively and under the regulation of CSC specific 

promoters. As expected, the constitutive reporter (PGK:CD63-eGFP) showed green fluores-

cence in virtually all meeR tumor cells (Figure 13A). On the other hand, much less green fluo-

rescent cells were observed in both mEER cells carrying the vectors ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP (Fig-

ure 13B) and SRE:CD63-eGFP (Figure 13C). In order to confirm that the observed differential 

expression of the tEVs reporter CD63-eGFP was due to the restricted expression of the 

ALDH1A1 and SRE promoters among CSCs (and not because of low transduction efficiency), a 

LV copy number assay was performed. These analyses indicated that mEER SRE:CD63-eGFP 

cells carried on average 30 LV copies per cell (CpC), and that 5 CpC were detected in mEER 

ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP cells, indicating full transduction of the tumor cell population (Figure 

13D). 
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Flow cytometry analysis revealed that although eGFP fluorescence was detected in a high per-

centage of modified mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP and SRE:CD63-eGFP cells because of basal 

expression of the promoters, only less to the 10% of the tumor cell population presented high 

levels of eGFP fluorescence. This data indicated that brightest eGFP+ cells presented high lev-

els of expression of the stemness promoters and may constitute the CSC population (Figure 

15E).  

 

Figure 13. mEER CSC models generation. (A) Representative confocal microscopy images of 

cultured mEER cells stably transduced with PGK:CD63-eGFP reporter. (B, C) Representative 

confocal microscopy images of mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP cells and SRE:CD63-eGFP cells in 

culture. (D) LV copy number present in genetically modified ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP and 

SRE:CD63-eGFP mEER cells assessed by PCR. (E) eGFP fluorescence presented by mEER modi-

fied cells analyzed by flow cytometry analysis. % of brightest eGFP fluorescent cells that repre-

sented the CSC subpopulation are indicated. 

Accordingly, engineered cells were then flow sorted based on the levels of eGFP fluorescence 

and the stemness nature of the eGFP+ brightest cells was evaluated. RT-qPCR assay revealed 

that both mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-GFP+ and mEER SRE:CD63-eGFP+ cells showed significantly 

higher expression levels of the stemness marker Nanog when compared to GFP- cells (Figure 

14A). Additionally, flow sorted mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-GFP+ cells efficiently formed orospheres 

when cultured in serum-free LA conditions (Figure 14B) while GFP- cells were not able to form 

orospheres but showed small cellular aggregations (data not shown). Furthermore, gene ex-

pression analysis revealed that mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP+ orospheres expressed significant 
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higher levels of the stemness markers ALDH1A1, Nanog, Oct-4, CD-133 and Sox-2 than unsort-

ed mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP cells cultured in attachment conditions (Figure 14C). 

 

Figure 14. mEER CSC model validation. (A) Relative increase in stemness gene expression of 

flow sorted brightest mEER eGFP + cells compared to eGFP- cells analyzed by RT-qPCR. (B) 

Representative microscopy images of flow sorted mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP+ orospheres 

growing in 3D tumorspheres specific medium. (C) Stemness gene expression signature of mEER 

ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP+ orospheres compared to mEER cells growing in attachment conditions 

assessed by RT-qPCR. 

Altogether, these data confirmed the ability of ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP and SRE:CD63-eGFP ex-

pression cassettes to restrict expression of the tEVs reporter within CSC-enriched subpopula-

tions in the heterogeneous mEER cancer cell line. 

1.2 MOC2 EVSCSC-GFP+ IN VITRO MODEL VALIDATION 

We further aimed to assess if our experimental approach efficiently labeled MOC2 CSC sub-

populations. To this end, we performed in vitro imaging of engineered MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-

eGFP and SRE:CD63-eGFP cells. We observed the presence of few eGFP+ cells within the cell 

cultures (Figure 15A, B). Then, engineered cells were flow sorted based on the levels of eGFP 

fluorescence and the stemness nature of the eGFP+ brightest cells was evaluated by qPCR 
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analysis. Expectedly, MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP+ and MOC2 SRE:CD63-eGFP+ cells showed 

significantly greater expression of the stemness markers ALDH1A1 and Oct-4 than GFP- cells 

(Figure 15C).  Indeed, similar to mEER model, MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP+ cells formed bigger 

cell clusters than GFP- cells when cultured in LA conditions (Figure 15D). Collectively, this data 

suggested that our designed expression cassettes could restrict the expression of the tEV re-

porter within CSC-like cells in MOC2 cell line.  

 

Figure 15. MOC2 CSC model validation. (A, B) Representative confocal microscopy images of 

cultured MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-GFP cells and SRE:CD63-GFP cells in culture. (C) Relative in-

crease in stemness gene expression of flow sorted MOC2 GFP + cells compared to GFP- cells 

analyzed by RT-qPCR. (D) Representative images of flow sorted MOC2 ALDH1A1:CD63-GFP+ 

cells growing in 3D tumorsphere specific medium. 
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2 IN VIVO STUDY OF THE EVSCSC - IMMUNE CELLS INTERPLAY 

2.1 EVSCSC REPORTERS REVEAL A SPECIFIC HIGH INTERACTION RATE BE-

TWEEN EVSCSC, MHC-II- MAC AND PD-1+ T CELLS IN THE TIME 

We and others have previously investigated the interactions that occur in the TME between 

tEVs and immune cells88,115. However, whether tEVsCSC possess a distinct tropism toward tumor 

infiltrating immune cells is still unknown. In order to test if tEVsCSC preferentially interact with 

specific immune cell subsets, we challenged mice with mEER tumor cells carrying the 

ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP or the SRE:CD63-eGFP expression cassettes. As control, we used mice 

bearing mEER tumor cells carrying the PGK:CD63-eGFP expression cassette. Experiment design 

is detailed in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16. mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP and mEER SRE:CD63-eGFP models in vivo experiment 

illustrative design. 

 

Flow cytometry-based analysis revealed the presence of different levels of CD45+ CD63-

eGFP+ cells among groups (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Overlaid  dot plot representation of analyzed cell populations present in tumors 

from mice bearing genetically modified mEER cells studied by FACs. Two representatives dot 

plots are displayed per group and CD63-eGFP+ gate is indicated in each case. 

 

We then wondered if differences in tEVstotal and tEVsCSC tropism exist within functional subsets 

of CD45+ cells. Specifically, F4/80+ Mac MHCII+ (M1) and II- (M2), inflammatory and resident 

monocytes (Mo), PD-1+ and PD-1- T cells and Neutrophils (Neu) immune subpopulations were 

analyzed. Other immune cells assessed were found in negligible numbers and discarded from 

the analysis and included DC (gated as CD45+,F480-, 11c+, II+) and B cells (CD45+, B220+). In 

tumors formed by mEER cells constitutively expressing CD63-eGFP, immune subsets CD45+ 

CD63-eGFP+ were detected as follows: MHC-II+ Mac (41.03%), inflammatory Mo (Inf Mo) 

(21,51%) and Neu (11,11%) (Figure 18A). When we analyzed tumors expressing either of the 

tEVsCSC reporters, we observed an increased fraction of CD63-eGFP+ MHC-II– Mac among 

CD45+ CD63-eGFP+ cells in tEVsCSC, particularly, 35.01%, average between ALDH1A1:CD63-

eGFP and SRE:CD63-eGFP in comparison to 7.70% in PGK:CD63-eGFP tumors. Interestingly, we 

observed an enrichment in the interactions between mEER tEVsCSC and PD-1+T cells (14,38%), 

as compared to tEVstotal (4.49%), mainly at the expense of tEVs-Mo interactions (Figure 18B). 

We observed statistically significant differences between the percentage of CD63-eGFP+ MHC-

II+ Mac infiltrating tumors constitutively expressing the tEVtotal reporter (87,35%) and those 

present in tumors carrying tEVsCSC reporters (10,5%), indicating that MHC-II+ Mac predomi-

nantly uptake non-CSC tEVs. Statistical differences were also found between tumors carrying 

tEVstotal and tEVsCSC reporters on CD63-eGFP+ EC, Inf Mo, Res Mo and Neu, indicating a low rate 
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of interaction between tEVsCSC and those immune subsets. On the other hand, the percentage 

of CD63-eGFP+ MHC-II– Mac did not significantly change, suggesting that MHC-II– Mac pre-

dominantly uptake tEVsCSC (Figure 18C).  When we analyzed monocyte subsets, we observed a 

significant decrease in the percentage of CD63-eGFP+ monocytes from both inflammatory and 

resident subsets, indicating that monocytes predominantly uptake non-CSC tEVs (Figure 18C). 

By labeling T cells with the activation marker PD-1, we observed that the percentage of CD63-

eGFP+ PD-1+ T cells did not significantly change between tumors constitutively expressing the 

tEV reporter (9,6%) and those present in tumors carrying CSC reporters (6%), suggesting that, 

similarly to MHC-II– Mac, also PD-1+ T cells predominantly uptake tEVsCSC (Figure 18C). To 

highlight these differences, we calculated a tEVsCSC specificity index by dividing the percentage 

of CD45+ CD63-eGFP+ immune cells for each subset in the tEVsCSC groups by the percentage of 

the corresponding subsets from the tEVs group. We observed that the tEVsCSC specificity index 

was 0.89 for MHC-II– Mac and 0.63 for PD-1+ T cells, whereas all other tested subsets were 

below 0.21 (Figure 18D). Altogether, these data suggest that tEVsCSC possess a preferential 

tropism towards MHC-II– Mac and PD-1+ T cells. 
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Figure 18. In vivo released mEER EVsCSC target MHC-II– Mac (M2) and PD-1+ T cells in the 

TME. (A) Representative graph of the % of specific tEVstotal-eGFP+-CD45+ immune cell subsets 

interactions. (B) Same representation for the % of specific tEVsCSC-eGFP+-CD45+ interactions. (C) 

Summary graph presenting the % of immune cell subsets presenting CD63-eGFP+ fluorescence 

in unlabeled EVs tumors (UT), tEVstotal-eGFP+ labeled tumors and tEVsCSC-eGFP+ labeled tumors. (D) 

Calculated index of the % from tumors 100% tEVstotal-immune cell subsets interactions that 

correspond to specific tEVsCSC-immune cell subsets interactions. 

Furthermore, we next aimed to increase the specificity of detection of the tEVsCSC-immune 

cells interactions by using a sensitive and stringent tagging strategy recently developed and 

validated by our group116. This strategy consisted in the engineering of EV producing cells to 

display a membrane-bound form of SrtA onto tEVsCSC. SrtA is a bacterial transpeptidase that 

catalyzes the transfer of a peptide substrate on the surface of EV-binding cells rendering a 

fluorescent signal (Figure 12, M&M). Thereby, mEER tumor cells were modified to express the 

SrtA enzyme on their membrane under the regulation of the ALDH1A1 promoter. Of note, 

these cells also expressed both, the CD63-GFP construct and the SS-mSca-LPETGG SrtA peptide 

substrate. Such setup allowed us to detect in the same tumor the eGFP fluorescence in CD45+ 

cells derived from CD45+-EVstotal-GFP+ interactions together with the mSCA fluorescence derived 

from the specific binding of EVsCSC-SrtA+ to specific CD45+ subsets. Under this premise, mice 
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were challenged with the above described modified mEER tumor cells. Indeed, another two 

groups of mice were injected with mEER tumor cells engineered to express either the 

ALDH1A1:StrA construct without the SrtA substrate or the PGK:CD63-GFP construct and the SS-

mSca-LPETGG substrate without the SrtA to later stablish the negative controls for the back-

ground of both the eGFP and the mSCA fluorescence, respectively. Detailed scheme of the 

experiment design is presented in Figure 19. 

Figure 19. mEER ALDH1A1:SrtA in vivo model experiment illustrative design. 

Expectedly, flow cytometry analysis of tumors revealed differences in the % of CD63-eGFP+ 

and mSCA+cells between groups (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20. mEER ALDH1A1:StrA overlaid dot plot representation. Different cell populations 

present in tumors from mice bearing genetically modified mEER cells. 4 dot plots per group are 

represented. 

Tumors’ flow cytometry deeper analysis revealed proportions of each CD45+ immune cell sub-

set presenting CD63-eGFP+ fluorescence because of EVstotal labeling, resulting the MHC-II+ Mac 
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(16,02%) (Figure 21A). When same tumors were analyzed for mSCA+ fluorescence we found 

that the highest fraction of CD45+ mSCA+ cells corresponded to MHC-II- Mac, indicating that 

tEVsCSC – MHC-II- Mac interaction corresponded to the 35,56% of total EVsCSC-CD45+ interac-

tions, followed by MHC-II+ Mac (24,94%). Interestingly, PD-1+ T cells represented the other 

subpopulation presenting high levels of mSCA fluorescence (15,02% of total CD45+ mSCA+ 

cells) while CD63-eGFP+ PD-1+ T cells only accounted for the 8,84% of total CD45+eGFP+ cells 

(Figure 21B). Expectedly, the % of immune cell subsets presenting CD63-eGFP fluorescence 

was higher than the % of cells showing mSCA fluorescence, as tEVsCSC-StrA+ were supposed to be 

a minor fraction of the tEVstotal-eGFP+ (Figure 21C). Peculiarly, significant differences were found 

between the % of CD63-eGFP+ cells and  the % of mSCA+ cells in the same cell subsets than in 

our previous experiment ( EC, MHC-II+ M1 Mac, Inf Mo, Res Mo, Neu). Of note, PD-1- T cells 

were statistically significant in this experiment (Figure 21C). Interestingly, no statistically rele-

vant differences were found among MHC-II- Mac or PD-1 + cells suggesting that those immune 

subpopulations were responsible for the predominant uptake of tEVsCSC. These results also 

indicated that tumor tEVstotal targeted different immune cell subsets when compared to tEVsCSC 

(Figure 21C). tEVsCSC specificity index obtained to elucidate the real % of interactions between 

tEVsCSC-CD45+ cells among all tEVstotal-CD45+ cells interactions resulted specifically increased 

for MHC-II- Mac (0,63) and PD-1+T cell subpopulation (0,44), while this index remained lower 

than 0,23 for the rest of the immune cell subsets (Figure 21D). Finally, when   the specificity 

index from both experiments were studied together (Figure 18D and Figure 21D), significant 

differences were found between MHC-II- M2 Mac index (0,76) and the rest of the immune 

subsets, which index remained lower than 0,17. Of note, PD-1 + T cells tEVsCSC interaction in-

dex was also remarkably high (0,53) (Figure 21E). Those data indicated that from all the inter-

actions that take place between tumor cells and MHC-II- Mac and PD-1+ T cells in the TME via 

tumor secreted EVs, around the 76% and the 53% correspond to tEVsCSC mediated interactions, 

respectively. Those results suggested an active interplay between CSC, MHC-II- Mac and PD-

1+T cells via EVs. 
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Figure 21. ALDH1:SrtA CSC in vivo model reveals a predominant specific interaction between 

tEVsCSC , MHC-II- Mac and PD-1+ T cells in the TME. (A) Representative graphs showing the % 

of specific tEVstotal-CD45+ immune cell subsets interactions respect to all tEVstotal-CD45+ inter-

actions. (B) Identification of the % of specific tEVsCSC- CD45+ immune cell subsets interactions 

respect to all tEVsCSC-CD45+ interactions. (C) Summary graph presenting the % of immune cell 

subsets presenting CD63-eGFP+ and mSCA+ fluorescence in tumors carrying modified mEER 

ALDH1A1:StrA/PGK:CD63-eGFP tumor cells (D) Calculated index of the % from tumors 100% 

tEVstotal-immune cell subsets interactions that correspond to specific tEVsCSC-immune cell sub-

sets interactions. (E) Graph presenting the mean value of specificity index for both experi-

ments.  
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3  CSC AND TAMS SHOW SPATIAL CLOSE LOCALIZATION IN THE 

TME 

TAMs are crucial regulators of cancer cells in TME. They are highly plastic cells that can be re-

programmed by signals found within TME acquiring key roles in tumor cells progression, im-

mune evasion and immunosuppression122. Our flow cytometry data highlighted an important 

CSC–TAMs communication via EVs. To further study this phenomenon, IF for α-CD45 and α-

F4/80 was performed in mice OCT preserved tumors sections carrying either tumor cells genet-

ically modified with PGK:CD63-eGFP reporter or tumor cells engineered to express 

ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP. Confocal microscopy images showed a clear eGFP+ signal in all tumor 

cells carrying the constitutive PGK:CD63-eGFP reporter (Figure 22) whereas few eGFP+ cells 

were found in tumors with ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP engineered tumor cells, being those eGFP+ 

cells identified as CSC (Figure 23). Additionally, a clear signal of CD45+ cells surrounding and 

actively infiltrating the tumors was found in all cases. We found that among CD45+ cells a high 

% corresponded to F4/80+ cells, which were identified as TAMs. Although TAMs were mainly 

aggregated forming a layer surrounding the tumor borders, they were also found infiltrating 

some intra-tumor areas in close contact with GFP+ tumor cells (Figure 22 and 23). Singularly, 

an adjacent localization of TAMs and CSC was observed (Figure 23).   
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Figure 22. Representative IF images of tumor sections carrying mEER PGK:CD63-eGFP tumor 

cells. Arrows indicate F4/80+ Mac. 
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Figure 23. Representative IF images of tumors carrying mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP tumor 

cells. Arrows in the insets indicate TAMs-CSC interactions.  

 

 

mEER ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP
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We next measured the distance between total tumor cells and TAMs and CSC and TAMs in 

random tumor sections. Results showed that distance between CSC and TAMs was significantly 

smaller than the distance between total tumor cells and TAMs (Figure 24). These results sup-

ported the hypothesis of a close interaction between CSC and TAMs in the TME. 

 

Figure 24. CSC and TAMs show spatial close localization in the TME. Graph showing the dis-

tance in µm between CSC and bulk tumor cells with TAMs. 
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DISCUSSION

Tumor released EVs are key modulators of tumor immunity117. However, previous studies have 

usually disregarded the phenotypic state of tumor secreting EVs. Given the importance of CSC 

in cancer biology112, this study presents a novel strategy to effectively track CSC secreted EVs in 

the TME under physiological conditions. Here we specifically focused on the in vivo study of 

the interplay between CSC secreted EVs and infiltrating tumor immune cell populations, re-

porting for the first time specific interactions of CSC EVs fraction with the immune tumor 

stroma. 

1 GENETIC LABELING OF CSC DERIVED EVS  

In this thesis we aimed to study the endogenous interactions between CSC EVs and immune 

cell populations in the TME and identify which are the immune cells subsets that preferably 

bind CSC EVs under pathophysiological settings. For this aim, we developed an efficient exper-

imental model to track endogenous secreted CSC EVs. 

ALDH1A1 expression has been reported to be upregulated in many solid tumor types. In addi-

tion, SRE has recently emerged as a new CSC reporter in HNSCC. Based on this, and given that 

the CD63-eGFP construct has been described to efficiently label tumor derived EVs, we engi-

neered HNSCC tumor cells to express the EVs pan-marker CD63-eGFP under the control of 

ALDH1A1 and SRE CSC-specific promoters. This strategy allowed us to efficiently separate two 

tumor subpopulations based on their membrane CD63-eGFP fluorescence. When the stemness 

profile of CD63-eGFP+ cells was analyzed, we found that these cells displayed CSC features 

summarized as a greater expression of pluripotency associated genes and an increased oro-

sphere formation capacity compared to the eGFP-cell subpopulation.  

Thereby, this strategy allowed to develop a cancer cell line model in which the EVs reporter 

would be subjected to the restricted expression on the CSC subpopulation, allowing the in vivo 

tracking of those EVs subset and the study of the EVsCSC-immune cell interactions. Of note, our 

developed experimental approach to specifically track CSC secreted EVs can be useful for the 

design of multiple studies investigating the in vivo interactions not only between CSC EVs and 

immune cells but also with multiple stromal cells present in the TME and in metastatic niches. 

Indeed, we remark that this strategy possesses the advantage of avoiding any EVs in vitro ma-

nipulation, mimicking more efficiently a physiological scenario. 
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2 STUDY OF THE IN VIVO INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CSC AND IM-

MUNE CELLS VIA EVS 

To study tumor CSC derived EVs-immune cells interactions, we challenged mice with engi-

neered HSCC tumor cells expressing the EVs pan-marker CD63-eGFP under the control of 

ALDH1A1 and SRE CSC-specific promoters. In parallel, we also injected mice with HNSCC tumor 

cells expressing EVs CD63-eGFP+ reporter under a constitutive promoter (hPGK). Subsequent 

fluorescence signal in immune cells allowed us to identify immune cell populations which had 

interacted with either CSC derived EVs or total tumor derived EVs, respectively. Moreover, we 

also employed a recently developed and validated strategy to label EVs-binding immune cells 

based on the transpeptidase activity of the bacterial enzyme SrtA116. Under this approach, 

mice were challenged with HNSCC tumor cell lines genetically engineered to encode SrtA un-

der the CSC validated ALDH1A1 promoter. Furthermore, analysis of mice carrying tumor cells 

expressing both EVs reporters under either constitutive promoter (hPGK) or CSC specific re-

porter (ALDH1A1) allowed us to statistically test for selective behavior of CSC EVs as compared 

to bulk tumor EVs. 

Interestingly, results from our studies reported significant differences between the immune 

cell subsets that are targeted by bulk total tumor EVs compared to CSC EVs fraction, identifying 

for the first time that MHC-II- M2 Mac and PD-1+ T cells represent the main immune cell target 

for CSC released EVs, suggesting an active communication crosstalk between these cell popula-

tions via EVs. Moreover, a close spatial localization of TAMs and CSC was appreciated in tu-

mors, supporting previous studies indicating that TAMs constitute a relevant component of 

CSC niches.  

2.1 EVSCSC AND MACROPHAGES INTERPLAY  

Among all the immune cell subsets studied, we identified Mac as the immune cell type with 

the highest percentage of interaction rate with both total tEVstotal and tEVsCSC. These results 

could be expected, as TAMs constitute the most abundant population of tumor-infiltrating 

immune cells in TME123. Mac are extremely plastic cells and are known to exhibit a spectrum of 

polarization phenotypes. In the extremes of these polarized phenotypes M1 and M2 macro-

phages are found. While MHC-II+ M1 Mac are believed to constitute critical effectors of innate 

host defense displaying anti-tumor activity, MHC-II- M2 polarized Mac are regarded as pro-

moters of tumor development122,124. TAMs are usually educated by environmental factors to 

present a M2 state, becoming crucial contributors of the immunosuppressive niche by exerting 
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an inhibitory effect on the cytotoxic function of tumor-killing immune cells125,126. Accordingly, 

the presence of M2 Mac within primary tumors has been correlated with a poor prognosis for 

many types of cancer125,127,128.  

Here we reported clear differences between the interaction rates of M1 and M2 Mac with 

each EVs fraction. Although numerous studies have addressed the ability of tumor derived EVs 

to polarize TAMs towards pro-tumorgenic M2 phenotypes129–132, our data revealed that not 

total tumor derived EVs, but CSC fraction secreted EVs directly targeted M2 Mac subpopula-

tions. Our first approach, in which EVsCSC were targeted with the CD63-eGFP construct, de-

scribed significant differences between the M1 and M2 populations interacting with tEVstotal 

compared to specific EVsCSC. While tEVstotal mainly interacted with M1 Mac, EVsCSC preferably 

targeted M2 Mac. Accordingly, the experimental EVs-SrtA‐reporter approach confirmed a spe-

cific high interaction rate between M2 Mac and EVsCSC.  

Accumulating evidence supports the idea of an active crosstalk between M2 Mac and CSC. 

Recent reports indicated that CSC promote M2 Mac phenotypes that in turn become closely 

involved in the maintenance of CSC niches37. In agreement to this, we found that TAMs localize 

in the vicinity of CSC in tumors. CSC reside in specific niches in which stromal cells surrounding 

them secrete a variety of biological factors that sustain their stemness biology. The CSC niche 

is particularly important in the maintenance of CSC self-renewal, repopulation potential, and 

tumor initiation133,134. Interestingly, our data revealed that TAMs constitute a relevant compo-

nent of CSC niches, supporting the high interaction rate observed between CSC and TAMs. 

Accordingly, the relevance of TAMs in CSC biology is reinforced by a growing list of TAM-

derived factors implicated in the maintenance of CSC stemness in different types of can-

cer37,79,135,136. Recent studies in different cancer types have elucidated that CSC create a para-

crine loop that induce M2 Mac polarization towards an immunosuppressive phenotype, which 

in turn promote and support CSC aggressive phenotype79–81,137. Moreover, M2 Mac have been 

also described to be responsible of therapy resistance by promoting the CSC phenotype and 

thus the chemoresistance of cancer cells through the IL-6/STAT3 pathway138–141. However, 

these studies have not stablished a direct role of CSC EVs in mediating this communication 

network with TAMs. In this regard, our findings provide evidence implicating CSC secreted EVs 

as signal transducers in CSC-M2 Mac interactions. Understanding this communication loop, 

essential for tumor progression and therapy resistance, would pave the way for the develop-

ment of new therapies targeting the disruption of CSC-TAMs EVs mediated crosstalk. Such 

therapies would have the potential to improve immunosuppression and response to therapy.  
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2.2 EVSCSC AND PD-1+ T CELLS INTERPLAY  

Together with TAMs, PD-1+T cells were the immune subset that presented high interaction 

rates with EVsCSC. The PD-1/PD-L1 pathway is regarded as a key immunosuppressive mecha-

nism operating in HNSCC48–50,53. The PD-1 receptor is an immune checkpoint present in im-

mune cells that limits their anti-tumor activity when it binds to its ligand PD-L1. PD-L1 occur-

rence on the surface of tumor cells drives immune suppression and contributes to tumor im-

mune escape. PD-1 signaling in CD8+ T cells directly inhibits effector T-cell functions, including 

proliferation, survival, cytokine production and cytotoxicity46. Tumor EVs can also present PD-

L1 on their surface, playing critical immunosuppressive roles when binding to PD-1+T 

cells142,143.  Specifically, circulating PD-L1high exosomes in HNSCC patients' plasma but not solu-

ble PD-L1 levels have been associated with disease progression144. Our study reveals that 

EVsCSC closely interact with PD-1+T cell populations subsets, suggesting the presence of PD-L1 

ligand in EVsCSC fraction. This strategy could result an important mechanism by which EVsCSC 

may operate immunosuppression by targeting PD-1+T cells. Thus, it would be interesting to 

study if PD-L1 is enriched in EVsCSC, as PD-L1 may be produced at high enough levels that could 

compete with this immune check-point inhibitor antibodies finally affecting to immune-

therapy response.   

3 OVERVIEW AND PERSPECTIVES 

HNSCC tumors are characterized to be highly immunosuppressive42. HNSCC present high local 

recurrence rates and therapy resistance that can be attributed to the presence of CSC within 

tumors. Indeed, CSCs also exhibit singular properties to avoid immune detection and eradica-

tion32. Emerging evidence has shown that tumors can interfere with host immunity by secret-

ing EVs117. Tumor derived EVs can affect the proliferation, apoptosis, cytokine production and 

reprogramming of both innate and adaptive immune cells by transducing different signals thus 

modifying anti-cancer immune response impairing the effector cells activity and creating an 

immunosuppressive microenvironment 91–97. 

Our findings elucidate that CSC secreted EVs could arise as key immunosuppression mediators 

by promoting M2 Mac expansion and impairing anti-tumor T cells activity. Given the profound 

impact that M2 TAMs have in immunosuppression and tumor progression and the acquired 

relevance of PD-1/PD-L1 immune checkpoints in HNSCC immunotherapy, a deeper investiga-

tion of the specific immune modulator biological cargo of EVsCSC will be of crucial interest. In 
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this sense, further studies elucidating the immune perturbations driven by CSC released EVs in 

those immune subsets are required. 

In summary, deeper study of the specific immune-modulators present in EVsCSC is needed to 

specifically target their immunosuppressive signals. We anticipate that future research focused 

on the immunomodulation orchestrated by EVsCSC will open a new window for the develop-

ment of therapeutic strategies to improve current immunotherapy approaches.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. ALDH1A1:CD63-eGFP, SRE:CD63-eGFP and ALDH1A1:SrtA expression cassettes allow 

the efficient tracking of CSC derived EVs inter-cellular interactions in vivo. 

2. CSC EVs preferably interact with MHC-II- M2 Macrophages and PD-1+ T cells in the 

TIME. 

3. CSC localize in the vicinity of TAMs within the TIME 
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Intra-tumor phenotypic heterogeneity is the result of a dynamic equilibrium between cancer stem cells 

(CSC) and differentiated cancer cells (DCC). Extracellular vesicles (EVs) released by both cancer cell 

subpopulations are known to play a relevant role in the inter-cellular communication and disease 

progression. However, the particular contribution of EVs secreted by either CSC or DDC (EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC) to tumor plasticity remains elusive.  

Herein we describe how EVsCSC and EVsDCC subpopulations differentially interact with CSC, DCC and 

cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) to control cancer cell phenotype within tumors and to condition 

distant organs for hosting metastatic cells. In detail, EVsCSC and EVsDCC obtained from triple negative 

breast cancer models exert opposite roles in tumor cell plasticity. EVsCSC promote cancer cells 

differentiation whilst EVsDCC induce tumor cell transition towards CSC-like states in two 

complementary ways. Directly by EVDCC interaction with cancer cells and via triggering IL-6/IL-8 

signaling from EVDCC activated fibroblasts. Remarkably, only EVsCSC produce the in vitro and in vivo 

activation of myofibroblastic CAFs subpopulations, promoting angiogenesis and increasing the 

invasiveness of cancer cells. Indeed, exogenously administered EVsCSC prompt the formation of 

receptive lung metastatic niches supporting macrometastasis growth whilst EVsDCC induce the secretion 

of pro-stem signals in the niche. 
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1. Introduction 

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a group of particularly aggressive and invasive breast cancer 

subtypes representing nearly 15% of all breast tumors[1,2]. At the molecular level, TNBC is characterized 

by the lack of expression of therapeutic targets such as estrogen receptor alpha (ERα), progesterone 

receptor (PR) and epidermal growth factor 2 receptor (HER2). Besides, TNBC tumors are markedly 

heterogeneous and cancer cells within them co-exist in distinct phenotypic states[3]. Particularly, cancer 

stem cells (CSCs) are often over-represented in TNBCs and have been associated with the higher 

chemotherapy resistance, metastatic spread and tumor recurrence rates observed in TNBC patients[4–6]. 

In this regard, much research has been focused on targeting these CSC to develop effective therapies for 

TNBC[7,8]. However, CSCs removal has shown minimal clinical impact. Probably, due to the fact that 

cancer cell hierarchies within the tumor have been proven much more plastic than previously 

anticipated[9–11].  

Classical models of tumor maintenance and progression attributed to CSC the role of delivering 

differentiated cancer cells (DCC)[12]. However, there is a growing body of evidence supporting 

phenotypic bidirectional transitions in tumor cells in vitro and in vivo[13–15]. On the one hand, DCC have 

been proven to gain stem properties under certain circumstances e.g. nutrient deprivation, reduced cell 

anchorage and presence of chemotherapeutic compounds[9,10,16]. On the other hand, breast cancer cell 

lines depleted from their CSC fraction have shown to restore this subpopulation, revealing an 

idiosyncratic equilibrium among cancer cell subpopulations at multiple phenotypic states[17]. This 

phenomena has been proposed to arise through de novo occurrence of CSC-like cells from DCC, 

suggesting the existence of mechanisms finely controlling the cell state balance within tumor cells[17]. 

Multiple external and internal signals, produced by CSCs, DCCs, cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs), 

immune cells or mesenchymal cells in the tumor microenvironment (TME), have been shown to regulate 

CSC self-renewal and differentiation processes, as well as the maintenance of CSC/DCS equilibrium[18–

21]. Such signals comprise small molecules like growth factors, hormones, metabolites and cytokines but 

also supramolecular entities such as extracellular vesicles (EVs)[22,23]. EVs constitute a heterogeneous 

group of nano-sized membrane vesicles enabling the exchange of proteins, lipids and nucleic acids 

between cells[24]. In TNBC, EVs secretion has been proven crucial for tumor maintenance and metastatic 

propagation, both processes intimately related to the occurrence of CSCs[25–27].  

Importantly, EVs influence can stretch to distal regions, impacting on the pre-conditioning of the 

metastatic sites[28–30]. Particularly interesting is the role of cancer cell derived EVs in fibroblast 

regulation. In this regard, EVs have been shown to upregulate NF-κβ signaling pathway driving 

fibroblasts transition to CAFs[29]. These activated populations of fibroblasts have been described 

significantly supporting tumor progression and metastasis[30,31]. A number of CAFs subtypes have been 

shown to display, either a direct effect on tumor local invasion e.g. extracellular matrix (ECM) 

remodeling capacity, or indirectly intervene as mediators of TME signaling, leading to 

immunosuppression events and fostering CSC phenotypes[19,32,33]. Altogether, the role of cancer cell 
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derived EVs in CAFs, culminates in the generation of a receptive pre-metastatic niche, capable of 

homing circulating cancer cells and supporting their growth. Noteworthy, in spite of tumor EVs 

relevance in cancer progression and considering that EVs’ composition has been proven largely 

determined by the cell source[34], the study of EVs’ contribution to cancer pathophysiology has generally 

disregarded the phenotypic state of the EVs-secreting cancer cells.  

Here, we aimed to evaluate the role of EVs isolated from cancer cells at distinct differentiation states 

(CSC vs. DCC) in TNBC progression. EVs were harvested from DCC and cancer cells with stem-like 

phenotype, distinctively tagged with red fluorescent reporter that allowed their recognition and 

isolation[15,35]. We observed substantial differences in the cargo of EVs isolated from CSC and DCC of 

MDA-MB-231 cells, respectively. Interestingly, the impact of these EVs on cellular plasticity, 

fibroblasts activation and pro-angiogenic triggering was also unique in vitro and in vivo. Thus, the co-

existence of cancer cells at distinct phenotypic states (e.g. CSC, DCC) within TNBC, seems to be a 

determinant factor defining the role of cancer cell derived EVs on the diverse facets of tumor 

maintenance and propagation. 

 

2. Results 

2.1. Set up and validation of MDA-MB-231 in vitro model for CSC and DCC EVs isolation.  

CSC and DCC cell subpopulations were obtained by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) from 

the MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato model, previously described by our group[15]. These cells are 

stably transfected with a vector expressing tdTomato fluorescent protein under the control of the 

ALDH1A1 promoter, thus identifying the population of ALDH1A1 expressing CSC, while non-

fluorescent cells represent more differentiated cancer cells or DCCs[15]. As expected, tdTomato + CSCs 

isolated from MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato line lost red fluorescence over time[15] and 

significantly decreased stemness gene expression after a 5 passages, denoting a tendency to differentiate 

into DCC (Figure 1B). Interestingly, a subpopulation of DCCs, isolated as MDA-MB-231 

ALDH1A1:tdTomato- cells, progressively acquired stem features in cell culture as represented by  the 

re-expression of tdTomato and significant increase in stem gene expression over time (Figure 1C, D). 

These results were further validated with an alternative TNBC cell line, namely HCC1806 (Figure S1).  

Prior to EV production MDA-MB-231 CSC and MDA-MB-231 DCC in vitro cell propagation was 

optimized (Figure S2). To maintain the stemness features of CSCs (>95% tdTomato+) serum-free 

stemness media was employed (Figure S2A) while DCCs were cultured in presence of a minimal 

fraction (<2% tdTomato+) of CSCs (Figure S2B) to avoid de-differentiation. In these culture conditions 

MDA-MB-231 CSCs showed significantly higher mRNA levels of prevalent stem gene reporters, 

ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4, than MDA-MB-231 DCC (Figure 1E, F).  Besides, phenotypic traits like 

cancer cell invasion also proved more accentuated for MDA-MB-231 CSC than for their MDA-MB-

231 DCC counterpart (Figure 1G). HCC1806 CSC had also significantly higher invasiveness in 2D 

models than DCC cultures (Figure S1). 
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Figure 1. MDA-MB-231 CSC model set up for CSC and DCC EVs isolation. (A) Scheme 

representing cancer cell state transitions upon isolation of distinct cancer cell subpopulations, namely 

CSC and DCC. (B) Stemness reporters ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 in MDA-MB-231 tdTomato + cells 

analyzed by qPCR after sorting (P0) and after 5 passages in cell culture (P5). (C) Stemness gene 

expression in MDA-MB-231 tdTomato – cells at P0 and after 5 passages in cell culture (P5). CNRQ 

stands for Calibrated  Normalized  Relative  Quantity with respect to GAPDH and actin housekeeping 

genes. (D) MDA-MB-231 tdTomato – cells imaged at day 1 and 14 after sorting, scale bar = 50 μm. (E, 

F, G) MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cells cultured as detailed in the Material & Methods section. (E) 

Gene expression of stemness reporters ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 detected by qPCR. (F) 

Representative images of CSCs and DCCs, scale bar = 25 μm. (G) 2D laminin invasion assay with CSC 

and DCC cells. (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001).  

 

2.2. EVs protein cargo depends on the CSC-like state of the MDA-MB-231 secreting cells.  

EVs secreted from both MDA-MB-231 CSC (EVsCSC) and MDA-MB-231 DCC (EVsDCC) were 

successfully isolated by charge neutralization-based precipitation. Both types of EVs presented pseudo-

spherical morphologies as observed by CryoTEM and STORM imaging (Figure 2A, B) with a size 

distribution ranging from 100 to 300 nm in diameter. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) placed the 

main peak at 145 nm in diameter for both types of vesicles although a minor population of bigger 

particles could be detected in all samples (Figure 2C). In addition, the presence of typical protein 
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markers such as CD81, TSG101 and ALIX indicated that isolated EVs were enriched in exosomes 

(Figure 2D). Low β-tubulin occurrence in EVs samples confirmed them free from significant cell debris 

contamination. Furthermore, to investigate possible differences in the internalization of EVs derived 

from CSC and DCC, the uptake of fluorescently labeled EVsCSC and EVsDCC into parental MDA-MB-

231 cells and the lung fibroblast cell line CCD19 was assessed. After 6 h of incubation, a similar spotted 

fluorescent signal pattern was observed in both, tumor cells and fibroblasts, probably corresponding to 

clusters of EVs being gathered within endosomal vesicles. STORM imaging showed smaller 

cytoplasmatic structures matching the size of individual EVs (Figure S3). Overall, no differences were 

observed in the fluorescent signal intensity or distribution, suggesting that EVs entered into recipient 

cells irrespectively of the differentiation state of the EVs cell source, CSC or DCC (Figure 2E). 

Additional analysis performed by flow cytometry revealed no differences in the uptake kinetics profile 

between EVsCSC and EVsDCC by MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure S3). 

Interestingly, despite similarities in size, shape, cell internalization capacity and even EV-specific 

protein signature, differences in the stemness related protein cargo were clearly detected. EVsCSC 

presented higher levels of typical stemness protein markers such as ALDH1A1, CD44, SOX9, NANOG, 

OCT4, SOX2 and E-cadherin than EVsDCC (Figure 2F, G).  

 

Figure 2. EVsCSC and EVsDCC characterization. (A) CryoTEM imaging of isolated EVsCSC and EVsDCC. 

(B) Stochastic Optical Resolution Microscopy (STORM) imaging of isolated EVs previously labeled 

with DiD. (C) Size distribution by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) of EVsCSC and EVsDCC. (D) 

EVs typical markers, CD81, TSG101 and ALIX and cell lysate control, β-tubulin indentified by WB. 
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20 µg of total protein was loaded per lane and cell extracts (CE) were included as controls. (E) 

Representative images from fluorescence microscopy of DiD-labeled EVsCSC (red) and DiOC-labeled 

EVsDCC (green) inside MDA-MB 231 cells (WGA, green), left panel and DiD-labeled EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC (red) in CCD19 cells (Cell Mask, green), right panel. Arrows indicate EVs, on the left panel 

white arrows show DiD-labeled EVsCSC while red arrows indicate DiOC-labeled EVsDCC. On the right 

panel white arrows show either type of EVs. (F) ALDH1A1, CD44, SOX9 and NANOG protein cargo 

in EVCSC and EVsDCC examined by Western blot. (G) The relative expression of stem genes was 

determined using Human Pluripotent Stem Cell Arrays for EVCSC and EVsDCC, revealing differences in 

OCT4, SOX2 and E-Cadherin protein levels. The complete array is available in (Figure S3F). In F and 

G quantification of blots are shown as the fold change in the band/dot intensity of EVsCSC / EVsDCC. 

(*p < 0.05). 

 

2.3. EVsDCC direct tumor cells plasticity towards a CSC phenotype in vitro. 

To explore the influence of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in cell plasticity regulation we overstimulated the 

parental MDA-MB-231 cell line with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC for 3 days (Figure 3A). Remarkably, 

gene expression analysis revealed a significant reduction in the stem gene reporters’ expression for 

tumor cells treated with EVsCSC. Specifically, mRNA levels of ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 were 

reduced >2-fold (Figure 3A). Of note, HCC1806 breast cancer cells treated with EVsCSC also decreased 

stem gene expression levels (Figure S4B). Interestingly, EVsDCC exerted the opposite effect, increasing 

the relative expression of ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 >50% (Figure 3A).  

Next, the impact of EVs on cell invasiveness was studied using a 2D invasion assay with cells previously 

incubated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC. MDA-MB-231 parental cells conditioned with EVsCSC 

displayed 4- fold lower invasion capacity (p = 0.013; Figure 3B). In the case of cells treated with EVsDCC, 

a noticeable higher number of invasive cells was observed in MDA-MB-231 treated with EVsDCC in 

comparison to EVsCSC treated samples, but differences in cell invasiveness were not statistically 

significant when compared to the untreated control (Figure 3B).  

On the basis of a recent study, showing that mechanically active heterotypic adhesions between CAFs 

and cancer cells enable cooperative tumor invasion[36], we used multifactorial 3D invasion models to 

study the influence of EVs on cancer invasiveness in a more complex scenario. In this model, spheroids 

composed by CAFs and cancer cells form invasive cell strands as they degrade an artificial extracellular 

matrix, consisting in a combination of Matrigel® plus collagen (Figure 3D). The impact of EVs was 

analyzed by pre-incubation of parental MDA-MB-231 cells, with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC prior to 

cancer cells mixing with breast CAFs. Confocal imaging of the resulting spheroids showed that EVsDCC 

pre-treated cancer cells produced significantly higher numbers of invasive strands than the untreated 

cells (p = 0.0476),  being the mean score for strand spread = 2.73 ± 0.10 and 2.1 ± 0.15 respectively 

(Figure 3D). Conversely, EVsCSC treated cells formed less invasive strands when compared to both 

untreated and EVsDDC conditioned cells (p = 0.0063 and p< 0.0001, respectively), with the mean strand 

spread score dropping to 1.16 ± 0.10 (Figure 3D). Altogether our results suggested that EVs secreted 

by the same cell source at distant differentiation cell states exert an opposed regulation of cancer cell 

plasticity mechanistically enabling self-control of the process (Figure 3D).  
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Figure 3. EVsCSC and EVsDCC control tumor cells plasticity in vitro. (A) Relative stem gene 

expression (qPCR) of MDA-MB-231 cells treated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC for 3 days. (B) 2D 

laminin invasion assay with MDA-MB-231 cells previously pre-treated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC. (C) 

Representative images of 3D invasion model of spheroids, embedded in Matrigel® plus collagen, 

formed by MDA-MB-231 previously reprogrammed with EVsCSC and EVsDCC, in purple cells stained 

with CellTrackerTM. (D) Qualitative score of 3D invasion images according to spread of invasive strands. 

(*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001) (Further images are available in Figure S4). (E) Scheme 

summarizing EV action in MDA-MB-231 cell line depending on the EV producing cell state. 

 

2.4. EVsDCC impact cancer cells plasticity towards CSC via fibroblasts stimulation of cytokine 

secretion in vitro.  

To investigate how cancer cells interact with a fibroblast-rich TME and how the TME feedback 

modulates cancer cell plasticity, we further explored the EV-mediated communication between 

fibroblasts, CSC and DCC. To this end, CCD19 fibroblasts were incubated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 

washed to remove EVs and allowed to secrete bioactive factors. CCD19 conditioned media (CM) were 

collected for cytokine analysis and further employed to challenge MDA-MB-231 cells. In addition, 

CCD19 cells were also subjected to gene expression analysis (scheme displayed in Figure 4A). 
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Cytokine arrays were used to assess expression changes in CCD19 CM and showed that EVsDCC 

triggered the secretion of cytokines IL-8, IL-6 and CXCL1. Specifically, IL-8 and IL-6 levels increased 

61.5- and 2.7-fold, respectively, when compared to untreated controls. Treatment of CCD19 cells with 

EVsDCC, also induced the release of CXCL1, which was undetectable in the control CM. Conversely, 

incubation of CCD19 cells with EVsCSC caused a decrease in IL-6 secretion compared to untreated cells 

(Figure 4B). These results were further confirmed by, IL-6 and IL-8 gene expression analysis on CCD19 

cells exposed to EVs.  EVsDCC promoted higher mRNA levels of IL-6 and IL-8, 6.4- and 100-fold, 

respectively, while EVCSC induced much milder increases (1.4-fold for IL-6 and 4.3-fold for IL-8) 

(Figure 4C).  

Furthermore, the response of MDA-MB-231 cells was also analyzed when challenged with either 

EVsCSC-CM or EVsDCC-CM, obtained from CCD19 fibroblasts (scheme displayed in Figure 4A). MDA-

MB-231 cells cultured in EVsDCC-CM showed a remarkable boost in the expression of ALDH1A1, Nanog 

and Oct-4, with 3.6 ± 0.7; 5.54 ± 0.4 and 4.6 ± 0.4 times higher expressions than the untreated control, 

respectively (Figure 4D). Of note, EVsCSC-CM did not display any relevant effect on the stemness gene 

expression profile of MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 4D). Moreover, when supplementing MDA-MB-231 

cell cultures with recombinant IL-8 and IL-6, the two main cytokines upregulated by EVsDCC in CCD19 

cells, the expression of stemness related genes was also raised. Specifically, IL-6 significantly increased 

the expression of ALDH1A1, Nanog and ABCGC1 while IL-8 exerted a substantial upregulating effect 

on Nanog (Figure 4E). In agreement with the previous results, MDA-MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato cells 

cultured with EVsDCC-CM displayed a higher number of tdTomato+ cells, as a result of the activation of 

the ALDH1A1 promoter  (Figure 4F). 

To further study the EVsDCC - TME mediated drift of MDA-MB-231 cells towards a stem-like state, we 

investigated resistance to a reference chemotherapeutic drug such as paclitaxel (PTX). Note that drug 

resistance is a major hallmark for CSCs. We observed that MDA-MB-231 parental cells supplemented 

with EVsDCC-CM were more resistant to PTX, showing a significant increase in cell viability (14.14%) 

at 0.04 µM PTX when compared to control cells and to MDA-MB-231 cells cultured in EVsCSC-CM 

(14.76%) (Figure 4G). Remarkably, MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with EVsCSC-CM did not show any 

difference in cell viability in comparison to the control (Figure 4G).  
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Figure 4. EVsDCC regulate cancer cells plasticity through stromal fibroblasts. (A) Scheme of the 

experimental approach, CCD19 fibroblasts were educated with either MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC or EVsDCC 

and CCD19 conditioned media (CM) were collected for analysis and further supplemented to MDA-

MB-231 parental cells. (B) Total Human Profiler Cytokine array performed in CCD19 CM and 

densitometric quantification of the obtained signal. (C) Gene expression of IL-6 and IL-8 in CCD19 

cells conditioned with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC or EVsDCC by qPCR. (D) Effect of CCD19 CM obtained 

after treatment with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC or EVsDCC in parental MDA-MB-231 stemness gene 

expression by qPCR. (E) Gene expression in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with 20 ng/mL of recombinant 

IL-8 or IL-6 by qPCR. (F) Representative images of tdTomato+ cells in MDA-MB-231 

ALDH1A1:tdTomato cells after treatment with CCD19-CM. (G) MTT cell viability assay of MDA-

MB-231 cells incubation with CCD19 CM and different concentrations of PTX (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; 

***p < 0.001). 
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2.5. EVsCSC induce the activation of lung and breast fibroblasts in 3D invasion models and trigger 

angiogenesis in vitro 

Once we established that EVsDCC triggered a cytokine secretory phenotype in human fibroblasts we 

explored whether other functional capabilities were also affected by cancer cell derived EVs.  

To this end, we first performed 3D invasion assays using spheroids formed by either human CAFs of 

invasive ductal breast carcinoma (CAFs IDC) or CCD19 lung fibroblasts, previously treated with 

EVsCSC and EVsDCC for 48 h. The 3D invasive capacity of fibroblasts was monitored by recording the 

number and length of strands branched from spheroids into the surrounding Matrigel® / collagen matrix. 

As observed in Figure 5A, B and C CAFs IDC spheroids treated with EVsCSC formed more, 27 ± 1 and 

longer strands 260.7 ± 6.7 μm, than the ones supplemented with the EVsDCC fraction (number of strands 

23 ± 1 and length, 238.4 ± 5.8 μm). Lung fibroblast spheroids treated with EVsCSC also displayed 

significantly higher number of strands, 58 ± 3 and longer, 156.8 ± 3.4 μm when compared to untreated 

spheroids and to EVsDCC treated ones (number, 30 ± 2; length, 129.9 ± 3.9μm) (Figure 5D, E and F). 

Supporting these results, α-SMA immunofluorescence of CCD19 lung fibroblasts revealed higher α-

SMA levels after treatment with EVsCSC in comparison to EVsDCC treated cells (Figure S5A). Note that 

α-SMA counts as a relevant marker in myofibroblastic fibroblast phenotype activation. Interestingly 

EVsCSC exhibited a clear enrichment of the α-SMA protein in their payload compared to the EVsDCC 

(Figure S5B).  

Additionally, the influence of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on angiogenesis was assessed by challenging 

endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) with both types of EVs and recording the in vitro tube formation 

capability of endothelial cells. Results showed that EVsCSC significantly enhanced the formation of new 

tubes in terms of length (p = 0.0459), and complexity of the network, as displayed by the relative increase 

in the number of branching points (p = 0.0347) and the number of total loops completed (p = 0.0176), 

in comparison to EPC treated with EVsDCC (Figure 5G, H, I and J).  

Those results highlighted the unique role of EVsCSC in dictating a functional activation of fibroblasts 

and in promoting angiogenesis, processes closely related to local tumor spread and to the construction 

of receptive niches for the cancer cells metastatic growth. 
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Figure 5. EVsCSC and EVsDCC in vitro role in invasion and angiogenesis. (A) Representative Z stack 

projection images of 3D invasive spheroids of breast CAFs educated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC. Graphs 

displaying the number (B) and length (C) of invasive strands from breast CAFs spheroids. Box plots 

corresponding to the representation of the number of strands show the median value as an horizontal 

line. Bar charts display the mean value as indicated in y axis. (D) Representative Z stack projection 

images of 3D invasive spheroids lung CCD19 fibroblasts educated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC. Graphs 

displaying the number (E) and length (F) of invasive strands from CCD19 spheroids represented as 

described above. (G) Representative images of in vitro tube formation assay performed with EPC treated 

with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, the number of branching points (H), total loops (I) and tubes length (J) 

referred to those in non-treated control cells are represented in the graphs. (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; 

***p < 0.001). 

 

2.6. EVsCSC boosts lung metastasis in vivo 

In order to explore whether EVsCSC and EVsDCC also played a different role in the activation of stromal 

cells in vivo, we studied the biodistribution and the lung annidation of EVs derived from MDA-MB-

231 cancer cells. 

First, the biodistribution profile of DiR labeled EVs was analyzed 24h after intravenous administration. 

As shown in Figure 6A similar EVs in vivo distribution patterns were observed for both EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC, with a major accumulation in lungs, liver and spleen. However, EVsDCC displayed a higher 

tendency to target the lungs (p = 0.0153). Histological analysis confirmed that significantly higher 

numbers of EVsDCC were able to reach the lung compared to EVsCSC. Specifically, 3.87 ± 1.011 particles 

per cell were detected in the case of EVsDCC versus the 1.675 ± 0.256 particles per cell observed for 

EVsCSC (Figure 6C). This difference in lung tropism was in accordance with the integrin (ITG) α6β1 

expression for both EVs types (Figure 6B). The presence of ITGα6β1 heterodimer has been previously 
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shown important for EVs lung tropism[37], and although ITGβ1 expression was similar in EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC, higher amounts of ITGα6 were clearly displayed on EVsDCC.   

After confirming our EVs were able to reach the lungs we proceeded with the functional assessment of 

pre-metastatic niche conditioning. To this end, two groups of NOD/SCID mice received i.v. 

administrations of 75 μg of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC every other day during 5 days. Mice from the 

control group were administered with equivalent volumes of PBS following the same regimen. 

Subsequently, luciferase expressing MDA-MB-231 cancer cells were i.v. injected into the tail vein and 

lung metastasis was evaluated over time (Figure 6D). In vivo bioluminescence imaging (BLI) showed 

that mice preconditioned with EVsCSC displayed significantly more BLI signal in the lungs than control 

mice or those pre-treated with EVsDCC (Figure 6E). These results were confirmed by ex vivo BLI 

determination. Accordingly, lungs excised from animals treated with EVsCSC reached 1.50 ± 0.16 x 108 

ph/s, while lungs from EVsDCC pre-treated mice displayed only 3.62 ± 1.34 x 107 ph/s, in the same range 

than untreated animals, 5.7 ± 0.51 x 107  ph/s (Figure 6F). 

Furthermore, the number of lung metastasis was individually counted in each of the lungs and results 

revealed a remarkable impact of EVsCSC on the macrometastatic burden (metastatic foci > 2 mm). 

Precisely, the number of lung macrometastasis per mouse achieved 137 ± 21 for EVsCSC treated group 

while EVsDCC treated group and untreated animals produced significantly lower numbers 64 ± 24 and 

79± 19, respectively. No relevant differences in the micrometastasis count were detected (Figure 6G). 

Additionally, results on lung BLI intensity and macroscopic metastasis counting were confirmed by 

histopathological evaluation on hematoxylin-eosin sections (Figure 6H) and by immunohistochemistry 

against vimentin (Figure S6). Notably, the group injected with EVsCSC presented an almost total 

coverage of lungs by metastatic lesions.  
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Figure 6. EVsCSC conditioning boosts lung metastasis in vivo. (A) FLI analysis of the DiR-labeled 

EVs after 24h upon tail vein injection of 300 μg of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC. Left panels, representative 

ex-vivo FLI images of the studied organs for each group. On the right, graph displaying ex-vivo FLI 

values normalized with respect to the untreated controls and represented as % of the total FLI/g. (B) 

Western blot immunodetection of ITGβ1 and ITGα6 for cell extracts (CE), EVsCSC and EVsDCC. 20 μg 

of total protein was loaded per lane. (C) On the left, representative immunofluorescence (IF) images of 

lung sections 24h after intravenous administration with 300 μg of DiR-labeled EVs. On the right, DiR 

labeled particle quantification from IF images normalized by cell number for EVsCSC and EVsDCC treated 

mice (D) Schematic representation of experimental design for the in vivo study of MDA-MB-231. 

EVsCSC and EVsDCC conditioning effect on lung metastasis. (E) Lung metastasis evolution monitored by 

in vivo luciferase-based BLI of mice pre-treated with EVsCSC and EVsDCC and injected with MDA-MB-

231 expressing luciferase cells along the time. (F) On the left, representative ex vivo BLI images of lungs 

at the end point for each condition. On the right, BLI ex-vivo quantification of lungs at the endpoint. 

(G) Total number of macro and micrometastasis in the lungs manually counted for control, EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC preconditioned animals. (H) (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 

 

2.7. EVsCSC increase the number of infiltrating CAFs and triggers angiogenesis in the metastatic 

niche. 

Next, we explored the in vivo effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on lung stromal cells, namely fibroblasts and 

vascular endothelial cells. To evaluate the presence of activated fibroblasts derived from EVs education 

in metastatic lesions, α-SMA immunostaining was performed in lung tissues from animals previously 

conditioned with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC and subsequently injected with MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 

7A). Detail of α-SMA immunostaining of fibroblast like cells can be observed in Figure 7B. CAFs in 

the lungs of animals treated with EVsCSC was evidenced by a higher presence of α-SMA-labeled cells 

displaying distinctive fibroblast morphologies within the metastatic lesions, mean score for α-SMA 

staining = 2.125. Control animals and mice conditioned with EVsDCC also showed a clear signal for the 

α-SMA marker, but with significantly lower scores, (mean scores of 0.85; and 1.38, respectively; Figure 

7C). Interestingly, the same pattern of CAF infiltration was also observed in orthotopic primary tumors 

formed by MDA-MB-231 CSCs in comparison to the ones generated from MDA-MB-231 DCCs, being 

considerably higher the number of α-SMA labeled fibroblasts within MDA-MB-231 CSC tumors 

(Figure S5D and E). α-SMA immunostaining of lung sections from healthy animals administered with 

EVsCSC was also  more intense in comparison to EVsDCC–treated and untreated mice (Figure S5F). 

Additionally, MDA-MB-231 cells pre- treated with EVsCSC or EVsDDC prior to intravenous 

administration exhibited similar lung metastatic growth irrespective of the EVs type (data not shown). 

These results suggest that EVsCSC have a stronger effect in lung cells than into the MDA-MB-231 cancer 

cells injected to generate the experimental metastasis model.  

Moreover, α-SMA also tagged vascular endothelial cells, and enabled thus to assess EVs impact on 

angiogenesis. Blood vessels (b.v) structures, detailed in Figure 7D, were counted in random lung 

sections. Concomitantly with the previous results, lungs from animals injected with EVsCSC exhibited 

the highest b.v. number (40.61 ± 1.833 b.v./field), compared to EVsDCC injected animals lungs (29.83± 

2.22 b.v./field) and control animals (33.38 ± 2.02 b.v./field,) (Figure 7E).  
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On the other hand, although no significant in vivo effect of EVsDCC was observed in terms of functional 

TME activation favoring metastatic cells engraftment, we could detect a marked labeling pattern for the 

NANOG protein (Figure 7F). This signal was more intense and widely distributed all over the lung than 

the one displayed by EVsCSC conditioned mice or untreated animals. NANOG labeling was further 

validated by the staining of lung metastasis formed after intravenous injections of equivalent amounts 

of MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC. As expected, a stronger signal of NANOG protein was observed in 

MDA-MB-231 CSC derived metastases (Figure S7). In agreement with these data, and with previous 

in vitro cell plasticity assays, when MDA-MB-231 cells were pre-incubated in vitro with either EVsCSC 

or EVsDCC prior to intravenous injection in mice, a more marked NANOG labeling was observed in 

metastases derived from EVsDCC pre-treated MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure S7). Altogether these findings 

suggest a major contribution of EVsCSC to functional activation of the metastatic niche while EVsDCC 

perform a role as mediators of cancer cell plasticity towards CSC phenotypes.  
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Figure 7. EVsCSC increase the incidence of CAFs and triggers angiogenesis in lungs. (A) Low 

magnification images showing α-SMA staining on MDA-MB-231 lung metastases of mice educated 

with EVsCSC, EVsDCC and untreated controls. Yellow arrows indicate fibroblasts infiltrations; black 

arrows indicate blood vessels. (B) Detail of infiltrating cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) in lungs 

tissue sections from the distinct mouse groups. Yellow arrows indicate cells with fibroblast-like 

morphology. (C) Semi-quantitative determination of α-SMA immunostaining in lung metastases. Lung 

sections were analyzed and labeling scores qualitatively attributed, values ranging from 0 (0 % covered 

area); to 3 (100 % covered area). (D) Detail of blood vessels in lungs tissue sections of indicated mice 

groups. Insets show blood vessels at higher magnification. (E) Quantification of blood vessels in lung 
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metastases. (F) NANOG immunostaining in control and EVs pre-treated animals, at low (top row) and 

high magnifications (bottom row), arrows indicate examples of NANOG positive staining.  

 

3. Discussion 

Intercellular communication mediated by EVs has been proved crucial in the regulation of multiple 

pathological processes during tumor growth, maintenance and spread[24]. However, in the TNBC context, 

whose tumors are composed by heterogeneous and highly plastic cell populations, EV-mediated 

communication studies have been frequently biased due to insufficient information regarding the 

specific cancer cell state of such EV factories. In the present work we have established an experimental 

setup consisting in the use of two different breast cancer cell subpopulations isolated from the MDA-

MB-231 TNBC cell line that are distant in the stemness axis. This approach allowed us to isolate and 

characterize two unique EVs subpopulations, EVsDCC isolated from the MDA-MB-231 with a minimal 

presence of CSCs and EVsCSC produced by MDA-MB-231 highly enriched in CSCs. Our results showed 

both types of EVs as essentially identical entities regarding their morphometric properties, namely 

particle size and shape. In addition, no significant differences were observed in terms of cell 

internalization capacity in either tumor cells or stromal cells, specifically in CCD19 lung fibroblast cells. 

The same similarity was displayed for EVs protein marker expression but remarkably, EVs contents 

between EVsCSC and EVsDCC varied to some extent in compliance to the differentiation state of the 

secreting cells, at least in their protein cargo. Such differences suggested the possibility for EVsCSC and 

EVsDCC of delivering distinctively signaling cues and therefore displaying specific roles in intercellular 

communication.  

In this regard, one of the processes in which differential EV regulation can play an important role is the 

control of tumor cells plasticity. According to the results obtained in our MDA-MB-231 model after 

depletion of either CSCs or DDCs, tumor cells tend to recover a specific cell state equilibrium. This data 

is in agreement with previous studies hypothesizing cell phenotypic transitions as the mechanism to 

maintain a balance between CSCs and DCCs among different tumor types[14,17,38]. Nevertheless, how 

this cell state transition is driven remain to be fully understood. Due to the absence of external stimuli 

after cell depletion it was plausible to think of newly synthesized EVs as potential candidates to trigger 

and regulate this process. Thus, in an attempt to decipher the role of EVs in maintaining cancer cells 

equilibrium through cell plasticity we challenged the parental MDA-MB-231 cell line with exceeding 

amounts of either EVsDCC or EVsCSC.  Under these circumstances EVsDCC pulsed the conversion of 

cancer cells towards a stem phenotype, assessed by an increase in the expression of stem markers like 

ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 coupled to a significantly higher invasive potential in 3D models. 

Interestingly, EVsCSC exerted the opposite effect after their incubation with the parental cell line. These 

results indicated that EVsCSC/EVsDCC balance may be responsible for controlling cell state transitions in 

vitro. Remarkably, this opposed regulation fitted into the theoretical model proposed by Olmeda and 

collaborators[39], who have recently postulated that cancer cells plasticity towards stem phenotypes is 
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directed by an unknown activator of tumor cells dedifferentiation. According to their model, this 

activator would be triggered when the CSC population density in tumors approached 0. Framing our 

results into this rationale, the activator of cell dedifferentiation would be the EVsDCC. Thus, in an 

equilibrium state EVsDCC action would be counteracted by EVsCSC but when the ratio of EVsDCC/EVsCSC 

abnormally raises, due to either the depletion of CSC cell subpopulation or by the artificial addition of 

EVsDCC, EVsCSC could no longer neutralize EVsDCC action and tumor cells would undergo a 

dedifferentiation process in order to reestablish the equilibrium. On the contrary, when the ratio EVsCSC/ 

EVsDCC is increased, CSCs would tend to differentiate to recover the equilibrium. Still, the molecular 

actors’ and signaling cascades involved in this process require further study. 

Our results demonstrated how EVsCSC and EVsDCC oppositely regulate CSC equilibrium in vitro. 

However, additional signals coming from stromal cells in TME cannot be excluded as they have been 

widely described to induce cancer cells to acquire stemness traits to maintain CSC niches. In this sense, 

cross-talk between cancer cells and cells from the TME has been widely investigated. More precisely, 

multiple studies have shown that tumor derived EVs can activate normal fibroblasts, as main elements 

of tumor stroma, to acquire malignant CAF phenotypes with significant incidence in disease 

progression[29,30]. In turn, the capacity of CAFs to regulate tumor plasticity through secretion of 

cytokines has also been extensively examined[40,41]. IL-6 and IL-8 outstands among the numerous 

cytokines described to have a role in CSCs maintenance due to their implication along diverse types of 

cancers[41–43], specially in breast cancer[38,44,45]. Essentially, these cytokines operate via activation of 

STAT3 and NF-κB signaling pathways, inducing the expression of stem genes and the subsequent 

transition of tumor cells towards CSC-like states. In this regard, Su et al recently described a 

subpopulation of fibroblasts responsible of providing a constant source of paracrine IL-6 and IL-8 that 

maintained a feedback loop sustaining CSC stemness via  NF-kB pathway activation in breast cancer[18].  

In this scenario, and considering the previous identification of opposite roles for EVsCSC and EVsDCC in 

tumor cell plasticity regulation, we wondered whether CAFs may also be involved in CSC/DCC 

equilibrium regulation by distinct EVs stimulation. Interestingly, lung fibroblasts treated with EVsDCC 

activated the secretion of pro-stemness cytokines IL-6, IL-8 while EVsCSC did not show this effect or 

even reduced the secretion of IL-6. Using CM from EVsDCC treated fibroblast on parental MDA-MB-

231 cells we confirmed an induction of tumor cell dedifferentiation. This process was monitored by an 

increase of the stem gene expression profile along with higher levels of tdTomato reporter protein, 

regulated by the ALDH1A1 promoter. In addition, an increase of resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs 

such as PTX was also detected. As expected, CM produced by fibroblast education with EVsCSC 

displayed no significant differences in comparison to the control. These results seem to agree with cell 

plasticity regulation discussed above. However, in this case EVsDCC would exert tumor cell 

dedifferentiation indirectly, by the induction of cytokine secretion from CAFs that in turn would provoke 

a positive stimuli cascade towards CSCs state transition. Moreover, EVsCSC ability to shift cancer cell 
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phenotype towards more differentiated states seems to be limited to the direct action of such EVsCSC in 

the tumor cells irrespective of CAF mediated signaling.  

Nevertheless, additional CAFs subsets with distinct functionalities have been identified. Particularly, 

CAFs capable of generating ECM tracks to guide cancer cells have been shown of importance for ECM 

remodeling at primary tumor and metastatic sites, largely influencing tumor local invasion[36,46,47]. When 

studying the effect of distinct EVs subsets in other relevant CAFs phenotypes, we observed that breast 

and lung fibroblasts cultured with EVsCSC displayed enhanced remodeling activity of the surrounding 

3D matrix rendering more and longer invasive strands than those educated with EVsDCC.  

Our results concur with recent studies highlighting CAFs heterogeneity among different tumor 

types[18,32,33]. However, up to date the mechanisms driving specific activation of certain CAF phenotypes 

have been not clarified. Here, we present evidence that CAF heterogeneous activation may be governed 

by distinct subpopulations of tumor EVs. 

It has been previously reported that tumor EVs can prepare a favorable microenvironment for tumor 

metastasis by inducing changes in pre-metastatic niches resident cells that would favor metastatic cells 

engraftment[28,29]. Our data showed a marked lung tropism for both types of EVs upon intravenous 

administration. This biodistribution profile was in accordance with previous reports on EVs derived 

from TNBC cells which showed a tendency to accumulate into their primary metastatic sites directed 

by the integrin expression onto the EVs surface[30,37]. However, differences were observed in ITGα6 

expression, slightly influencing the amounts of tumor EVs in the lung. EVsDCC targeted the mice lung 

more efficiently than EVsCSC. This result suggests that the differential capacity of EV subtypes to reach 

the metastatic site might have a direct impact in the metastatic niche pre-conditioning  

In addition, our experiments revealed that EVsCSC conditioning increased the extent of the 

macrometastasis burden in mice lungs, indicating that EVsCSC strongly promoted the dissemination of 

malignant cells into the lungs by creating a tumor cell growth supportive niche. Consequently, EVsCSC 

treated animals showed higher presence of CAFs and more blood vessels in lungs than EVsDCC treated 

group. These data supported previous in vitro results showing EVsCSC as potent activators of breast and 

lung CAFs 3D invasion. Moreover, higher levels of α-SMA, a marker of myofibroblastic activation, 

were detected in fibroblasts in vitro but also in lungs from healthy animals after EVsCSC administration. 

Reinforcing EVsCSC mediated activation of invasive CAFs, a higher presence of α-SMA was also 

observed in primary tumors exclusively generated from MDA-MB-231 CSC-like cells. Increased blood 

vessel number was also in agreement with higher angiogenic potential of EVsCSC in vitro. Of note, no 

specific studies using CSC derived EVs have been developed in order to unveil the contribution of each 

tumor EVs subset in pre-metastatic conditioning. However, some reports using EVs isolated from 

particularly malignant cells, e.g. drug resistant tumor cells, often associated with CSCs-like phenotypes 

have shown higher metastatic potential than the ones from the parental cell lines[48]. Altogether these 

results suggest that EVs secreted by CSC-like cells trigger niche conditioning at the metastatic sites.  
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Conversely, EVsDCC produced a negligible response in terms of metastatic burden and stimulation of 

resident fibroblast towards α-SMA positive CAFs, comparable to the values displayed in control 

samples. Nevertheless, EVsDCC seemed to activate the expression of the stem marker NANOG in 

pretreated animals as well as in metastases derived from pre-treated MDA-MB-231 cells. These results 

were in agreement with previous in vitro promotion of cancer stem cell phenotypes via the direct action 

of EVsDCC in tumor cells along with the indirect signaling through IL-6 and IL-8 secretory fibroblasts. 

This study reveals that while targeting CSC and CSC derived EVs could result in a therapeutic benefit 

against metastatic dissemination, this approach should consider the action of residual DCC secreted EVs 

that could rapidly trigger cancer cells de-differentiation towards a stem phenotype restoring tumor 

growth and aggressiveness. In this sense, a deeper knowledge of tumor cell plasticity regulation and 

their interactions with TME will help to develop more efficient therapeutic strategies addressing point 

by point all mechanisms supporting tumor survival.  

4. Conclusion 

We have identified two distinct subsets of EVs, namely EVsCSC and EVsDCC, according to the stem cell 

state from their cell source. These EVs exerted opposed signaling stimuli in direct tumor cell plasticity 

regulation, acting as repressors and activators of stem cell states, respectively. Moreover, they displayed 

markedly different activities in heterotypic cell communication. EVsDCC could indirectly influence 

tumor cell dedifferentiation state by the stimulation of a cytokine secretory CAFs phenotype while 

EVsCSC triggered the activation of a distinct and specific myofibroblastic CAF subpopulation, 

facilitating local invasion and growth. Accordingly, EVsCSC also displayed proangiogenic potential and 

postulated as principal activators of niche modulation enabling metastatic growth. 

 

5. Experimental Section/Methods  

Cell lines and culture conditions:  

Parental cell lines: Human breast MDA-MB-231 cell line, human lung CCD19 were obtained from 

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC HTB-26™, CCL-210™, respectively). Human Cancer 

Associated Fibroblasts from Invasive Ductal Breast Carcinoma (CAFs IDC) were isolated from patient 

tissue samples and immortalized by pBABE-Hygro-HTERT retroviral transfection (Courtesy of Erik 

Sahai, Francis Crick Institute, UK).  MDA-MB-231 was routinely maintained in RPMI 1640 Medium 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM L-Glutamine, 1x Non-essential aminoacids, 

1x antimycotic-antibiotic solution. CDD19 cells were cultured in DMEM/High Glucose supplemented 

with 10% FBS, 1x antimycotic-antibiotic solution and 1x Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium (all from Gibco). 

Outgrowth Endothelial Progenitor Cells (EPCs) were isolated from stroke patients as previously 

described[49]and cultured in fibronectin-coated flasks with endothelial growth medium (EGM2, Lonza) 

supplemented with the factors included in the kit and 10% FBS.  

Genetically-modified cell lines: MDA-MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato cell line was generated as in vitro 

CSC-like models from breast MDA-MB-231 cells as previously reported by our group. [15,35]. MDA-
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MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato cell line stably exhibiting low content of CSC (1-2%), (DCC), was 

maintained as described for the parental cell line with the addition of blasticidin at 10 µg/mL (Gibco). 

MDA-MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato displaying a high number (99%) of CSC-like cells (CSC) were 

cultured in serum-free RPMI 1640 Medium supplemented with 6% glucose, 2 mM L-Glutamine, 1X 

AA, 4 µg/mL heparin (Sigma-Aldrich), 2 mg/mL BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.02 μg/mL EGF (Sigma-

Aldrich), 0.01 µg/mL FGFb (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 10 µg/mL putrescin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1 

mg/mL apo-transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich), 25 µg/mL insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 20 µM progesterone 

(Sigma-Aldrich) to prevent cell differentiation. These cell lines were employed for EVsCSC and EVsDCC 

production along the study. 

MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells were routinely cultured as described for the parental cell line with the 

addition of neomycin at 500 µg/mL.  

All cell cultures were propagated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.  

CSC isolation:  

CSC subpopulations from MDA-MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato were isolated according to their tdTomato 

expression in a FACS Aria cell sorter (BD Biosciences). Two consecutive sorting rounds were employed 

for CSCs cell enrichment. tdTomato + cells from the first sorting round were collected and expanded in 

complete RPMI 1640 medium for re-sorting. Re-sorted tdTomato + cells displayed high extents of CSC-

like cells (99%) and were further maintained as described above. tdTomato – sorted cells were also 

collected and cultured in regular maintenance medium to be used in cell state equilibrium experiments. 

Representative scheme of cells sorting procedure is detailed in Figure S2C. 

Purification of EVsCSC and EVsDCC: 

Supernatants (SN) coming from MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cell cultures, after 48h incubation in EV-

depleted medium, were centrifuged at 300 g at 4°C for 10 min in order to remove dead cells. Additional 

centrifugation steps at increasing centrifugation speed 2,000 g, 10 min 4°C and 10,000 g 20 min 4°C 

were carried out to eliminate potential sub-cellular debris. Clarified SNs were concentrated through 

centrifugation at 5,000 g, 15 min, 4°C, using 300,000 KDa VIVAspin devices (Sartorius). The 

concentration factor varied from 50X to 100X depending on the sample. EVs were then precipitated 

from concentrated SN by the addition of “Total Exosome Isolation Reagent” (Invitrogen) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were centrifuged at 16,000 g for 1 h at 4°C and pellets containing 

the EVs resuspended in PBS.  Purified EVs were stored at 4°C. Note that prior to every EVs purification 

batch a qPCR control was performed to assess the maintenance of the stemness expression profile of 

ALDH1A1, Nanog and Oct-4 in CSC and DCC cultured cells.  

EVs characterization:  
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CryoTEM morphometric assessment and particle size distribution and concentration were further 

studied by Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) performed as described by Seras-Franzoso and co-

workers[50].  

RNA Extraction and Quantitative Real Time-qPCR (qPCR) :  

Total RNA was extracted from 300,000 cells using the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen) and the RNA 

obtained was reverse transcribed using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer′s instructions. The cDNA reverse transcription product 

was amplified with specific primers (Table S1) by qPCR using a SYBR Green method (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The reaction was performed in triplicate on a 7500 Real time PCR system (Applied 

Biosystems). Relative normalized quantities (NRQ) of mRNA expression were calculated using the 

comparative Ct method (2-ΔΔCt) through Qbase™ software with two reference genes (hGAPDH and 

hActin) used as endogenous controls.  

Cell state equilibrium restoration assay: 500.000 MDA-MB-231 tdTomato+ (CSC) and tdTomato- 

sorted cells (DCC) were seeded in adherent plates of 10 cm diameter. Total RNA was extracted and 

used for subsequent qPCR analysis at different passages: after sorting (AS), passage 1 (P1) and passage 

5 (P5), to monitor changes in the stem gene expression profile of each cancer cells subpopulation. 

MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC subpopulations stem gene profile validation: Re-sorted tdTomato + CSC 

and DCC were maintained in cell culture as described above. Total RNA was extracted to further asses 

the expression of stem reporters in each cell subpopulation by qPCR analysis prior to every purification 

batch of EVsCSC and EVsDCC. 

Effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on parental MDA-MB-231 stem gene expression profile: 50,000 MDA-

MB-231 parental cells were seeded in 2 mL of complete RPMI medium in 6-well plates. Then, 25 μg/mL 

of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to each well for 3 consecutive days (150 μg total EVs/well). 

After 72h in culture, total RNA was extracted and used for subsequent qPCR analysis. 

Effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC on CCD19 IL-6 and IL-8 expression: 50,000 CCD19 cells were seeded in 

2 mL of complete DMEM medium in 6-well plates. Then, 25 μg/ml of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, were 

added to each well for 3 consecutive days (150 μg total EVs/well). After 72h in culture, total RNA was 

extracted and used for subsequent qPCR analysis. 

Effect of fibroblasts CM on MDA-MB-231 parental cells stem gene expression profile: 2 mL of 

fibroblasts EVsCSC-CM and EVsDCC-CM were collected (as described above) and added to 6-well plates 

seeded with 50,000 MDA-MB-231 parental cells. After 48h in culture, 100,000 MDA-MB-231 cells 

were collected and total RNA was extracted for qPCR analysis. The rest of the collected cells were used 

for MTT assays. 

Effect of IL-6 and IL-8 on stem gene expression profile in parental MDA-MB-231: 20 ng/mL of either 

recombinant soluble IL-8 or IL-6 (R&D Systems) were added to 50,000 MDA-MB-231 parental cells 

seeded in 6-well plates. After 48h in culture, total RNA was extracted and qPCR analysis was performed. 
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Protein extraction and Western blotting: 

Cell pellets and EVs samples were lysed with Cell Lytic M reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) containing a 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich). Proteins in crude lysates were quantified using the 

bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) Protein Assay (Pierce Biotechnology). A total of 20 μg of whole-cell 

lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membranes (Merck Millipore).  

Membranes were blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk (w/v) in TBS buffer, 1h at RT. Targeted proteins were 

probed using primary antibodies (Table S2), O.N at 4°C. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated 

secondary antibodies, anti-mouse (P0447, Dako) or anti-rabbit (P0217, Dako), were then added as 

requested and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Extensive washing in TBS-Tween (0.05% v/v) 

was performed between blocking and antibodies incubation steps. Membranes were developed using 

Immobilion® HRP substrate (Merck Millipore) in a LI-COR Odyssey Fc imaging system. Band 

intensity on the blots was quantified using the ImageJ NIH software. 

EV fluorescent labeling: 

DiOC/DiD or DiR (Invitrogen™) were supplemented to EVsCSC and EVsDCC to a concentration of 250 

µg/mL and 500 µg/mL respectively, for 30 min at 37°C. Samples were then dialyzed (Slide-A-Lyzer™ 

MINI Dialysis Device, 3.5K MWCO, 0.1 mL, Thermo Scientific) against PBS, O.N. at 4ºC. 

Confocal microscopy:  

MDA-MB-231 cells and CCD19 cells were seeded in an 8 chambered coverglass (Lab-Tek®II, 

Eppendorf) and incubated 24 h at 37°C and 5% CO2.  Then, 2.5 µg/mL DiD-labeled EVsCSC and DiOC-

labeled EVsDCC were added to MDA-MB-231 CSC or DCC cells and incubated for 12 h while DiD-

labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to CCD19 cells and also incubated for 12 h. Cell medium was 

removed and cell membranes fluorescently tagged. Samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 

prior to visualization. Note that, MDA-MB-231 cell membranes were counterstained with 5 µg/mL 

WGA-AF488 (Thermo Fischer Scientific), 10 min at 37°C and visualized using Nikon Eclipse Ti 

microscope (Nikon) with 100X/1.49 NA oil immersion objective. While CCD19 cell membranes were 

stained with 5 µg/mL Cell MaskTM (Invitrogen), 10 min at 37°C and image acquisition was carried out 

in a spectral confocal microscope FV1000 (Olympus) with a PLAPON 40XO objective. Further image 

processing was performed using ImageJ NIH software in both cases.  

2D invasion assay: 

50,000 parental MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-231 CSC and MDA-MB-231 DCC cells were seeded in 6 

well plates. Then, 25 μg/ml of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to parental MDA-MB-231 for 3 

consecutive days (150 µg total EVs/well). On the third day, the invasiveness of EVs educated MDA-

MB-231 parental cells and MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cell subpopulations was assessed using the 

CytoSelect™ Laminin Cell Invasion Assay Kit (Cell Biolabs). Briefly, inserts were placed in a 24 well 

plate and cell suspensions containing 1 × 106 cells/mL of MDA-MB-231 CSC and DCC cells and 

parental MDA-MB-231 cells previously treated with EVsCSC or EVsDCC, added to the insert. After 48 h 
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incubation, invasive cells were dissociated from the lower side of the membranes, lysed, and quantified 

using CyQuant® GR Fluorescent Dye (Cell Biolabs).  

3D invasion assay: 

200,000 parental MDA-MB-231 were seeded in P10 plates and 25 µg/mL of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC 

were added to growing cells for 3 consecutive days. In parallel, 200,000 CAFs IDC were seeded in a 

P10 plate. Then, MDA-MB-231 and CAFs IDC cells were trypsinized to single-cell suspension, 

centrifuge and resuspended with 3 mL of culture medium containing 2 µL of CellTrackerTM staining 

solution.. After 30 min of incubation, cells were washed, counted and resuspended to reach a final 

concentration of 75 × 105 cells/mL. Hence, a cell suspension containing the two cell types at a 1:1 ratio 

and 0.25% methylcellulose solution in DMEM was prepared and 3D invasion assay was performed as 

described by Labernadie et al.[36,51]. Briefly, 20 µL droplets of mixed cells were plated onto the lid of a 

10 cm culture dish and allowed to form spheroids in a 37ºC, 5% CO2 incubator O.N. The spheroids were 

then embedded in a Rat tail collagen type I /Matrigel gel mix at in 24-well glass-bottomed cell culture 

plates (MatTek) and incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 until invasive strands were formed. Sixty hours later, 

the spheroids were imaged with a spinning disk confocal microscope at a magnification of ×10, ×20 and 

×40. Z stack images spanning 100–150 µm were collected and image stacks were analyzed with ImageJ 

software. Same procedure was used to assess fibroblasts 3D invasive abilities, starting with an initial 

concentration of 1 × 105 cells/mL of either CCD19 human fibroblasts or CAFs IDC.  

Drug resistance assay: 

Resistance to Paclitaxel (PTX) of MDA-MB-231 cells previously treated with either EVsCSC-CM and 

EVsDCC-CM was assessed by MTT assay. 5,000 cells/well were seeded in 96-well plate and incubated 

for 24h at 37°C, 5% CO2. 0.04μM) of PTX (Teva) was then added to growing cells. Complete medium 

was used as negative control and 10% DMSO as positive control of cytotoxicity. After 48h of incubation, 

0.5 mg/mL 3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) was added to each 

well. Plates were incubated for an additional 4 h at 37ºC and 180 μL of DMSO (Sigma) was added to 

each well. The absorbance at 590 nm of each well was read on a microplate reader ELx800 (BioTek). 

Cell viability was calculated using a minimum of 3 biological replicates with 6 technical replicates for 

each assay.  

Cytokine and stem protein arrays:  

Cytokine antibody-pair-based assays were performed using human cytokine array kit (R&D Systems, 

ARY005B) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, 100,000 CCD19 fibroblasts seeded in 6-

well plates were cultured alone or treated with either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 25 μg/mL per day during 3 

days. Culture supernatants were next collected (CM) and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm during 10 min to 

remove cell debris. Array membranes, previously spotted with capture antibodies by the manufacturer, 

were incubated with 0.5 mL of CM O.N. at 4 °C. Membranes were then washed three times with 50 mL 
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of washing buffer at RT, incubated with a streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase-coupled antibody 

(1:2000) for 30 min at RT and revealed using Chemi-Reagent Mix. The immunoblot images were 

captured and visualized using the LI-COR Odyssey Fc imaging system and dot intensity was measured 

using ImageJ NIH software. Human pluripotent stem cell antibody array (R&D Systems, ARY010) was 

performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, approximately 500 µg of total-

EVsCSC and EVsDCC lysates were incubated with array membranes O.N. at 4 °C. Membranes were then 

washed and incubated with a streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase-coupled antibody (1:2000) for 30 min 

at RT and revealed using Chemi-Reagent Mix. The immunoblot images were captured, visualized and 

processed as described for Cytokine array assay. 

Tube formation assay: 

Capacity to promote vessel-like tube formation was assessed as described elsewhere[49]. Briefly, human 

EPCs were resuspended in basal medium without growth factors (EBM2, Lonza) and seeded at 20,000 

cells per well in growth factor reduced Matrigel (Corning) following manufacturer’s protocol. Note that 

Matrigel was thawed at 4ºC, dispensed in the microslides (Ibidi) and allowed to polymerize at 37°C till 

producing a uniform semisolid ECM cell-support prior. Immediately after cell seeding  cells were treated 

with either 25μg/ml EVSCSC or EVSDCC suspensions or basal media (as control condition). After O.N. 

incubation at 37°C and 5% CO2 images were taken at 4x and analyzed blindly using Wimtube online 

tool. Tube length, branching points and total loops were quantified as relevant features for tube 

formation capacity. Tubulogenesis parameters of the control condition (basal media) were used as a 

reference value for the EVs treatments. 

In vivo experimentation: 

Female NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J mice (Charles River, MA, USA) were kept in pathogen-free conditions 

and used at six weeks of age. Animal care was handled in accordance with the Guide for the Care and 

Use of Laboratory Animals of the Vall Hebron University Hospital Animal Facility, and the 

experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Experimentation Ethical Committee at the 

institution (approval number CEA-OH/9467/2).  

Biodistribution assay: 

EVsCSC and EVsDCC biodistribution studies were performed by intravenously administration of 300 μg 

DiR-labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC through the mouse tail vein. After 24 h, animals were euthanized and ex 

vivo DiR-EVs localization was assessed using in an IVIS® Spectrum equipment for image acquisition 

and Living Image SoftwareTM to further quantify the fluorescent signal (FLI). FLI was normalized to 

the weight of the wet tissue and represented as the percentage of total FLI per animal. Lung tissues were 

collected, embedded in OCT matrix following standard procedures and stored at -80°C till further 

analysis; see high resolution confocal microscopy and α-SMA immunofluorescent detection in lung 

sections (supplementary material). 
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High Resolution Confocal microscopy: OCT blocks from the biodistribution assay were processed into 

5 μm thick sections using a cryostat Leica CM3050. Tissue slices were mounted on microscopy glass 

slides and fixed in ice-cold methanol, 30 min at -20°C. After fixation samples were immunolabeled 

against α-SMA and the nuclei were fluorescently dyed with DAPI, as detailed in the supplementary 

information. Images were acquired in a confocal spectral LSM980 microscope (Zeiss) operating at high 

resolution, XY = 120 nm and Z = 350 nm, using the Airy Scan mode and a plan apochromat 63X/1.40 

oil objective. 12 random sections with a fluorescence intensity dynamic range of 16 bytes were further 

quantified using Image J NIH software. Briefly, DiR fluorescent signal was transformed to a binary 

image in order to identify and count the number of particles per field.  DiR labeled particle number was 

normalized in front of the number of cell nuclei per section.  

Lung metastasis mice models:  

In order to examine the roles of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in lung metastasis models, 3 total doses of 75 μg of 

EVsCSC or EVsDCC were intravenously injected into female nude mice through the tail vein every other 

day. On the 5th day, 1x106 firefly luciferase-expressing MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells were 

intravenously injected through the tail vein. After 2 months, lung metastasis were measured and 

quantified by ex vivo bioluminescent imaging using IVIS Spectrum (PerkinElmer) and lung tissues were 

recovered for manual macrometastasis and micrometastasis counting and further processed for 

hematoxylin-eosin staining analysis and evaluation by a trained histopathologist. 

Immunohistochemistry:  

The presence of  α-SMA and NANOG proteins were assessed in paraffin-embedded formalin fixed 

sections.  Slides were incubated with 10% normal goat serum (NGS) in antibody diluent (1% BSA (w/v) 

in 100 mM Tris buffer) and then primary antibodies were added, O.N at 4°C (see Table S2). Next 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody, anti-Mouse o anti-Rabbit, as required, was 

added to the samples (Dako, EnVision+ System-HRP Labeled Polymer). Finally, the sections were 

developed with diaminobenzidine (DAB) colorimetric reagent solution (Dako) and counterstained with 

Harris hematoxylin (Sigma-Aldrich). Extensive washing in PBS/Tween 20, 1% (v/v) was performed 

before and after antibody incubations steps. Evaluation of α-SMA labeling was used to assess the 

number of infiltrated CAFs and blood vessels in lung metastatic lesions. 18 random sections in a 4x 

magnification per mice group were analyzed for each parameter. For CAFs infiltration assessment, total 

lungs sections area covered by α-SMA positive fibroblasts like cells was qualitatively scored and 

represented, staining score values ranging from 0 (0 % positive area) to 3 (100 % positive area). Each 

evaluation was made blindly by 3 independent observers. The number of blood vessels was 

quantitatively assessed by manually counting the number of α-SMA positive blood vessels in 18 random 

lung sections per mice group. Subsequent mean score for both parameters was then calculated for each 

group. NANOG labeling was qualitatively assessed in 3 random sections at 4X, 10X and 20X 

magnifications. Representative images were displayed.   
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Statistical analysis: 

Bar graphs display mean value ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis consisted in 

normality data distribution assessment by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. If data fitted into a normal 

distribution, unpaired Student’s t-test, for single comparison of means, or one-way ANOVA for multiple 

comparisons was then applied. Otherwise, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test or Tukey test were 

employed for single and multiple mean comparisons respectively.  

Data represented as Fold Change (FC) were normalized following the X= Log (FC) function. Columns 

statistics were then used to assess the mean difference in comparison to a theoretical Log (FC) value 

equal to 0. The significance threshold was established at p<0.05, and significance levels were 

schematically assigned *(0.01 ≤ p < 0.05), **(0.001 ≤ p < 0.01), ***(0.0001 ≤ p). All the analyses and 

graphs were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad, San Diego). 
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Supporting Information  

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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HCC1806 CSC model  

Model generation: HCC1806 cells were transfected an expression vector delivering tdTomato 

flourochorme expression under a minimal promoter of ALDH1A1(35) with Lipofectamine 2000 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), and cultured under selective pressure with 10 μg/mL blasticidin for two 

weeks to ensure that all cells contained the reporter gene. Positive tdTomato cells (tdTomato+) were 

sorted from HCC1806 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cell line by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) as 

described for MDA-MB-231 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cells.  

Stemness gene expression profile: 500,000 tdTomato+ and tdTomato- sorted cells (identified as CSC 

and DCC, respectively) were sorted from HCC1806 ALDH1A1:tdTomato cell line and total RNA was 

extracted for qPCR analysis of different stemness markers. 

Cell state equilibrium restoration assay: tdTomato+ and tdTomato− were sorted by FACS and reseeded 

in complete RPMI medium. The percentage of tdTomato+ within the cell line was monitored after each 

passage by flow cytometry until it was obtained a tdTomato+ stabilized cell subpopulation. Changes in 

the stemness gene expression profile of each cancer cells subpopulation was monitored over time at 

different passages (after sorting (AS), at passage1 (P1) and at passage 5 (P5)). 

2D Invasion Assay: The invasiveness of each cancer cells subpopulation was assessed using the 

CytoSelect™ Laminin Cell Invasion Assay Kit (Cell Biolabs). Briefly, inserts were placed in a 24 well 

plates and cell suspensions containing 1 × 106 cells/mL of HCC1806 tdTomato+ and tdTomato- cells 

were added to each insert. After 48 h incubation, invasive cells were dissociated from the lower side of 

the membranes, lysed, and quantified using CyQuant® GR Fluorescent Dye (Cell Biolabs).  

In vivo growth: Six-week-old female NOD/SCID mice (NOD.CB-17-Prkdcscid/Rj) were obtained from 

Janvier Laboratories (Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France), housed under specific pathogen-free conditions and 

provided with food and water ad libitum. 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 cells of either tdTomato+ or 

tdTomato- cells (n=5) where inoculated orthotopically in mice by intramammary fat pat (i.m.f.p.) 

inoculation in a 1:1 mixture with Matrigel (Corning). Tumor incidence and growth was monitored up to 

4 weeks post-inoculation.  
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Flow cytometry 

DiD labeled EVsCSC or EVsDCC were added to MDA-MB-231 CSC or DCC cell cultures, 2.5 µg EVs/mL, 

and incubated for 15 min, 4h ,8h and 24h. After incubation cells were treated with trypsin 0.05 % (w/v) 

(Biological Industries) to detach cells, and neutralized in complete RPMI medium supplemented with 

DAPI (1 µg/mL final concentration). Cell fluorescence intensity was analyzed in a LSR Fortessa flow 

cytometer (Beckton Dickinson). Data was further processed using FCS express 4 software (De novo 

software) and median fluorescence intensity represented. All time points were tested in duplicate.  

Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) 

Parental MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in an 8 chambered coverglass and incubated with 2.5 µg/mL 

DiD labeled EVs (H) or (L) overnight in cell culture conditions. Cell medium was removed and cells 

were stained with 5 µg/mL WGA-AF488 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and fixed in 4% PFA. Samples 

were imaged in STORM buffer (5% w/v glucose, 100 mM cysteamine, 0.5 mg/mL glucose oxidase and 

40 µg/mL catalase in PBS) to ensure an adequate photoswitching of the fluorophores. DiD-labeled EVs 

H and L and MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with DiD-labeled EVs were imaged with a 647nm laser 

(160 mW) using NIS-Elements software in Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon Europe, Amsterdam). 

The sample was illuminated using a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) alignment for EVs 

structure imaging or a highly inclined and laminated optical (HILO) alignment for intracellular imaging. 

The z-level was kept constant by Nikon perfect focus system. Fluorescence was collected by a Nikon 

100x, 1.49 NA oil immersion objective and images acquired with a Hamamatsu 19 ORCA- Flash 4.0 

camera. For each channel 20,000 frames were acquired and analyzed by fitting a 2D Gaussian function 

to obtain the localizations of fluorophores. Resulting images were then analyzed with ImageJ. 

Immunofluorescence 

α-SMA immunofluorescent detection in CCD19 cells: For α-SMA immunofluorescence detection, 

15.000 CCD19 cells/well were seeded on 8-well coverslips (Lab-Tek®II, Eppendorf) and treated with 

either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 25 μg/mL per day during 3 days. After 72 h of incubation, cells were fixed in 

4% PFA for 15 min, permeabilized with 0.1% SDS in PBS for 10 min and blocked in PBS-Tween 0.3% 

with 5% BSA for 30 min. Samples were then incubated with anti-α-SMA antibody diluted in PBS-

Tween 0.3% with 5% BSA O.N. at 4 °C. Cells were washed 3 times in PBS-Tween 0.3% and furhter 

incubated with secondary goat antibody anti-mouse conjugated to Alexa FluorTM 488, 1:1000 

(Invitrogen). 30 min at RT in PBS-Tween 0.3% with 5% BSA. Samples were further washed 3 times in 

PBS-Tween 0.1%. Finally, a drop of antifading mounting medium ProLong (Thermo Fischer Sicentific) 

was added and slides examined using an FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus) with a 40× objective.  

Images (at least five random positions per condition) were acquired with identical exposure times and 

settings. Fluorescence intensity was quantified using Image J NIH software.  

α-SMA immunofluorescent detection in lung sections: 5 μm thick OCT microsections from the lungs of 

animals treated with of either EVsCSC or EVsDCC, 300 μg EVs for 24h, were mounted on glass slides for 

α-SMA immunofluorescent labeling. Briefly, samples were fixed in ice-cold methanol, 30 min at -20°C. 

https://www.microscopyu.com/tutorials/stochastic-optical-reconstruction-microscopy-storm-imaging
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After fixation samples were washed once in PBS followed by 3 washing steps in PBS-Tween 0.3%.  

Primary antibody, anti-α-SMA (1:500), was supplemented in PBS/BSA 3 % (w/v) and incubated O.N. 

at 4°C. Samples were further washed 3 times PBS-Tween 0.3% before the addition of secondary 

antibody.  Goat antibody anti-mouse conjugated to Alexa FluorTM 488, 1:1000 (Invitrogen) was 

incubated 1h at RT. Then slides were washed again 3 times in PBS-Tween 0.3% and cell nuclei 

counterstained with DAPI at 1 μg/mL, 5 min, RT. Finally samples were washed in PBS-Tween 0.3% 

and a drop of antifading mounting medium ProLong (Thermo Fischer Sicentific) added. Images were 

acquired in a confocal spectral LSM980 microscope (Zeiss) operating at high resolution, XY = 120 nm 

and Z = 350 nm, using the Airy Scan mode and a plan apochromat 63X/1.40 oil objective. 12 random 

sections with a fluorescence intensity dynamic range of 16 bytes were further quantified using Image J 

NIH software. SMA fluorescent signal was normalized in front of the number of cell nuclei per section 

In vivo lung metastases of EV-conditioned mouse 

Paraffin embedded sections obtained as described in the immunohistochemistry section were immune 

labeled against vimentin.  Evaluation of vimentin labeling was determined by the allocation of staining 

score values from 0 (0 % staining coverage) to 3 (100 % staining coverage) to the individual sections 

and subsequent mean score calculation of MS for each group. 18 random sections in a 4X magnification 

per mice group (8 mice/group) were analyzed and total lungs sections area covered by vimentin positive 

cells was qualitatively scored and represented. 

In vivo lung metastases of EV-conditioned MDA-MB-231 cells 

To study the effect of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in metastatic capacity of MDA-MB-231 cells, 4x106 

Luciferase-expressing MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells seeded in 20 mL of RPMI complete medium 

were exposed to 25 μg/mL of EVsCSC or EVsDCC for 3 consecutive days. Lung tissues were further fixed 

in Bouin solution and processed for immunohistochemical analysis of NANOG. Non-treated MDA-

MB-231.Fluc2-C19 cells were also administered intravenously as control.  

In vivo lung metastases of CSC and DCC isolated from MDA-MB-231 cells 

1 x 106 cells/mice of either MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19. ALDH1:tdTomato+ (CSC) or tdTomto- (DCC) 

cells were intravenously injected into the tail vein of NOD-SCID mice. After 2 months, lungs were 

excised and processed as described above.  

MDA-MB-231 ALDH:tdTomato orthotopic model  

A total number of 1,000 cells of either MDA-MB-231.Fluc2-C19. ALDH1:tdTomato+  or tdTomto- 

were orthotopically inoculated into the mice mammary fad pad (n = 8) in a PBS:Matrigel 1:1 solution. 

Tumor growth was monitored twice a week by conventional caliper measurements. When tumors 

reached a volume range between 250–450 mm3, tumors were excised and paraffin embedded for 

histopatological analysis. Standard trichrome Masson staining and α-SMA immunodetection (as 

detailed above) were performed in order to visualize infiltrating fibroblasts.  

Supporting Figures 
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 Figure S1. HCC1806 ALDH1A1/tdTomato cancer stem cell (CSC) model. After transfection with 

reporter vector ALDH1A1/tdTomato, CSC-like cells express fluorescent reporter (tdTomato) which 

allows CSC subpopulation isolation by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) (A). Stemness gene 

expression profile of tdTomato+ cell population (CSC) compared to tdTomato- cell population (DCC), 

assessed by RT-qPCR just after isolation by FACs (P0). (B) Invasive potential in 2D models of 

tdTomato+ cells compared to tdTomato- cells. (C) Schematic representation of tdTomato+ and 

tdTomato- cells behavior in attachment culture conditions after FACs isolation. (D) tdTomato+ cells 

tend to lose fluorescence over cell passages as CSCs differentiate into DCCs. (E) Dedifferentiation of 

tdTomato- into cells with increased expression of stemness reporter genes after few passages, assessed 

as shown by RT-qPCR analysis. (F) HCC1806 in vivo model. Tumor incidence in mice inoculated 

orthotopically with HCC1806 tdTomato− (DCC) and HCC1806 dTomato+ (CSC) in each cell dilution 

group. (G) Ex vivo tumor growth. (H) Detailed images of tumors grown in mice inoculated with 1000 

tdTomato+ and tdTommato- cells. (I) Correlation between tumor volume and % of tdTomato+ cells. 

Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)  
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Figure S2. CSC and DCC in vitro culture optimization in MDA-MB-231 cells. (A) Stem gene 

expression of MDA-BM-231 tdTomato+ cells at passage 5 (P5) after cell sorting in different culture 

conditions: RPMI conventional media vs. stemness media. (B) Stem gene expression profile of MDA-

MB-231 with 1-2% content of tdTomato+ cells maintained in culture at different passages (1, 5 and 10). 

(C) Schematic illustration of EVs isolation procedure created with BioRender.com. Briefly, MDA-MB-

231 tdTomato+ cells were cultured with stem cell maintenance media. EVsCSC were isolated from the 

CM of these MDA-MB-231 CSC cells, which presented high expression of stemness reporters CSC. 

Due to tdTomato- sorted cells tendency to de-differentiate into CSC, EVsDCC were isolated from a stable 

MDA-MB-231 cell subpopulation with a minimal content in CSC (1-2%) that exhibited low expression 

of stemness reporters, as most cells were DCC. 
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Figure S3. MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC characterization. (A) General view by CryoTEM of 

isolated EVsCSC and EVsDCC. Scale bar = 200 nm. (B) STORM detailed images of EVs internalization 

into MDA-MB-231 parental cells. Arrows indicate DiD labeled EVs (red). Scale bar=10 µm. (C) 

Internalization kinetics of EVsCSC and EVsDCC in MDA-MB-231 DCC and CSC subpopulations. (D) 

Pluripotent stem cell protein expression profile of EVsCSC and EVsDCC. Array results are expressed as 

integrated density intensity. * p < 0.05. 

 

Figure S4. HCC1806 derived EVsCSC effect on CSC/DCC plasticity. (A) CryoTEM images of EVsCSC 

isolated from HCC1806. (B) Effect of EVsCSC on stemness gene expression profile of parental HCC1806 

cell line analyzed by qPCR. Results are expressed as NRQ (relative normalized quantities) mean ± SEM 

(n ≥ 3); * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.  
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Figure S5. MDA-MB-231 EVs’ effect on fibroblasts activation towards CAFs phenotype. (A) 

Representative images and quantification of fluorescence immunostaining for α-SMA in CCD19 cells 

educated with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC analyzed by confocal microscopy. Scale bar = 50 μm. 

(B) EVsCSC and EVsDCC α-SMA cargo examined by Western blotting. (C) Schematic representation of 

the orthotopic breast cancer mouse model generation. CSC and DDC isolated from MDA-MB-231 

ALDH:tdTomato cells were inoculated into the mouse mammary fad pad. Tumors were let to grow till 

achieving >250 mm3, excised and processed for histological studies (panels D and E). Created with 

BioRender.com. (D) Masson's Trichrome staining and (E) α-SMA expression in primary tumors of mice 

orthotopically inoculated into the right mammary fad pad with MDA-MB-231 CSC or MDA-MB-231 

DCC and euthanized 9 weeks post-inoculation. Scale bar =200 μm. (F) Representative images and 

quantification of fluorescence immunostaining for α-SMA in lung sections of healthy mice i.v. 

inoculated with MDA-MB-231 EVsCSC and EVsDCC after 24h. ** p < 0.01. 
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Figure S6. EVs’ effect on lung metastasis. (A) Representative images of vimentin staining on lungs 

showing metastatic foci in different treatment groups. (B) Graph displaying vimentin semi-quantitative 

scoring of the extension of vimentin staining (ranging from 0 -0 % covered area- to 3 -100 % covered 

area-). (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 
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Figure S7. NANOG protein expression in MDA-MB-231 lung metastases. (A) Scheme displaying 

the distinct conditions tested with the lung metastasis mouse model. Specifically, MDA-MB-231 cells 

previously conditioned with EVsCSC or EVsDCC and  CSC or DCC cells isolated from MDA-MB-

231:ALDH:tdTomato cells were injected into the tail vein and metastasis let to grow for 2 months., At 

the experimental endpoint lungs were excised and processed for histological analysis. Created with 

BioRender.com. (B) NANOG protein expression in metastatic lungs of mice i.v. injected with MDA-

MB-231 cells that were previously treated for 72 h with EVsCSC or EVsDCC   before injection. MDA-MB-

231 CSC and DCC cells directly i.v. injected are also displayed as additional NANOG staining controls.  

Scale bars= 100 μm. 
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Figure S8. CSCs and DCCs secreted EVs’ role in tumor maintenance and metastatic progression. 

(A) Primary breast tumors are composed by heterogeneous CSC and DCC subpopulations that present 

phenotypic equilibrium between both cell states. Tumor secreted EVs mediate this phenotypic 

equilibrium as they can promote cancer cells plasticity towards differentiation or de-differentiation 

depending on tumor requirements. While an excess of EVs from CSCs (EVsCSC) triggers cancer cells 

differentiation, EVsDCC induce the opposite effect, enhancing tumor cells de-differentiation to restore 

CSC/DCC balance. EVsDCC also induce stromal fibroblasts to restore missing CSC subpopulations 

through IL-6 and IL-8 signaling. Of note, EVsCSC do not produce this effect since CSCs are no longer 

required in the system. However, EVsCSC are needed to induce CAFs activation and angiogenesis. (B) 

Primary tumor CSCs and DCCs secrete EVs that travel through the blood circulation and reach the lungs. 

EVsCSC impacts on lung resident cells by inducing the activation of fibroblasts’ into αSMA+ CAFs. In 

addition, EVsCSC also promote pro-angiogenic activity of endothelial cells. EVsDCC induce resident 

fibroblasts to secrete pro-stem factors (e.g. IL-6 and IL-8) supporting cancer cell transition towards 

CSC-like states of arriving metastatic cells. The ability of EVs to induce distinct microenvironmental 

changes at distant, potential metastatic, sites is critical to determine if metastatic cancer cells will survive, 

remain dormant, or form macrometastases to spawn a secondary tumor growth. Created with 

BioRender.com. 
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